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ItfoJfoome to 
Ken Griffey Jr.’s 

SLUGFESr 

Junior’s on fire, as usual. And now you can join him in the season’s nev 

game, Ken Griffey Jr.’s SLUGFEST.™ It’s inning after inning of slick-fielc 

power-hitting action. Play as your favorite team, piek your favorite playen 

create your own player. With updated stats, teams and stadiums, it’s a gami 

real, you may think you’ve died and gone to Cooperstown. 

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS ARE USED WITH PERMISSiON OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PROPERTIES, INC. 

© MLBPA. OFFICIAL LICENSEE - MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION. 

©1999 Nintendo. ™, <B>, the “N” Sports Logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. 
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Uniquely immersive role-playing experience 

is Limited only by your imagination. 

Collect over 150 creatures induding rare and 

ultra-rare breeds. Then custom combine them 

into millions of powerful new monsters. 

Strategically use your monsters dominance of 

one of the four elements: Earth, Wind, Fire 

or Water. 

n F i n 

Pit your creation against a friend in the 

arena mode. 

Welcome to the world of jade Cocoon: Story of the Tamamayu. As Levant, a 

Cocoon Master, you will engage powerful monsters in deadly one on one combat. 

As the magie and talon clash of these titanic battlesturn to your favor you can call 

on the mystic Cocoon powers and capture a fallen foe as they are on the brink of 

death. Once captured these mighty creatures can be trained to fight for you and 

combined with other monsters to form millions of new beasts. Once created these 

creatures will be your key to surviving the perils of the forest. 

Playstation 

LEARN THE SECRETS OF THE TAMAMAYU. VIS IT WWW.GRAVEGAMES.CDM 

Jade Cocoon: Story of the Tamamayu, Crave and their respective logos are trademarks of Crave Entertainment, Ine. All Rights Reserved. Crave Entertainment is a registered trademark in the U.S. 

© 1999 Crave Entertainment, Ine. Genki is a registered trademark of Genki Co., Ine. AU Rights Reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine 
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Street Fighter Alpha 3 scores a triple K.O.! It's the 

most accurate translation of an arcade game to 

grace the circuits of the Playstation0game console... 

featuring all new enhanced modes of play, including 

3 fighting styles for every character - plus the skill building, 

World Tour Mode. Maybe nobody's 

perfect. But as of today, at least 

one fighting game is. 

iPCOM CO.. LTD. 1999 © CAPCOM 
INC. 1999. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

CAPCOM is a registered trademark of 
'COM CO., LTD. STREET FIGHTER is a regis- 
trademark of CAPCOM CO., LTD. STREET 

ALPHA 3 is a trademark of CAPCOM CO., 
‘Fighter's Edge is a registered trademark of 

magazine, the world's largest multiplatform 
magazine and the official magazine sponsor of the 
Fighters Edge promotion. Reproduction of the 

Edge name/logo in whole or part without prior 
permission by GamePro magazine Is prohibited. 

and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks 
Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. The ratings icon is a 

of the Interactive Digital Software Association. All other 
marks are the property of their respective owners. 

WWW.CAPCOM.COM 
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“...the GF reader 
would be well 

served investing in 
a Dreamcast...” 

Games are back. "A simple, eloquent phrase," stat- 
ed one reader... I'm not so sure about that, but I 
thought it was appropriate in the recent Sonic 

Adventure Viewpoint. Turns out, not only was I correct 
in that statement (it happens... I was surprised too), but 
it seems that quite a few of you have been disgruntled 
with the state of games of late. After sifting through 
much mail on the matter, from 
gamers that term themselves 
"hard-core," down to what l'd 
term, "hard-core lite" (they 
don't buy many imports) the 
general consensus seems to 
be that people are starved for 
something that harks back to 
the glory days of 16-bit. Which 
brings me to the main point: 
generally speaking, gamers ^ 
(not 'little Jimmy' or 'sports- 
playing college boys' but the real deal, i.e. GameFan 
readers) are looking for the 'next big thing,' and I think 
we may have it in Sega's Dreamcast. 

Sure, NI get raked over the coals by any number of web 
acolytes and people 'in the know' at other gaming pubs 
(who are these guys... thinking they're so 'intelligent'... 
<grumble>), but after having blasted through Sonic 
Adventure, gunning down a legion of zombies in House of 
the Dead 2, pummeling a pack of pugilistic punching bags 
(my fellow eds) in Power Stone and VF3tb (Marvel vs. 
Capcom is next!), and looking down the road at a whole 
slew of 'I can't talk about them just yet' blasts from the 
past, I can safely say that the GF reader would be well 
served investing in a Dreamcast. And let me emphasize 
one point: This will not be another 32X or Sega CD (for the 
life of me, though, an add-on that sells a couple of million 
units can't really be considered a failure, can it?), mark my 
words. In fact, this is the machine that many, many fans 
hoped the Saturn would have been: a US-based enthusiast 
machine that will have the mass appeal necessary to make 
it viable against Nintendo and Sony. 

So what exactly does all this mean? Basically, it means 
that the "college pukes" (as Reubus affectionately refersto 
them) will get all the sports games they can stand; little 
Jimmy will get every hyped-to-death, big-budget game 
mommy can manage to buy; and us, the hard-core gamer 

will get games from every genre known to man that we 
knew dearly and intimately during the 16-bit age. Games 
like Sonic Adventure, Beyond Oasis, Ecco the Dolphin, 
Shinobi, Grandia, Chakan (see next issue for the exclusive 

on the return of this undead hero) etc., as well as develop- 
ers like Visual Concepts, Tecnosoft, Treasure, and SNK 
(some of the last bastions of hard-core gaming), who will 

breath some much-needed life into 
an industry that seems to thrive on 
sequel-based fodder. 

Oh, and as for Sony's recent 
announcement of their PSY (the 
second-generation Playstation), 
I'm going to make this statement 
once and then I'm not gonna dweil 
or harp on it (at least not till next 
month): this console DOES NOT 
exist in any form yet. As with any 

“"—"""™ console intro, Sony showed a 
bunch of flashy, playable demos running on hardware that 
is nowhere near final. They played the 'steal Sega's thun- 
der' game and played it very well. As for the doubters, all 
I have to say is 0.15 micron manufacturing process (do 
some research on this, and it should prove to be quite illu- 
minating). While NI be the first to admit that the 'games' 
look incredible, for the most part, it looks like more of the 
'me too' drivel l've been playing on my Playstation for the 
past two years. Here's to hoping the PSY doesn't turn 
into the gaming wasteland that the majority of the PSX' 
titles inhabit. 

That about wraps up 
this month's Ed Zone. 
Tune in next month when 
NI take on the whole of 
the Internet in a fight to 
the death over the 
immortal question: How 
many issues does 
GameFan consider a full- 
year's worth? 

Editoriai Director 
Eric Mylonas 
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interplaysports 

Visit the Interplay Sports website for our tuil line of 
Products, tree domos, screeos aod more! 

1999 Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved. Interplay Sports, the Interplay Sports logo, Baseball 
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Can you land a lunker? There’s no need to ëxaggerate the size of your skill, with Fisherman’s 

Bait you can prove i Number One Rated arcade game now on Playstation® Two player 

versus mode - fish against a trien Dual Shock function Iets you feel the bass biting 
Fisherman’s Bait is a trademark of Konami Co., Ltd. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Playstation and the Playstation logos 
are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Konami is a registered trademark of Konami Co., Ltd. ©1999 Konami of America, Ine. All Rights Reserved. 

Playstation 



TOP TEM MOST WAHTEB 
Mau1999_ 

( Zelda: Ocarina of Time ) 

Reader’s Top ten 

6) Castlevania - N64 

7) Silent Hul - PS 

8) Tekken3 - PS 

9) GoldenEye - N64 

10) Mario Party - N64 

1) Zelda: OOT - N64 

2) Turok 2: SOE - N64 

3) Syphon Filter - PS 

4) Xenogears - PS 

5) Met al Gear Solid - PS 

Reader’s MostWanted 
Final Fantasy VIII 

1) Final Fantasy VIII - PS 

2) Shen Mue - DC 

3) Suikoden II - PS 

4) Metroid 64 - N64 

5) Perfect Dark - N64 

6) Sonic Adventure - DC 

7) RE: Code Veronica - DC 

8) Dino Crisis - PS 

9) Resident Evil 64 - N64 

10) House of the Dead 2 - DC 

THE GAME SYSTEM OF YOUR 
CHOICE! ENTER TODAY! 
Au. YÜU HAVE TO DO TO ENTER THE DRAWING IS WRÏTE DOWN AUST OF 

YOUR TOP 10 FAVOR1TE GAMES AND THE 10 GAMES YOU WANT THE MOST 

THAT AREN’T OUT YET, ON A P1ECE OF PAPER OR A POSTCARD THEN SEND 

THEM TO: GAMEFAN TOPTEN, 6301 DeSoto Ave., Suite E, 
WOODLAND HlLLS, CA 91367 

GameBoy 

Co LOR 

YOUR CHOICE OF ONE OF THE PlCKS 

OF THE MONTH IN VlEWPOINT. 

A FREE year of GameFanI 

The BEST MAGAZINE IN THE UNIVERSE! 

CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST MONTH’S WINNERS: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 

ROBERT FROEZSKI SYiyESTERGUNTZER BILLYCHAN 

los Amgeles, CA New York, NY Fremont, CA 

Drawing is umited to One (1) entky per person per 

MONTH. DRAWiNGS WILL BE HELD ON THE 21ST OF EACH 

MONTH. THE TH REE (3) WINNERS WIU BE NOTIFIED BY MAIL 

AND USTED ON THIS PAGE. FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF RULES 

AND REGULATIONS WRITE: GAMEFAN TOP TEN WITH SELF 

ADDRESSED & STAMPED ENVELOPE. 

io www.gamefan.com 

SCORE 200 
TIME 1:34 
RINBS 115 

Developer’sTopTen 

2) Tomb Raider - PS 

3) Quake II - PC 

4) Resident Evil - PS 

5) WarCraft - PC 

6) Legend of Zelda - NES 

7) Super Mario 3 - NES 

This Month’s Guest: 

Matthew Paul 

Producer, Crave Entertainment 

1) Sonic & Knuckles - Genesis 

8) Gran Turismo - PS 

9) Gauntlet - Arcade 

10) Final Fantasy - Series 

MATT IS CURRENTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PRO- 

duction of BattleZone 64 (Nintendo 64) and 
all of our GameBoy titles (Gex, Men in 
Black, Pitfall, Godzilla, Earthworm Jim, 
etc.) “I would've put BattleZone (PC) as 
NUMBER ONE, BUT HEYt I WORKED ON THAT TITLE,” 

Publisher: Sega 
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NS speed, awesame campetitian anti the pulse-poumling exhilaration 
of tiying by cars at speeds in excess af 300 MPO. 

EVERYQNE 

Windows® 95 

Playstation 

ASC Games® is a registered trademark of American Softworks Corporation. © 1998 American Softworks Corporation. Jeff Gordon® XS Racing™ is a trademark of ASC Games®. © 1998 JG 
Motorsports Ine. Developed by Real Sports. ® PepsiCo, Ine. 1998. FRITOS ® is a registered trademark used by Frito-Lay, Ine. © 1995 PEG Limited Partnership and PEG 97 Limited Partnership. 
Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Windows® 95 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. The ratings icon is a trademark oi 
the Interactive Digital Software Association. All rights reserved. 
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l; VII.: 

Final fantas» WIN BemlxP! 
To show-off the hardware, Sony had a demo of 

these two lovebirds (Squall and Rinoa) dancing the 
night away in a ballroom. This was, no doubt, to 
show off yet even more of the hardware engine. 

Below, Square shows their 'face' model that is 
already making an appearance in the upcoming 
Final Fantasy movie. Notice the amount of detail 
in the character's face... Scary! 

Baae Racer Tune 5 a Gran Turismo 3! 
Well maybe not, but whatthey also showed were these racing demos running in real- m 1 
time from Softimage. (Left Two): Ridge Racer mock-up. (Right): Gran Turismo demo. jA 

PlawStatian 2 flnnounced! 
After years of speculation and extremely hush-hush behavior 

on Sony Computer Entertainment's part, the moment we've all 
been waiting for has arrived. Let the world beware, for the 
Playstation 2 (not the official name) has been announced. And 
we've got all the details! 
The plans for the new Playstation are pretty unique. In devel- 

opment for over two years, it's Sony's intention from the start 
to create a 'new type' of home entertainment. When Sega 
designed their Dreamcast, their model for inspiration was the Personal Computer 
(PC) market. The DC incorporates a built-in modem, a Windows operating system, 
and of course the much-touted Power VR accelerator board. 

But Sony's model is completely different. Very early on, they decided to create new 
technology that allowed a mixture of entertainment and powerful technology at an 
affordable price. Not a set-top box (as some have suggested), but an entertainment 
system unlike any other before... It's Sony's intention to create a mass-market enter¬ 
tainment unit that can outperform anything else on the market and provide the very 
highest quality interactive experience. With the next-generation Playstation hard¬ 
ware, they seem well on their way. 



Sony a Toshiba: The New Dream Team 
Sony has teamed up with Toshiba to create the next-generation 

Playstation hardware, which uses the 'Emotion Engine.' The EE 
is the world's first true 128-bit CPU (as opposed to the DC's 
'pseudo-128-bit' SH2 CPU, which in reality is actually only 64- 
bit). Working in tandem with the new Graphics Synthesizer, the 
PS2 will be at least 20x more powerful than the latest PC hard¬ 
ware (toasting the new Pentium 3), and is reported to be at least 
twice as powerful as the top Silicon Graphics Workstation. 

Tally it up, and the new machine can draw an incredible 75 MIL- 
LION polygons per second, which is far beyond anything even 
remotely possible on any other system. When all effects are 
turned on (including Z-buffering, textures, lighting and trans- 
parency effects), the new PS can maintain a sustained 20 million 
polygons per second. What this means in plain English is this: 
Games will look better than ever. In fact, they'll looklike rendered 

movies. In technology demos presented by Sony, featuring pop- 
ular Namco, Square, and Sony characters, this was very apparent. 
Introduced by the (very) popular Ridge Racer girl seductively 
blowing kisses, the PS2 real-time rendering left everyone who wit- 
nessed it in awe. In particular, the Tekken demo, which showed off 
the system's ability to draw those millions of polygons, displayed 
over 30 characters onscreen at the same time (the extra characters 
were background groupies, cheering on the fight). The ballroom 
scene from Final Fantasy 8 was also shown, playing in real-time 
on the new hardware. Crash made an appearance, being followed 
by dozens of happy penguins. 

MPEG Decoding 
It's true that the new Playstation hardware will utilize MPEG2 

decompression, as well as a DVD-ROM drive, but what isn't 
known at this time is whether or not that will allow for Standard 
DVD movies. Sony States that while it's functional for the new 
PS to play these movies, any such addition will be merely an 
extra option. Their intent was not to create a multimedia 
machine (a point they highly stress), but rather a new-type of 
entertainment for the home. 
While DVD movies are certainly plausible, the reason for using 

the MPEG decompression system is to allow the new PS CPU's 
(Emotion Engine, Graphics Synthesizer) to decompress MPEG 
textures 'on-the-fly.' What this means is that 3D worlds will now 
be vastly improved over anything currently seen... instantly. 
New methods of bandwidth transfer (too complicated to explain 
here) will allow for instantaneous transfer of data. The result 
will be unparalleled graphics displays, rivaling (if not exceeding) 
current motion pictures. What this means is that games won't 
only look as good as current CG movies, but they might actual¬ 
ly look better. It's true! 

lighMnn freniies! 
Sure, and what system wouldn't be complete without a fighting 

game? That's right! Namco has already begun work on an upcom- 
ing Tekken game for the PS 2! (Above): Paul Phoenix smacks ■ down Jin Kazama in a 

'Street' fight. 

flexing their fighting 
game muscle in a 
game that had players 
duking it out on differ¬ 
ent planes. (Left and 
Below): Leap down 
from the second floor 
and deliver an elbowto 
yourenemy! Furniture 
can also be thrown to 
wound your enemies! 

More Helnful Than Yoii Thounhi 
With their decision to include backward compatibility, 

it seems that Sony acknowledges the fact that there 
are currently 50+ million original Playstation units 
around the world. This type of hardware acceptance 
exceeded everyone's expectations. 

First, people who have yet to buy the original 
Playstation need not fear that old software will 
become obsolete when the new system launches. 
Secondly, all the nifty gadgets/peripherals that cur¬ 
rent PS owners purchased (namely, the Dual Shock, 
memory cards, and the upcoming PocketStation) will 
also be compatible with the new PS hardware. 

But more than any other reason, the decision to include 
backwards compatibility wasn't so much to please the current 
user base as it was to help create a new market of Playstation 
software. Sony thinks that current PS technology will be 
around for years to come, and by offering full compatibility on 
one system, it helps ensure that dreams come true. 

Backwam Comnatliillltw— 



Internet llnsum 
Again breaking away from the Standard PC/Dreamcast mold, Sony has not announced any type of modem to be included with the Sys¬ 

tem from the get-go. Their line of reasoning is that with the online Communications market currently changing constantly, to announce 
a modem/communications unit at this time would almost guarantee it to become obsolete by the time the system is released. However, 
they did assure that such connectivity is in the works in the near future. The new PS hardware features many inputs (namely the new 
USB sockets), which will allow an unlimited amount of connectivity usage later. 

Sony also announced plans to create a new company, based in Nagasaki, which will be responsible for manufacturing the Graphics 
Synthesizer. Toshiba will help manufacture the Emotion Engine in their Tokyo-based plants. Sony doesn't foresee any manufacturing 
problems, such as Sega's Dreamcast shortage last year. 

Tech-Heads: PS2 Snees for You 
CPU Core 
Clock Frequency 
Memory Bandwidth 
Floating Point Performance 
GS Core 

Clock Frequency 
No. of Pixel Engines 
Embedded DRAM 

Total Memory Bandwidth 
Display Color Depth 
Z-Buffering 
Rendering Functions 

128-bit RISC 
300 MHz 
3.2 GigaFlops/sec 
6.2 GigaFlops/sec 
Parallel Rendering Processor 

with embedded DRAM 
150 MHz 
16 (in Parallel) 
4 MB of multi-port DRAM 

(Synced at 150mhz) 
48 gigabytes per second 
32-bit (RGBA: 8 bits each) 
32-bit 
Texture Mapping, 
Bump Mapping 
Fogging, Alpha Blending 
Bi- and Tri-Linear Filtering 
MIPMAP, Anti-Aliasing 
Multi-pass Rendering 

Ram Specs 
Main RAM 
Graphic RAM 
Sound RAM 

Rendering Performance 
Pixel Fill Rate 
Partiele Draw Rate 
Polygon Drawing Rate 

Sprite Drawing Rate 

32-megs 
4-megs Embedded 
2-megs sound RAM 

2.4 giga pixels per second 
150 million/sec 
75 million/sec (small polygon) 
50 million/sec (48 pixel quad with 

(50 pixel triangle with Z and A) 
25 million/sec (48 pixel quad with 
18.75 million (8x8 pixels) 

Notice the dual 
same mistake (overheating) again. With all of the 
money Sony is putting behind the PS2, hardware devel- 
opers from three teams got together and brainstormed 
their ideas and came up with this board. 

Z and A) 30 million/sec 

Z, A, and T) 

The more we 
see of 
Metropolis 
Street Racer, 
the more our 
anticipation 
builds for what 
is sure to be 
one of the most 
impressive racing titles to ever hit the streets. 

Bizarre Creations has logged some serious 
hours making sure that they have some of the 
most authentic tracks ever created. Metropolis 
Street Racer will feature courses based in actu- 
al cities from around the world, including 
Tokyo, London, and San Francisco. Bizarre went 
trouping around, gathering over 30,000 pho- 

tographs and 
taking over 30 
hours of 
footage for the 
6+ square 
miles that have 
actually been 
modeled into 
the game. 

Playstation 2 Support GrgwiDfl 
While rumored launch dates of the Playstation 2 range from December ol 

'99 till the very end of the year 2000, one thing that remains certain is the 
growing number of third party supporters. 

One of the biggest third party developers is Square, who has demonstrat- 
ed various software demos running on next generation Playstation 2 hard¬ 
ware. Such demos included a revamped version of the ballroom CG scene 
in Final Fantasy VIII in hi-res., as well as an exciting demo of a fighting game 
done by the Square development team Dreamfactory (who developed 
Tobal 2). There's also an unnamed racing title is in the works by Square's 
development team Escape, developers of Ehrgeiz on the Playstation. 

Another third party powerhouse is Namco, and while no titles have been 
announced yet, it's a safe bet that a Ridge Racer game is in the works. 
Namco has demonstrated the PSY's power with demos of the Ridge Racer 
girl, Reiko Nagase, showing off her Virtual beauty, as well as a demo of a 
Tekken-esque fighter. However, Namco has commented that their first PSY 
title will be formatted in the traditional CD-ROM format ratherthan the cus- 
tom DVD-ROM format. According to Namco, this will allow for an easier 
port to the Playstation, in case the Playstation 2 is delayed. 
Psygnosis is another company that has jumped aboard the good ship PSY. 

While development for PSY is being held off until Colony Wars 3 is 
released, Psygnosis plans to feature a Colony Wars game on the PSY. Car 
we also say Wipeout for the Playstation 2? 
The following is an unofficial list of 3rd parties who're developing for PS2 

Arika, Asmik Entertainment, Atlus, Climax (UK) Artdink, Banpresto, 
Capcom, Enix, Game Arts, Human, Koei, Konami, Namco, Psygnosis, 
Square, Sony Music Entertainment (SME), and Takara. 

www.gamefan.com 



Bernie Stolar 
President Sega of America^ 

Stolar TalhsDC Straten» ^ 
After the bombshell announcement of Sony's Playstation 2, many wondered how 

Sega would react. In a conference held over the phone in early March, Bernie Stolar 
(President of SOA) announced preliminary plans to launch their new system to the US market. 

The system will retail for less than $200, he hinted during the conference, which is an 
ideal price point for game systems in the US. Sega learned long ago that most people are 
unwilling to pay anything over the magical $200 price limit. Fifteen titles are expected to 
be available at launch, with an estimated 30 more by Christmas. This type of software sup¬ 
port is crucial in Sega's plan to re-establish themselves in the U.S. market, as the Saturn suf- 
fered greatly from a lack of third-party support in the US. 

"Dreamcast will have DVD, but only when the time is right." said Stolar. While not the bomb¬ 
shell it could have been, Bernie did acknowledge that the DC's upgradeability will make watch- 
ing DVD movies in the future possible. 

Stolar did slightly acknowledge the Playstation 2 announcement, but went on to remind 
everyone that the new system is at least a year away. The DC will be in stores this year, with 
dozens of titles to play. He also said that the technology that Sony is demonstrating will be 
extremely expensive, and to him it's obvious "that they are getting out of the average con- 
sumer market." It must be noted that during the PS2 debut, Sony had no information regard- 
ing price, system name, or software announcements. Sega's banking the farm on the 
Dreamcast, so it's only natural that they should feel threatened. 

Large retail game stores (namely Babbages, EB, and Software Etc.) are already taking pre- 
orders for the Dreamcast (Software Etc. even has playable Japanese units in store). Stolar went 
on to say that the demand for the DC is already extremely high, with nearly 20,000 pre-orders 
taken as of March '99. Only time will teil if the once proud and powerful Sega is able to once 
again enter the savage game marketplace that they helped create. 

Resident Evil for N64! 
Capcom has confirmed that its blockbuster hit, Resident Evil 2, will be launched 

this fall for the Nintendo 64! Angel Studios, known for such titles as Ken Griffey 
Jr. Baseball, will be doing the honors for Capcom on this port. 

The Nintendo 64 version will include a number of enhancements including 

improved game graphics, no load times, lightning-quick game play, and hidden 
costumes. Exclusive to the Nintendo 64 version, is a customized feature that 

allows players to adjust the intensity of the game. Now players can change the 
color of enemies' blood and adjust the level graphic content. 

MDK2 
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Bioware is developing MDK2 
simultaneously for the Dreamcast 
and the PC, and is currently slating 
the game for release with the US 
Dreamcast launch in September. 
The current MDK2 plans call for 9 

levels, and within these levels, 
Bioware is planning to have over 20 
completely unique enemies that 

you'll have to face. 
Also, current plans 
are calling for three 
different player char- 
acters, Max, Dr 
Hawkins and Kuit. 
Levels and items will 
change based on 
which character is 
being used. 
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GameShark Game Enhancer (PS) 
First there was the Game Genie, but for today's giant game market, 
players need something just a little more powerful. Enter the 
GameShark, the world's most popular and powerful game enhancer. 
With codes for nearly ever PS title already available, plus the ability 
to edit and customize your own codes (via a PC) even those old table 
coasters you call classics can seem new all over again. Plus, the GS 
helps alleviate that bothersome ahti-import feature newer import 
games tend to have. Watch out for the shark (da-da...). 

Massive Memory Card (PS) 
Tired of running out of space on those old-fashioned 
memory cards? If this sounds like you, then the new 
Massive Memory Card by Performance is just the ticket! 
You'll never run out of space again, because this baby 
has over 96X the memory of a normal card! That's 1440 
save blocks! A red led display helps you to keep track 
of just where your files are, so you'll never need to hunt 
them down. ECM liked it so much, he forced Fury to go 
out and buy him one (what a pal!). 

X^LAYSTATION* 

wm 

VIDEO GAME ENHANCER 

Memory Card 

Tomb Raider III: Shark Byte Kevcard (PS) 
What's that you say? You suck at games (lovingly referred to at GF as SAG), but 
when it comes to Tomb Raider 3 you're really bad. Well, the big brains at Interact 
have come up with a revolutionary idea: Sell someone else's saved games! Yes, 
that's right, now you too can experience TM3the way it was meant to be experi- 
enced, with all the weapons and all the levels. Best of all, you don't even have to 
play the game, because someone else already did it for you! 

Designer Memory Cards (PS) 
Now you to can feel like the ultimate fan 
boy with designer memory cards by 
Interact. Whether you fancy sports or 
have the occasional obsession with a 
certain British femme fatale, you now 
can show your ultimate appreciation 
with mutant memory cards! Each card 
literally resembles your favorite game 
characters from Lara Croft to the ever 
popular sports lines of baseball and 
basketball! If you've always wanted to 
stick it to Lara, here's your chance! 



GameShark Pro fPS) 
Tired of logging on countless hours on the web just to find the 
rightcode? Wel! look no further! The all-new GameShark Pro 
adds the convenience of a built-in code generator! Add to that 
a Virtual Memory System which allows users to save their 
games onto eight Standard PS memory cards already built 
into the GS Pro! View CD data such as FMV or Photo Files by 
using the 'Explorer' option, even listen to game music! This 
package even includes a "How to hack like a pro" video that 
shows you step-by-step on how to "hack like a pro". A must 
have for the gaming enthusiast! 

DexDrive (PS) 
One of fhe coolest peripherals that could have ever come out, 
Interact's DexDrive is a truly revolutionary gaming product for 
the PS. The DD allows you to easily transport saved game files 
from yqur memory card to be uploaded to the internet, or e- 
mailed to a friend anywhere in the world! Imagine having 
updated sports rosters every week, unlocking the newest fight- 
er or an extra set of wheels in your favorite racer? The possi- 
bilities are endless! The only drawback? You'll need a PC. Also 
available for the N64. 

GameBoy Products 
HandyPak Coigf”»— 
lt might look like a GX TV for your color or regular GameBoy, but this strange 
looking deyice actually magnifies your GB's screen and boosts the sound 
quality as well! Also, the HandyPak allows for near-arcade style contro! with 
the addition of an analog-ish type stick as well as super deformed A and B 
buttons forfyour big fat thumb! But what really makes the HandyPak worth 
the dough is that it features a much needed back-light for night-time gam¬ 
ing... finally, no more hot candle wax dripping on your screen! 

For iise with 
Game Boy* Col 

PulsePak Color 
Now GameBoy Color owners everywhere 
can finally experience the joy of force feed¬ 
back! Well, sort of. The PulsePak Color by 
Interact neatly snaps onto the bottom of 
your GameBoy Color and instantly trans- 
forms your GB into a rumbling machine! 
Even those who prefer thejr GB games in 
stereo can still attach their headphones 
into the PP with ease. Looks like Tetris just 
got a whole lot more exciting... let's get 
ready to rum-ble! 

f GameShark (GbT 
Although it lacks the internet feature of its bigger-PS brother, the GB version of 
Interact's popular GameShark cheat machine still does its duty with almost every 
GB game outthere. Jump higher, get stronger... liveforever! That's right, even the 
worst players can feel what it's like to be a gaming wizard with the GS! Edit your 
own codes using the easy to use menu-driven screen or just use the ones it came 
with. Either way, it's GameShark and it's on GameBoy...need we say more? 

VIDEO GAME ENHAIUCER 
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Pteloaded wilh the hottest game codes! 
Create your own codes 

User friendly • Menu driven 
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Nintendo 64 Products (N64) 

SharkPadPro (N64) 
Tired of your bbring, old N64 controller? Why not piek up the new SharkPad Pro 
by Interact. It might not be as slim as the Standard N64 pad, but this baby's got 
tons of exciting features such as auto fire, slow motion and a much-improved 
D-pad! Also it comes in a crystal clear case so you can witness up close the 
marvels of modern technology (even NAS A's jealousl). 

Misc. Items 
GameGlovz 
Extended N64 sessions got your gaming thumb calloused? Too much 
Playstation making your fingers numb? Or maybe you've just always wanted 
to look like Michael Jackson. Whatever the reason, the new GameGlovz by 
GameProducts are just the ticket to make gaming alI the more bearable. Each 
set of GG makes sure to cover your two most valuable properties, namely your 
thumb and forefinger. Different sizes for different hands complement the 
wacky color designs. Now about that Jackson thing... 

Get A Grip 
Baby" 

Sport Pad (MC Sports) 
Sports games; they're big. Sports pads...what's a sports pad? Evidently MCSPORTS 
is set to change ajl that with their newest Sport Pad series for both the N64 and PS! 
The PS pad features a real d-pad (as opposed to the traditional sectional), while the 
N64 pad has antiisweat rubber coating. Both pads sport (no pun intended) a cool 
blue color and the MCSPORTS logo. 

> 
Racinq Wheel (MadCatz) 
Frustrated that normal PS pads, even with Dual Shock bliss, don't seem to do the job 
right on your favorite racing game? tired of double-tapping with the D-pad to make that 
turn just right? Then MadCatz's newer Racing Wheel is for you! Comfortable, the 
Racing Wheel is designed to fit snugly into your left hand, and turn the steering knob 
with your right. Heek, it's even endorsed by Mario Andretti himself...if that actually 
means anything. 

Steering Wheel (MadCatz) 
Want to bring the realism home in an even bigger way? Then try out the 
new Steering Wheel for both the N64 and PS (sold separately)! | Not fuif 
steering wheels, these half-wheels offer greater control and comfort for all 
your favorite facersT’.from Gran Tu ris moto Beeile Adventüre Racing. Even 
better, the PS version features Dual Force (rumbling) action. 

Liqht Magnifier (Pelican) 
So you've got a new GameBoy color, but you're still disappointed that it's not 
backlit. Fear not, for Pelican has solved the problem! Their new Light Magnifier 
(aptly named) not only magnifies the screen, but adds the much-needed back- 
light, so no matter where you are, the games can go on. 
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Play by play called by the yojce of the 
San José Sharks' RandvHflr . ' : ■ ■ 
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newestsuperstarin the Konamiline- 
p. With NHL players, stats and action. 

Choose your stratet 

couid you stand up to the 
pressure of being 
named team captain? 

stiCk handie,wearmg a 
225 ib. detenseman on your 
back lïke a sweater? 
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to the pf ©tty 9'ris 

m the arena? 

fts not so easy, 
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:U ACTION 

D ADVENTURE 

AcWisioN 

Strut your bad self through 20 intense levels 

of sweeping rivers and dense bamboo forests 

on your quest to defeat the Dragon Masten 

Take on lethal anirnal enemies inspired by 

Chinese legend, including muscle bound snakes 

and ferocious wild boar. 

Send them flyin’ with over 100 character 

moves and authentic Kung Fu attacks like the 

Leopard Pounce and the Monkey Roll. 

Then, unleash your tiger attacks, and finish ‘em 

off with thrashing claws and razor sharp teeth. 

T’ai-Fu-putting the “F-U” in Kung-Fu. 

TUI 
r 7 
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MrnVh of theTTiger 

That’s Chinese For Kick Ass. 
www.acii vi si on.com 



This is certainly quite a bit better IWm™ 
than the recent PS rev. Seems Hf 
that tweaking the control ever-so- fl 
slightiy makes ALL the differ- 
ence. Although the graphics B 
seem to have taken a slight hit (a 1 
bit blurrier than its PS counter- 
part), the draw-in doesn’t appear to be as severe. 
Stili, it all boils down to the tact that if you’re not 
eight years or younger you’re not gonna derive 
too much entertainment trom this one (Waka fits 
the age range pretty well on this one). 
For your little brother, at best. ^B^ 

i’m really surprised. For a 
movie-to-game port, this isn’tB^^^^B 
half bad. I think the last movie |W 
game I saw was Batman and mm (j,vT| 
Robin, so almost anything is bet- _ || 
ter than that. Unfortunately, ABL 
is meant for younger gamers, so mLj.£jêzÏI\\ .1 
the gameplay is a bit too simple for my tastes. 
The h-core wiil pass, but the casual consumer 
will eat it up like so many berries. Definiteiy a 
step in the right direction, but I guess it would be 
too much to ask for a game to be as 
good as the movie. ^BB 

Movie-to-game ports... last one lBPr''üflHi 
played was The Fifth Element and I 
was never the same dango again. Bp# ■ 
So, imagine the horror as I had to 
sit through another movie-to-game 
translation, this time in the form of 
A Bug’s Life. Sure, Disney has a I 
pretty good track record for their video games, but 
A Bug’s Life is simply too boring to play. Run 
around as the main bug character, Flick, whiie you 
pulverize enemies with your... berries? You mean, 
there’s no power-ups? Oh, you can get a 
super berry! Whoopee... Hl pass. jÉÉplfet Nintendo 64 

Disney 
Platform 

For what Core initialiy intended WKXÊMSM 
to be the heir apparent to the BB^Yfl 
Streets of Rage dynasty (it was B 
originally pitched to Sega as BKyfjB 
such for Saturn), the lack of any BK^yyB 
real gameplay combined with a I 
bit of a hack job on the N64 (it’s LlSKliJ 
not as graphically appealing as the lackluster 
PS rev) equals some serious Zzzzz.... While I 
can understand Crave’s desire to cash-in on 
the ‘devoid of Street brawlers’ N64, I think the 
best bet here is to take a lead pipe to 
this one ASAP. 

I can’t fauit Crave for rescuing 
Fighting Force 64 from finished- 
game-but-unpublished limbo Vm 
(resting there next to Thrillkill), fl 
because they can easily earn a few Bk •— 41 
bucks with it. Stili, I don’t like §f - 
this game... I never did. It’s nnt W 1 /rMik> 1 
fun, there’s no strategy... basically no reason to 
play. It’s no Streets of Rage or Final Fight, that’s 
for sure. And the N64 version lacks the PS’ light- 
ing effects, so you’ll gawk at the incredibiy poor 
headlights of the van on the first level 
before reaching for that off switch. ^flB 

There’s just no way around it folks. | 
I hated Fighting Force on the PS itXM 
and I hate it on the N64. Believe it BI 
or not this type of game is usually | 
one of my favorites. But Final Fight ± 
this ain’t; I can’t believe I just put P 
Final Fight in the same category as NËjBwÊÊ^LA 
this sad soul! Broken play mechanics and bland 
graphics make for (insert derogatory remark of your 
choice here)! Where are the real beat-’em-ups, 
Nintendo? The “fun machine’s” been everything 
but fun recently... where’s DK647 I can . 
only wait so long ya know! J0ÊÈÈ& 

Fighting Force 64 
Nintendo 6 4 

Crave 
Action 

Ya’ know, it’s one thing to bag on a HQHETB 
game for its looks (heil, I do that to BB^rCB 
the GF staff on a daily basis) butfl 
when the game plays just as well 
as it ever has (minus the extra 4- 
players) I can’t understand Eggo’s iJWÊ'iif' 1 
rationale. Then again, when South 1 BHBBW 
Park is your mantra I guess I shouldn’t expect too 
much. Like it or not, people, this game plays as 
well as it EVER did on PS; that equals huge fun in a 
cartridge wrapper. Some of the best multi-player 
action this side of a 16-bit Bomberman, 
no N64 owner should miss this one! 

I am really upset. Compared to the mnjyn| 
32-bit Playstation version. MM64 1 
is like an ugly sister who doesn’t Wf 
get asked out to the prom. The fl 
graphics (especially the charac- Bk _ M 
ters) and sound are but sickly 
apparitions compared to the r 1 
Playstation version. Unfortunately, I must curtait 
my anger slightiy because the game stili plays 
well, despite its appearance. I am willing to let 
visuals slide for solid gameplay, but when I KNOW 
this game looked better when it had 32 
less bits, something just isn’t right. 

One of the best multi-player games 
in the 32-bit era makes it onto the fl 1 
N64. And while the oameolav fea- 
tures and multi-player options are^^^^ Q 
all found here, Micro Machines 113 
on the N64 is rather... hmm... 
believe the word is “ugly.” Qnn’t EésBiiBBl 
bother playing the one player game since it’s as fun 
as playing a one player Bomberman game (ask 
ECM... hedrags in bums just to play a game). Stili, 
if you’re looking for a new multi-player game for 
your N64, make it a rental night with a 
few friends before you take the plunge. ^BB 

Micro Machines 
Nintendo 64 

Midway 
Racing 

Ignore the two naysayers next to B^mqs9BPl 
me... They’re closet Nintendo B| .jJ® 
freaks, really. Smash Brothers is ggSjpF^ ; 
simply one of the most enjoyable 
games l’ve played on the N64. BB Jaf*’/ijd 
While not a serious fighting game 
by any means, whatcha got here is 
an above average one-player game and an AWE- 
SOME multi-player extravaganza. Throw in some 
old-school Nintendo characters, comical weapons, 

Smash Bros. is original... ril give 1—-rjSQr—] 
it that. A novel ‘fighting game’ 
with those wacky Nintendo charac- ffl '^fl| 
ters we’ve grown up with. Plus, you fl CüH 
do the math... 4 players + N64 = _ 4] 
1,000,000 sold... and you have an 
instant winner on your hands. But W 1 
I would stili rather play Mario Party for my multi- 
player madness. There’s just something hollow 
about the way SB plays. Maybe because the target 
audience is half my age. At least I got a kick out of 
the old Nintendo sound effects. Nothing „ 
more than a rental at best. 

Finally, Samus on my N64Ü l’ve —pi 
waited so long for... ugh, a fighting 
game?! Why a fighting game and J 
not Metroid? Am I alone here, peo- 
ple? OK so it’s a Nintendo fighter... 
time to enter the magical kingdom I WrZfl 
of fruit, what joy! Is it too much to üiflflÈLB 
ask for a semi-realistic IIF or Tekken-style fighter 
some time before NCL retires the fun machine... 
and no, Deadiy Arts doesn’t count. Smash Brothers 
is fun... for like five minutes until monotony sets in. 
This game just lacks any real direction. 
Samus, where are you? 

and cool stages, this is a game that every Nintendo- Super Smash Bros, head must get. And the fact you can pum¬ 
mel Pikachu (finally) is a bonus. Nintendo 64 

Nintendo 
Fighting 

From the team that brought us WgKXÊMSJM 
Tobal 2?\ Sign me up! Hey wait, Bfl^pCfl 
what the heil is this?! Urn, some-B 
thing must have creeped into 
Dream Factory’s water supply, JHiyyyfl 
cause this isn’t HALF the game 1 
that its predecessor was. Manie, 
‘run around and slap each other down’ super- 
loose gameplay hurts... bad. Sure, throw in some 
ff characters and and an ‘RPG’ mode and certain 
individuals will eat this up (<hack>, Fury, 
<cough>) but don’t be fooled. Power 
Stone owns this game. 

Well... it’s a Square game and it’s | 
got Final Fantasy VII characters. 
Umm, can’t say l’m crazy about öfl 
the “free roaming beatdown” fl 
gameplay though. This type ofill —’ M 
fighting game just isn’t for me, 
and even if I wanted to play a ‘go W > ' 1 
anywhere to beat up Fury’-style game, l’d rather 
do it in Power Stone. Stili, the ability to play as 
Cloud, Tifa, Sephiroth, Vincent, Yuffie, etc. is 
worth a rental. Too bad Cloud’s sword is a little 
too powerful. Now it’s time to cut up 
the guy to my right. “Oh, Fury...?" 

While Square might be the King of 
the RPG world, l’ve always shied 
away from their fighting games like 
Tobal and Bushido Blade. Ehrgeiz 
however is an entirely different 
story. True 100% 3D action and 
brilliant character design had me I 
hooked from the get-go. While nol _as impressive 
as Power Stone on the DC, Ehrgeiz is stili among 
the best looking PS fighters l’ve seen. Couple that 
with some great new tunes and a few familiar FF7 
tracks, and I simply had to own this baby. 
FF8it ain't... but hey, what is? 

Ehrgeiz 
Playstation 
Square EA 
Fighting 

G ... Graphics 
C Control 
P- Play Mechanics 
NI Music 
O —— Originality 
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Of all the popular video game mas- ~gjj—^ri 
cots, Gex was my least favorite. jjMJm 
Perhaps it was my hatred for the J 
3D0 that ruined my Vision of the lt99Pn 
scaly reptilian. Either way, this is L 
the best Gex adventure so far. The P 
graphics look no different than in SÉJ9kU 
previous Gex titles, but in their own right are at 
least crisp and colorful. The humor on the other 
hand seems to be dragging a bit, after ripping on 
every popular movie franchise known to man. If 
you already own Gex21 see no reason to ... 
waste money on the same old schtick. 

Gex 3... better known as Gex 2+1. 
That’s right people, Crystal W, „JU 
Dynamics brings more of the same 
from our favorite or unfavorite rep- - J 
tile, so if you’re a fan of the Gex 
series, you’ll be in heaven. And timK&flÊÏ 
not? Well, Gex 3 has a few new y^SAHEÉI 
features that include driving in a tank Goldeneye- 
style, but believe me, if you’ve played Gex 2, 
there’s nothing here that’ll make you go hip-hop 
hooray: same graphics, same controi, same play 
mechanics, and same old unfunny jokes. 
In short, same as Gex 2. ^9Kfc. 

l’m beginning to wonder if l’m the ■PjrgSjKVj 
only person in the world growing «I 
weary of Scavenger Hunt gameplay B 
— it certainly seems like it atH 
times. Go around, collect the 9jy?f?.i^ 
items, ride around in cool vehicles, r^jBEgpr 1 
repeat. Solid controi, good graph- L-IISKIsd 
ics and decent music can’t save this one. 
Somebody really needs to inject a iittle originality 
in this dime a dozen genre. Sure, Gex has cool 
quips (that are genuinely funny), but I for one am 
done with this series until someone 
comes up with something new to do. Playstation 

Eidos 
Platform 

While i’ve never been a huge fan of 
the Ridge Racer series, I do know 
quality when I see it. 

Let’s just get one thing straight 
here... the girl is mine. That being i|[ Jfp fj 
said, Namco doesn't slow down its . 9 flP 
engines with the fourth installment ïïBÊmf 
of Ridge Racer. Great controi, 
excellent teel for speed, and Reiko 
Nagase... er, I mean, lots of cars, r.- wZMfr&m 
makes this one racing game that you’ll play over 
and over again. The music simply fits the game 
like Reiko Nagase... er, I mean, a glove, and as an 
added bonus you get a beautiful 60 FPS hi-res ver¬ 
sion of the original Ridge Racer. _. 
Reiko... I mean, Namco we love you! 

I was expecting a lot from the com- HPJZHKjH 
bined efforts of the Rage Racer and w 
Ridge Racer teams, but maybe I 99p*oH 
expected a Iittle too much. Trying 9P&PI9 
to be GT and RR at the same time 9KÉ|i|^ 
leaves a bad taste in my mouth. p I 
They should have concentrated on 
one or the other and not the bizarre mish-mash 
they’ve managed to put together here. While the 
sensation of speed is decent (nowhere near Rage 
Racer levels) and the visuals solid, I would have 
much-preferred that they’d stuck to the _ 
old skool style of play. Maybe on PSY? 

Countless 1 
available cars, a very cool story ftlplHRn 
mode and precise controi make for I wSXjrm 
another Namco winner. But what’s 1 
really important here folks is Reiko HÉ99l14 
Nagase!! She is far too hot to be Virtual... Damn 
the Man! Why can’t Namco pull a Weird Science on 
this one... Ahh sorry about that, but RR Type 4 is 
really the best racer l’ve seen on the PS. Gran 
Turismoms impressive, but definitely 
not the last word in racing! ^9fei 

Ridge Racer Type^ 
Playstation 

Namco 
Racing 

No, I did not like Final Fantasv ■Pgg 
VII... at all. That having been said, 

1 like Shadow Madness. Sure it’s m 
lacking in the aesthetic depart- ■ 
ment, but the simple tact is that jj 
Ted Woolsley wrote a great story, 
Couple that with the fact that the k-lW9MBSidl 
game, although walking the WD-blazed path, works 
much better than the aforementioned company’s 
outings simply because the game was designed 
with the humor in mind from the outset, making ALL 
the difference. An amusing RPG that you 
shouldn’t miss. ^9^ 

Shadow Madness is a pretty good jj$2 
cIone of Final Fantasy VII. By mak- 
ing that statement, many of you are 
either jumping for joy or calling me 9|g£* jpQ 
a heretic. But hey, with cool battle 
movement features and the option- 
al attack settings, Shadow 
Madness' only fault is the not-so-great visuals. The 
pre-rendered backgrounds are nice, but the charac- 
ters themselves aren’t as detailed as I would’ve 
liked them to be. Still, with an excellent story and 
cool gameplay features, SM is a nice 
appetizer before the FF8 main course. ^9Èk 

I won’t try to hide this... lam not all H 
that fond of RPG’s. Try and forgive k j 
me people, but it’s the sad truth. 
With that said, Shadow Madness is, WÏp9||JH 
from what I can teil, the poor man’s L wlWSrM 
Final Fantasy VII. It’s got a nice 1 
story, crisp graphics but lacks the wJÊÊÊÊÈlLm 
Visual show-stoppers of a Final Fantasy or Panzer 
Saga. It does at times sport some impressive CG 
and the pre-rendered backgrounds were a nice 
touch. Lucky for Crave, Shadow Madness is being 
released before FF8 - anything after _ 
would have been suicide! ^49^ 

Shadow Madness 
Playstation 

Crave 
Role-Playing 

At first, I approached this game 
quite cynically. “Another Tetris? i|pP99g 
When will it ever stop?” Then I mf J^9| 
picked up the controller and... two ij 
hours later, the only thing that 9. _ Jj 
could pull me away from the 944-.^^ 
Playstation was word that SaaaW 1 
Frontier 2\\aü arrived. Say what you will about the 
Tetris Empire, but it’s still the best puzzle game on 
console next to Bust-A-Move. This one offers new 
features in gameplay (colored paris of pieces) and 
the option to play your own CD music. 
Nothing like puzzlin’ to Rob Zombie! ^9^ 

Yes, Hasbro has put some unique WflfflSEEM 
twists on the old formula that 
everyone’s (and I really meanH 
EVERYONE - even my dog’s played ■ 
this game) played countless times 9||É*y^S 
before. Sure, every console 1 
needs a version of Tetris (I got I 
mine for DC), but with one rev of this game 
already out there (from Jaleco, no less) does any- 
body really need another? Yeah, putting in your 
own music CD is cool, and the colored blocks are 
pretty to look at, but there’s no escaping 
the fact that this is Tetris... again. ^9^ 

Wow, would you look at this... p*. ^ | 
Tetris on the Playstation! Well, I htMJk ! 
guess it just doesn’t get any better H9 
than this. Why bother with FF8 or fe9pl9Kfl 
Alpha 3 - Tetris is where it’s at! 
Sorry for that, but l’ve been there p 
on my Gameboy when I was like 13, mÊÊÊIÊÊÊLjm 
and to teil you the truth I was not looking to relive 
any of that old magie again... nooo pimplesü Sure, 
the game’s got improved graphics and the option to 
change your blocks position at the last moment was 
a nice touch but ya know what, this is ... 
TETRIS... retro gaming is old news! 

Tetris 
Playstation 

Hasbro 
Puzzle 

Wow. Never expected to actually WPSJStEJÊk 
lay hands on this much-delayed Mgr 
piece of power, but here it is... H 
finally. Sure the load times are ■ 
irritating (hello, 4 meg RAM 9991^ 
cart?), but the simple fact is that if 
you’re looking for a blazing, 2D, LHRd 
Final Fight-esque action game, you’ve come to the 
right place. In fact, if 2D wasn’t making more of a 
mini-comeback (Legend of Mana, SaGa Frontier2, 
The Adventures of Ralph), l’d be heaping even 
more praise on this port of justice. Take 
your Saturn out for one last stroll... ^9^ 

Two words sum it up best: “Now 99£S9|| 
Loading.” I love the game, graph- 
ics, theme... everything but that mf ^499 
blasted CD. Even with the RAM H9 (jAlJjI 
pack, this game loads way too RL ~~ JJ 
much; the flow of everything is 
completely disjointed because of W t lm>& \ * 
new characters being selected, short stages being 
passed, names being entered, etc. What it leads to 
is a lot of awkward, elevator-like conversations 
since you don’t have enough time for a meaningful 
dialogue, but the lulls are long enough 
that you can’t just sit there quietly. j49fet 

Well, it finally came even after the 
final nail had been hammered info K. 
the Saturn’s coffin. 4 
Collection contains both Tower of HÉpJ JaEj 
Doom and Shadow Over Mystara, 
both of which were extremely pop- 
ular in the arcades. Mix in the 
D&D Adventure aspects, Final Fight-Wke game¬ 
play, and fun multi-player action and you can write 
off the loading problems easily (unless you’re the 
cynic next to me). A must-have for all Saturn own- 
ers who are holding off their last 
farewells to the Saturn. ^9^ 

D&D Collection 
Saturn (Import) 

Capcom 
Action 

Amazing graphics, blazing, super- 900199 
hard gameplay (even on ‘veryB 
easy’), and more zombies than you ■ 
can shake a maggot at. However, ■ 
there is one small, rotting fly in the 
bile: this game simply isn’t as good ] 
as the first chapter. Sure, there’s k 
plenty to shoot, and the game has plenty of extra 
modes to hone your sharp-shooting skills on, but it 
ranks third in Sega’s zombie trilogy (HotD and 
Zombie Revenge on Naomi are superior). Still, it’s 
damn fun and yet another reason to hop _ 
on the DC train. All aboard! ^9^ 

This game ranks right up there with Sjg|||j||||jM 
Power Stone and Sonic Adventure 
as one of the best-looking video Wm 
games I have ever seen. lts only 9 
problem is the difficulty. If you A ij 
don’t fall into the category 
“Ninja Gamer,” then you’ll proba- W t Itfa \ i 
bly live up to the game’s name and quickly become 
frustrated. But, if you have mad skills, then you’re 
in for a treat. And if you were one of those poor 

Sega has always delivered with 9*Rpm^|R 
their arcade ports (except for 
House of the Dead on Sat, ack!)and 
House of the Dead 2 is an indica- BHsjCW J§E| 
tion of what future DC games will @§Or 
look like. Drop-dead gorqeous 
graphics and good enemy place- 
ment, the only problem is how frickin’ hard this 
game is. This game is definitely not recommended 
for the soft, kitty-cat types, as only the hard-core 
need apply. The additional modes of gameplay add 
mondo amounts of repiayability to this 
excellent title. DC fans, go and get it! 

House of the Dead 2 
Dreamcast (Import) 

Sega 
Gun Game 
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Previews 

absolutes like a loaded gun), LucasArts and along at a reason 
Nintendo were kind enough to fty a crack squad Contrei is handlec 
of game mag editors up to Lucas' Skywalker of this migraine-e 
Ranch (commonly referred to as "the place dies the action ar 
where the magie happens" around GF) for a there's even a cha 
briefing on their latest Star Wars-related title: /enabled (each pa 
Star Wars Episode 1 Racer. >\fter recovering only for the harde 
from having visited the 'holiest of holies,' ril The level desi 
attempt to relay to you exactly what tran- From the dusty, 
spired... Tatooine to the m< 

Unlike thegj§layStation, where radmp games cities hosted in t 
are as plengpil as red necks at a N/feCAR event, (which incidente 

Ithe N64 doesn't have to deal with the same not make appear 
over-saturatioru Sure, it^ got nÉPre than its fair in the film), the Ie 
sharë, but when it föally comes down to it, how are^pfbredibly w 
many racers on Nintendo's brea<^ winner (oops, deèlghed. Eac 
that's the GameBoy) are worth their salt? That's trlck opens up, 
rïght, just about none of themf Outside gf the Ridge Racer-like, 
'gee whiz, look at this' antics of Beetle as you complete 
Adventure Racing and Nintendo's own F-Zero X higher levels of 
(still the best racer on the console, whether any- difficulty. So 
body likes it or not), the starting grid is about as while the 
exciting as watching the Human Bomb at one of Tatooine track 
those 'Red Neck Only' truck pulls (ya know, "get may mostly 
down and dirty in the-boooooog!"). resemble the 

At its current state'dfdeveippment (i.ejrllostly traditional rac- 
complë|e), Racer ié oks like a^fg^ce to.be reek- ing oval at first, 
pned wm Blistering speeds, solici controï, and as you progress 

■garj rm\' fj m 

LucasArts 
Nintendo 

1-2 Players 
Available May 23 
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it will gradually become more complex. The 
later levels are a spectacle, with everything from 
mammoth cities replete with zero gravity areas, 
to lakes of methane which your after-burners will 
ignite into a volcanic explosion... pity the poor 
fools caught in your wake. 

As of this moment however, the frame rate 
needs help... badly. In the single player mode, 
the game generally runs from the low to mid 
twenties (with a full grid of competitors) 
on the less complex 

levels (Tatooine, for instance). On the more 
math-intensive levels, that number will drop to 
the mid to high teens. Still playable, but it cer- 
tainly isn't anything to marvel at. However, 
where the game really nose dives is in the . 
two-player split screen mode: at one 
point (thanks to a handy debug jJ/Bf 
mode buried in the demo rev) , vjJBr 
we were ^ 37 

exactly the best time we've ever had (shoulda' heard 
us screaming "14,13, nl... come on 10!"). Needlessto 

say (and in subsèquent conv^rsations with Lucas) the frame rate 
will be improved prior to release. 

Velocity-wise itiSfsnugly in between the two, keeping up 
and surpassingj|jpXL for the most part, but a long, long way 

[ from the window-èhattering speeds (60 FPS!) of Nintendo's own 
* F-Zero X. Even thjbugh the frame rate suffers quite a bit, the illu- 
f si on of speed in Hbcer is breathtaking. The game seems to scream 
! along, eveiiTflt tsmuch too choppy at this early state. If indeed the 

frame rate matter is rectified, this could be the fastest racing game to 
f ever hit a home system (that's a big 'if', though). 

Needless*tQ:&aY, Racer could shape up to be something special provided a 
number of things fall into place. Perhaps the saddest aspect at this point, howev- 

I er, is that this may be the first Star Wars-baseö game worth playing on a console (the 
PC lucked out with Jedi Knight) — the rest resembled Dack after he was stomped by an 
AT-AT in Empire. May the Force be with this one 

(well, we needed at least one lame Star omr. ■*, 
. _ Wars reference)... EGM 
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Previews 

/ Vr Tis the Year of the Phantom Menace. If you're a 
movie^tover, there is only Menace. If you're a col- 
lectibleManatic, there is pnly Menace. If you're a 

gamer, there is onl^ Menace... tlpat is, unless it sucks, 
and we are once again forced toswallow a huge spoon- 

ful of galactic castor oil. It is a sad irony that the most 
popular movie franchise in history, complete with rich 
landscapes, a juggernaut license, and unprecedented 
quality control, has yet to produce a solid video game 
which has either a shred of originality or good gameplay. 

But, I digress... With the resuscitation of the movie 
franchise comes a chance for LucasArts to reinvent itself. 
With fresh material and public interest at an all-time 
high, these games will have the luxury of tapping into 
uncharted Star Wars story. 

Star \7^&%£f3iébde I: Phantom Menace will focus on the movie storyline 
instead*of some offshoot adventure. The game allows you to control 
four of the filrn's protagonists: Obi-Wan, Qui Gon, Captain Panaka, orthe 
Empress. You first start off as Obi-Wan, but the game isn't broken up into 
sections, each starring a different character. Instead, the developers tried 
to emulate the feel of a real movie by cutting from one scene to another 
(in what they hope is a seamless fashion), showing many different 
actions which take place concurrently. Each of the four playable charac- 
ters is unique in his or her abilities and weapons. While Obi-Wan and Qui 
Gon will utilize lightsabers and "The Force," the Empress and Captain 
will have to make do with good looks and clumsy blasters. They'll be 
joined by many others on the way, including Anakin and Jar Jar (the 
comic relief with the big ears). The enemies that they do battle with 
range from battle and destroyer droids, to assassins to Darth Maul (how 
cool looking is that guy?). Also included are familiar denizens of the Star 
Wars unlveese, from Tusken Raiders and jawas, to the Hutt himself. You 

alsarè>qDect some surprise appearances from other SW notables. 

mm ie ionen froeh tho pc non. 
i” is 

“I LOVE YOU.’ 

Developer - Big Ape Productions 

Publisher - LucasArts 

X Players 

Available May 19 



"The game has robbed 
me totally of a social 
life and I am begin- 
ning to deeply resent 
anything that takes 
me away from play- 
ingit." 

9 out of 10 
- Games Mania 

Ui m mm mix mm mm 

"Don't be surprised if you dream 
of stimpacks and frantically 
searching for ammo for your sub- 
machine gun." 

8.5 out of 10 

"Fallout 8 is undeniably entertain 
ing. In fact, 
it's addictive." 

★★★★☆ 
- Computer Games Online 

"With a great depth of 
gameplay, lots of clever 
additions, and some 
really worthwhile 
plotlines, Fallout 8 is 
a terrific sequel." 

- Next Generation Online 

"It has been quite some 
time since I have 
played a game that I 
am so enthusiastic 
about. Check this one 
out —you'11 love it." 

- Online Gaming Review 

- Happy Puppy 

MATUREl www.interplay.com/fallout2 

FALLOUT 2: A POST-NUCLEAR ROLE PLAYING GAME ©1998 Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Fallout, 
Interplay, the Interplay logo, Black Isle Studios, the Black Isle Studios logo, and “By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks 
of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Windows®95 and Windows®98 are registered trademarks of Microsoft 
Corporation. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and copyrights are proporties of their respective owners. BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS.'" 



Reviews 

Most of the action is Standard adventure 
game fere. There is a lot of NPC interaction, 
inperspersed with combat and cut scenes 

/fand no, none of them are digitized movie 
clips) to help propel the story along. 
Although stays true to the movie's sto- 
ryline, there has been a great deal added to 
best facilitate gameplay. Boss characters 
have been included to lock horns with; side 
quests have been added to give adventur-Sll 
ers the chance to earn better weapons dr J 
comrades in arms; and additional areajs 
have been created to broaden the scope 
the game. One example would be the ciw 
of Mos Espa on Tatooine. You'll spend a 
great deal of time talking with locals and 
accepting secondary missions before eon- f 
tinuing on to other star Systems, incluqing / 
Coruscant (the Republic capitol world) and / 
Naboo, one of the movie's primary settihg^ 

While you won't find any snippets gr thè 
movie or familiar actors' voices,/joKri 
Williams' brilliant score will serve Jas ttte 
backdrop to your adventure. Defleqt blastar 
b,plts and duel Darth Maul, all to thé rousinjg 
music of the century's most noted cbmposer. 

While it's hard to shake the skepticism/of 
seeing onetoo many Star Wars t\X\es dis^p- 
point, I can't help but feel optici Stic abo Jt 

Phan.tom Menace. The graphics are gopf, 
the stound is excellent, and no one has; o 
sell us on whether the story is compelling. 
We can only hope that Big Ape Productions 
(responsible for games such as Zombies “V 
Ate My Neighbors and He re's Adventures) 
manages-to add the gameplay, a facet that 
has been all too elusive in previous Star I 
Wars titles. Now you'll have to excuse me, 
I gotta go get in line for tickets. EN 
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Games That Got NO Respect 
While everybody knows and 
loves games like GoldenEye 
(number one again!), Metal Gear 
Solid, and Zelda there's a verita- 
ble flood of games that came out 
landed on store shelves, and 
were driven to the bargain bins 
of America shortly (in some 

cases, mere weeks) thereafter by 
an uncaring public eager only for 
the "next big thing." Team 
GameFan, however, is tired of 
this. Thus each editor has com- 
piled a list of games that were 
either: 1.) Poor sellers that 
deserved better, 2.) Games that 

sold decently but very few people 
understood, or 3.) Games that 
were a victim of either of the 
above simply because 'other' 
magazines didn't dare give them 
the coverage of which they were 
worthy. So if you have a few 
extra sawbucks to blow, you 
could do a lot worse than giving 
any one of these games a try. 
Heek, most of the games on this 
list can be found for as little as $5 
used. Beats shelling out bucks 
for games that aren't worth the 
Silicon they're pressed on, eh? 

V 

J 

f 

1. One (ASC/VC, PS) — Run and gun 

action like the world has never seen 
(even puts Contra on SNES to shame). 
However, the casual gamer simply didn't 
"get it" and this game died a quick, ugly 

death. 
2. NiGHTS (Sega, SS) — Though this 
game sold well, nobody ever really 
came to grips with the phenomenal 
experience that is, and always will be, 
NiGHTS. 
3. Broken Helix (Konami, PS) — Konami 
USA's 3D action adventure title starring 

Bruce Campbell proved that actors and 
video games can co-exist peacefully— 
another bargain bin champ. 
4. Project Overkill (Konami, PS) — Like 
One, this was straight-ahead 'death to 
all that oppose you' shooting action. 
And like One, it got zero accolades from 
consumers and the press. 
5. Devil Dice (THQ, PS) — The greatest 
puzzle game ever? Yep! Did it sell at all? 
Nope. While Japanese gamers made it 
a runaway best-seller, the US gamer let 
it die a near-instant death. 
6. SkullMonkeys (Dreamworks, PS) — 
Who needs blazing 2D anyway?! 
Among the greatest 2D platformers 
ever, SM was cast from the same mold 
as classics like Super Mario Bros. 3 and 
its ilk. 
7. Dark Savior (Sega, SS) — Climax's 
'sequel' to LandStalker hit the Saturn 
with a dull, wet, thud. Despite some 
jumping issues (the floating castle... kill 
me) it still stands as the Saturn's finest 
action adventure. 

8. PowerSlave (Virgin, SS) — Lobotomy 
has moved onto gambling games (why, 
oh why?!), but this one still stands as 
their finest hour and one of the best sin- 
gle-player first-person shooters ever. 
9. Legend of Oasis (Sega, SS) — 
Probably the best action/RPG to be 
found on 32-bit received little to no 
recognition. Being on Saturn certainly 
didn't help matters. 
10. Critica I Depth (GT, PS) — 
Singletrac's first GT-published title didn't 
make any waves, and it's a shame see- 
ing as how it's probably the best "car 
combat" game available. 
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FURY 
1. NiGHTS (SS) — How anyone could 

have overlooked this Sonic Team mas- 
terpiece is just beyond me. NiGHTS 
deserved to sell a million copies! 
2. Guardian Heroes (SS) — This was 2D 
gaming at its best! If gamers only knew 

how unbelievable Treasure games usual- 
ly turned out, GH would have sold truck- 
loads! 
3. SkullMonkeys (PS) — In an industry 
overrun with violent games, the light- 
hearted and hilarious nature of 
SkullMonkeys went virtually unnoticed. 

4. Astal (SS) — Perhaps Saturn owners 
were holding out for a Sonic game... 
either way. Astal was a cool character 
and a great game! 
5. Clockwork Knight 7 & 2 (SS) — More 
platforming power on the Saturn was 
once again overlooked by fans searching 
for the 3D experience. 
6. One (PS) — This game was sooo 
good-looking that I thought for sure the 
developers of One would retire as mil- 
lionaires... gofigure. 
7. Panzer Dragoon Saga (SS) — 
Considered by some to be the finest 32- 
bit RPG ever made, it sadly saw little 
attention on a fading console. 

8. Heart Of Darkness (PS) — On a con¬ 
sole that favored the 3D experience, HOD 
deserved recognition as one of the best 
looking and original PS games available! 
9. Skeleton Warriors (SS) — A great 
soundtrack only complimented this killer 
2D platformen Alas, the Saturn just ran 
out of steam. 

10. Legend Of Oasis (SS) — Brilliant, 
hand-drawn Action RPG... need I say 
more? 

It's fairly obvious upon reading my list 
that I favored the Saturn over the 
Playstation. If you were a 2D fan like 
myself, the Saturn was the obvious 
choice between the two consoles. Sadly, 
most gamers demanded the 3D experi¬ 
ence in their games, and you know 
developers were more than happy to 
deliver. The Saturn's demise was very 
heartfelt by this gamer, and unfortunate- 
ly led to a serious lack of 2D games with- 
in the industry. Hopefully, the coming 
years will see a rebirth of 2D gaming, or 
l'm just gonna pack up my gear and 
move to Canada, my little buckaroos [El 
Niho's note: I heard that!]. 



TEETER 
1. NiGHTS (SS) — My favorite 

Saturn game of all-time... so ahead 
of its time that it actually hurt itself. 
2. Castlevania: SotN (PS) — No 

advertising didn't help, perhaps 
being included in the Greatest Hits 
series will... 

3. Fighters Megamix (SS) — This 
was my favorite 3D fighter ever, a 
true testament to a wacky idea 
done right. 
4. Guardian Heroes (SS) — 2D 
insanity heaven, Treasure outdid 

themselves early on with this 

Saturn masterpiece... too bad 
nobody cared. 

5. Project Overkill (PS) — Buckets 
of blood and gore galore couldn't 
help this rise above the $12 bin... 
the end of the isometric 
era...*sigh* 
6. Broken Helix (PS) — Even Bruce 

Campbell's awesome voice-overs 
couldn't save this 4D super adven- 
ture, which was suspiciously simi- 

lar to that ol' Metal Gear game... 
7. Panzer Dragoon Saga (SS) — 

Leave it to Sega to bring out one of 
their best games when it was far, 
far too late. 

8. Enemy Zero (SS) — Who says 
the Saturn can't do full-motion 
video...?! 
9. SkullMonkeys (PS) — Lots of 

clay, original ideas, a hilarious 
soundtrack, and a cool character 

couldn't save this one... why?! 
10. Sega NetLink (SS) — The way 
Sega manhandled this great idea 
was a crime to anyone who bought 
one (like me). 

As you might be able to teil from 
my list of forgotten 32-bitters, the 
Saturn was obviously the 'System 
of Choice' when it came to having 
great games that never really got 
the respect they deserved. Just 
goes to show you what great 
advertising can do, even for a rot¬ 
ten title (just ask Sony). Also, you 
may notice the complete absence 
of any N64 titles... that's easy to 
explain. N64 games sell so well, 
it's unlikely that any great game 
(minus the awful Gametek titles) 
will ever slip by, at least for the 
time being. But games sell better 
now than they've ever sold before, 
so things are definitely looking up. 
Cheers! 
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EGGO 
1. Deception II (PS)— I probably 
played this game more than any 
other this year. 
2. SkullMonkeys (PS) — Hilarious, 
genius, misunderstood... now the 
Neverhood is makin' indy movies 
<sob> 
3. Parappa the Rapper (PS) — The 
one that started it all... with the 
catchiest, toe-tappin' music this 

side of a cooking chicken. 
4. Monster Rancher (PS) — All two 

copies of this game usually were 
sold out everywhere I went... is that 
the demand they expected to fill? 
5. De vil Dice (PS) — Itwasamega- 
blockbuster in Japan, and it's way 
above average... too bad it sold 
less copies than sides on a dice. 
6. Panzer Dragoon Saga (SS) — A 
game that deserved to be in the 
same sentence as Final Fantasy 
VII... but now you're laughing, 

right? 
7. Micro Machines V3 (PS) — 
Reason enough to own a multi- 
tap... but how many people own 
multi-taps? 
8. Treasures of the Deep (PS) — 
Lotta fun, lotta copies still on 
shelves. 
9. Heart of Darkness (PS)— Up 
there with Metal Gear Solid as my 
game of the year. 
10. Irritating Stick (PS) — The epit- 
ome of "no respect." 

While it would've been easy for me 
to ramble off 10 Saturn games for 
this list, I chose not to. Cuz quite 
simply, you could've thrown 
almost every Saturn game created 
onto this list. But I decided to 
spare you the Saturn soapbox in 
order to draw your attention to 
some cool Playstation titles that 
you might actually buy and play 
(dunno 'bout you, but my Saturn is 
a li'l dusty, as of late). 
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EL NINO 
1. Monster Rancher (PS) — More the 
fault of Tecmo than the consumer, not 
enough copies of this game made itto 
the shelves. 
2. Devil Dice (PS) — To all GameFan 
readers who didn't buy this game: 
"You're not gaming enthusiasts." 

3. VR Baseball '98 (PS) — The best 
baseball sim is constantly overlooked. 
4. One (PS) — This game rocked and 
all who dogged it have no taste. 
5. Tobal No. 1 (PS) — In a genre full of 
garbage, it was criminal that this did¬ 
n't do well (we won't even get into the 
no-show of the sequel). 
6. Last Gladiator (SS) — Saturn's pin- 
ball extravaganza remains the best on 
console. 
7. Blasto (PS) — Just kidding... 
8. Baku Baku (SS) — A superb puzzle 
game, it was a shame to see it fizzle 

out and die. 
9. Deception 2 (PS) — Maybe a little 
high concept for some, but definitely 
in need of more respect 
10. 3D Baseball (PS) — lf Crystal 
Dynamics had had the licensing, this 
game would have rocked. Ahead of 

its time. 

I don't even know why we bother mak- 
ing up these lists. It is clear that the 
majority of game consumers out there 
would rather throw their hard-earned 
money at titles with robust marketing 
campaigns and buxom leading ladies. 
It seems that bells and whistles are all 
anyone cares about anymore. My 
friends are a perfect example, prefer- 
ring the flashy commentary and brand 
name of Triple Play over VR Baseball, 
a better playing and smarter baseball 
sim. They even admitted the latter 
was better playing, but opted for the 
former's prettier package. Gotta go, 
looks like ECM's about to kick my 
soapbox out from under me. 
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REVIEW! 

The Makinq of a Champion 
Growing up on the mean streets of Brooklyn, ■ 
NY, Mario always knew he was destined for I 
great things, despite his humble working-class I 
beginnings. Fixing leaky faucets, plumbing 1 
dank cesspools, and generally makingjjfe all I 
peachy for those of greater means, it was-all in 1 
a day's work for the intrepid every-man from BH 
the borough by the bridge. However, nothing jfi 
could have prepared him for the travails he H[ 
would face upon defeating a distraught simian | 

after the love of his life, Pauline. 
From there, things got a little rough: Pauline 

dumped him (turns out apes are more 'sensitive' 
than plumbers); trapped in a dead-end job with 

/ brother, Luigi (exterminating crabs-.and turtles in _ ' 
ver), Mario was on the fast track to nowhere. Then_ 

SSB brings together just about every notable 
character in the Nintendo universe for an Ultimate 
Fighting Championship duel to the death (all right, 
so nobody ever really dies in a Nintendo game... 
sort of like the Marvel Comics of video games). 
Mario, Link, Samus (of Metroid fame), Kirby 
(FlAL's contribution), Donkey Kong, Pikachu (tilis: 
little yellow monkey's had it coming for a while...)j' 
Fox McCloud (StarFox's ace pilot), and Yoshi: For 
a system that was deficiënt in anything remotely 
resembling a good fighting game (outside of the 
few that still have some meager respect for MK4), 
SSB is the immediate king of the hill. 

ECM: Pikachu I Developer - HAL/Nintendo 1-4 Players VlEWPOINT #/>0 

FINALLY GETS HIS... PUBLISHER - NINTENDO Available April 26 Score *7-5 



—- The Bomberman of Fiqhting Games 

Some of you may recall during the 16-bit days when 

Bomberman reigned supreme as the best multi-player 
game the geek set ever received — "Tm a geek, you're a 
geek, wouldn't ya like to be a geek too?" The frenzied 4- 
player bouts (5 on the Duo) led to a the creation of a nice 
tidy little sub-genre directly beneath the Madden-fests that 
most college males partook (followed by NHL-fests, and 
even the occasional Tve got no money" NES TecmoBowl- 
fests). Since we can't count on Hudson to keep us enter- 
tained anymore. Smash Bros. stands as the spiritual heir 
to its raucous good times. 

['s basically 'King of the Mountain/ the 
^ M / favorite sport of high school bullies the 
\ f world over. Knock your opponents from their 
WW/ perch and score some serious points (think 
il| over-the-top ring outs). Naturally you can go the 
■VI hand-to-hand route, but the only sure way to 

score a decisive victory is to send your foes to a 
spiraling end — over and over again. 
Like just about everything else Nintendo blesses 

with their uncanny touch, SSB is fabulously addictive. 
Case in point: initially when the game arrived in office, 

Bk I scoffed at it. Playing it for ten to fifteen minutes at 
M a time the game slowly sunk its hooks into my psy- 
11 che. Nextthing I know, Tm a babbling idiot, 8 hours 
Mm later clamoring for more (and this is in the relative- 
fi ly low-key one player contest). 

And The Winner by TKO... Nintendo! 
Bftk Once again Nintendo comes through in style. Sure, the graph- 

ics are only OK (no Expansion Pak here), and the game seems 
êpBFJ? amazingly simplistic, but the simple fact of the matter is that sim- 

ple sells (at least for Nintendo) and this game is good, solid, old- 
fashioned teeth-breaking fun. Besides, any game that allows you to kick 
the snot out of Pikachu can't be all bad, can it? EGM 
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anity Is Just 
A State of Mind 

Dueling personalities and multiple dead-endings lead you through an all-new "goryline of thrills-and-chills. Terror 
reigns you in and horror holds you down, as you let out a blood-curdling scream against the insane pain that has 
become the bane of your existence. Also, with vibration function compatibility, nail-biting becomes almost 
impossible, as the shaking of your hands is equaled only to the shaking in your boots. So, you are cordially invited 
into a world where death comes unnaturally...and often. 

The horrifying sequel to the original Clock Tower 
Multiple enemies and a main character 
plagued by split personalities 

Vibration function compatible 

13 different endings 

Great sound kgraphics 

Fast'paced storyline and more strategy 

WWW.ASCI1ENT.COM 
Customer Service: 650-780-0166 
© 1998 HUMAN CORPORATION. All rights reserved. ASCII Entertainment, Clock Tower II: The Struggle Within. and the Clock Tower II: The Struggle Within logo are 
trademarks of ASCII Entertainment Software, Ine. Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine. The rating icon 
is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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e's still a fun 
Dristine as the 
ntally Micro 
III 

bonus! 
REDS 

Ah, Micro Machines... Who of you out there doesn't remember 
them, with their intricately detailed frames, tiny wheels, and 
countless models? In a word, they were pretty cool [Eggo's ribte: 

that's two words]! Remember that fast-mouthed guy in the commercial? 
Remember when it was still acceptable to spend a few hours playin' with 
the toys (down with maturity!)? But then you had to go and grow up, 
and sadly, those toys had to stay with your childhood as you entered corporate America. 
Heh heh, that's what video games are for! 

Actually, Micro Machine games are nothing new, in fact they've been around for about a 
decade now, although they are sadly no longer 'endorsed' by the Nintendo World Champion, 
Thor Ackerlund... (sorry, Thor!). From the NES to the Game Gear, these little gems o' joy have 
always been popular, reaching even cult status here in the States (though they've never been 
as popular here as they have been on their native UK 
soil). But after a short dry spell, they're back! If you 
thought the PS version was it, you ain't seen nothing 
yet. Well OK, maybe you've seen SOMETHING. 
Behold, Micro Machines 64\ g|| 

Compared to the PS version, itappears that this 
one is basically the same. I said "basically." The 
graphics are nearly the same, but there was a trade- 
off in the translation department. Unfortunately, 
these N64 visuals aren't nearly as sharp as the PS 
one, but the special attacks/effects are definitely 
better. Even the game's three main vehicles (car, 
tank and boat) look a bit better. The character por- 
traits to be found he/e are... well, pretty bland 
(nothing like those bankable stereotypes!). The 
sounds... well, I won't even get Mt|Éi(pe, just rest 
assured that they're pretty gratidïcj. 

But the biggest difference wolfl| $ave to be the 
PS' biggest draw...multi-player! .They'vë slashed it 
in half... NOOOOOÜ Novy the reis only four play- 
ers... is that still enough?|l want my 8-pjayer free- 

players, 
F-night 

for-alls back! Admitted 
the game's stil! outrag 
has been lost to MMs i 

r even with fi 
us, as man 
he past. I 

Oh well, even with a few kinks, th§ 
game to be had here. True, it's not a 
PS version, but it's still funda 
Machines. And that's always a 
plus. Hey, like anyone out there 
is gonna complain about ANY 
version of MM (during the 
drought, many fans were 
caught playing the GameBoy 
version, so I don't wanna hear 
any lip). Take it, play it, love it. 
You know you will. ST 

% 
LAPS 

VlEWPOINT # 

Score 

DEVELOPER - CODEMA 

Publisher - Midway 

1-4 Players 

Available May 

SUPER TEETER: I’m not 

SUCH A FAST-TALKER...” 



Jet Force Gemini (Rare) — Why oh why can't any other 
company make the Nintendo 64 sing like Rare can? It might 
be an overused cliché, but you won't believe that this game 

is running on the N64. It's lookin' THAT good. 

Perfect Dark (Rare) — The long wait for Rare's 
follow-up to GoldenEye is almost over! RAM cart, 
bigger levels, and best of all — co-op play! This is 

an N64 game? It can't be... but it is! 

Harvest Moon (Natsume) — One genre that hasn't 
exactly been overcrowded on the N64 is the RPG. From 
Natsume we get Harvest Moon, a really wacked out RPG 

about... fishing? And that's only the beginning. 

l/VCW Nitro (THQ) — Whatcha gonna do when the 24' 
pythons run wild on your Nintendo 64, Brother!? 

WWF Attitude (Acclaim) — Know your role, and shut 
your mouth... and let Acclaim educate your monkey ass. 

Shadow Man (Acclaim) — Control the big, bad Voodoo Daddy in this game inspired by the comic book. 
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At last year's E3, one of the most 
/\ anticipated games shown was 

M^xLegacy Of Kain: Soul Reaver, the 
long-awaited sequel to Crystal 
Dynamics' sleeper-hit Blood Omen: 
Legacy Of Kain. And while I was unable 
to attend last year's gaming expo in 
Atlanta (someone had to hang back and 

I baby-sit the tumbleweeds in Agoura), 
my fellow GF editors returned home 

r from their romp in gaming heaven 
<sigh> with not only stacks of cool 
press kits and gaming chicken (where's 
my Tomb Raider watch?) but also 
dozens of exciting stories to wow this 
lone editor. So who saw the 
Dreamcast?! 

Well, after I managed to back Kid Fan 
and ECM into a corner (man, that's a big corner!), and forced 
them to give up the goods on the DC, it was time to get the 
verdict on Soul Reaver. Could Crystal Dynamics' morbid 
sequel possibly capture the eerie intensity that the first Kain 
so masterfully delivered? Although extremely early, the 
word back then was that SR easily maintained the Jeffrey 
Dahmer-like mood and level design you've come to expect 
from the demented minds at Crystal Dynamics! 

Now, fast forward six months later, and you'll not only find the GFcrew sportin' some 
brand spankin' new office space (what the heil is a DeSoto, anyway?), but, with the help 
of our newly-appointed third party man, The Judge, we've also managed to secure 
some pretty killer new ROMs, including the latest rev of Soul Reaverl Realize, of 
course, that this is the first time l've actually seen SR in person so you can imagine my 
sheer anticipation [cue the Rocky theme song]! 

Although still early, the SR rev we received basically showcased the various levels in 
the game and some pretty creepy enemies. Many of the monsters have yet to be ani- 

1 Players 

Available May 25 

FURY: Even Blade Developer - Crystal Dynamics 

WOULD AVOID THIS GAME! PUBLISHER - ElDOS INTERACTIVE 
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Playstation mated, and at this point all you can 
really do is explore the different 
environments... and at times, slay 
a few bad guys... Oh, and suck 
their souls of course. After all, this 
is Kain we're talking about! "Vae- 
victis!" And how awesome doeg||j| 
Raziel look, brandishing a magical 
sword that wraps around his arm 
like a vine?! Very original, vefflF 
dark, and most importantly... very 
much Kain! 

As the game starts off, you'll be 
treated to a short intro, which uses 
in-game graphics (like MGS) rather ... 
than traditional rendered computer® 
graphics. While Tm definitely a“ 
huge fan of gorgeous CG (say what 
you will about FF8, but the cine- 
mas in that game will make you 
cry), this particular delivery man- 
ages to produce a more cohesive 
feel to the game. 

The most impressive aspect of 
Soul Reaver is the enormity of the 
levels... gigantic! These levels are 
HUGE and lovingly complimented 
by a rather morbid soundtrack, 
including plenty of freakish moans 
and howls straight out of a 
Hellraiserfilm! Also, the control on 
Raziel was amazing. In fact, this is 
one of the first PS games that l've 
actually opted to use the analog 
controller over the D-Pad (what can 
I say, old habits die-hard!). When 
the game is finally released, SR is 
supposed to include a number of 
role-playing elements, and of 
course the main focus will 
inevitably lie with exploration. 

Soul Reaver might have a long 
way to go before it hits the shelves, 
but you can rest assured, when 
completed it's going to be one of 
the biggest PS games this year. Fill 
up on holy water, invest in silver, 
and get ready to pray for dawn 
'cause Kain's making his return and 
you're as good as dead... meat! F 
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Croc's back, only this time he means busi- 
ness! That's right folks, Fox Interactive's 
getting ready to Rock the Croc this Spring 'XT* 

with the sequel we've all been waiting for. Well k V 
OK, the sequel l'VE been waiting for. Hey, l'll I 
admit it...l love Croc\ This might come as some- 

thing of a surprise, but the original was | 
one °f mY favorite games of '97, and I 

ggr knew then that a sequel was destined |g|jMg|||li 
I to happen (actually, they just hap- 
I pened to mention it in the manual...so 
I l'm not psychic, sue me). 

The story takes place right after the H 
first one ended, with Croc learning j 

Bmk lp that his parents have been 
p searching for him. Only thing is, 

" they're not on the same island ffi'iiiTi—ïwhm~ i ~ iuin 
a as his adopted family, those lovable 

Gobbos. To make matters worse, the Evil 
m Dante has been revived somehow, and 

j** he's itching to get some revenge-action 
g§to§5;s on Croc's tail. Looks like another ingenious, 
liliPjk ' Argonaut-developed (you know these guys, they 

made the original StarFoxl) adventure for every- 
WÏJ-k one's favorite backpack-wearin', one-toothed 

J crocodile. Can you feel the love? 
*9NEjÉP*' So far, the levels are MUCH bigger than 

the original (tiny levels were my only gripe 
from the first), so that's a plus. Not only that, 

but the the colors have been noticeably 
^^improved...not like the first one had a pröblem 

with colors, it's just that there are certainly quite a bit 
X moiré here. I wish I could give the thumbs up to the music, 

as the first Croc had one incredible soundtrack (remember 
the Christrnas level?), but alas, our preview disc contained none. 
But thankfully, the sound effects were in, and just hearing Croc 

bleat out an enthusiastic "Ker-Splat!" again made my day.Jt's 
J . just so, so...cute. At least that much hasn't changed! 

Croc retains all his old moves from the original, but as good 
sequèis go he's acquired a few new ones. His tail whip is now 

. more powerful, but also hits higher. Plus, he's also got a new 
;\,power-flip, a new hanging kick, and in the spirit of all 

things Mario, a higher butt-bounce attack 
fe(Croc redefines the words bubble-butt). 
* Plus, those loveable Gobbo things are 
X'^back, and this time they're themed, 

ilbaby! That's right, Argonaut took the 
iHMHfeK^^jphallenge and found even more new 

Jpvays to dress up those cotton-ball 3/ wHEl'.spring, so the wait's near- 

time you read this it mav 

1 Players 

Available 2nd qtr. 

Developer- Argoi 

Publisher-Fox In 

SUPER TEETER: Themed 

Gobbos? Oh, brother... 
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Like most Psygnosis games, the graph- 
ics in Rollcage are sharp and extremely 
colorful. Also, I was very impressed with 
the weapon and lighting effects found 
on most of the 20 available tracks in the 
game. You really have to give it up to 
the developers of Rollcage for creating 
an almost pop-up free environment, 
as most racers fall victim to large 
amounts of draw-in death (alas, even / 
my beloved Rally 2). And while RC / 
might not run at 60 frames, it does 
manage to deliver the same sensa- .yQ 
tion of blistering speed found in a 
few of the more renowned racers 
such as R4 and Rally 2. 

Another unique feature in JU 
Rollcage is your ability to inter- /m 
act with 

BEST 
BtTCE OD'Qb'Sb 

BEST 
HflCE 00 

BEST 

your 
environment by 

f destroying par- 
V fÖ7 ticular struc- 

10/m tures to slow 
down your com- 

petitors. Finally, if your peers are still doubting your 
crazy flCskills (Hi-Fi, you're going down!), then perhaps 
it's time to prove your might in split-screen action, com¬ 
plete with four unique multi-player tracks! 

While '98 saw plenty of action in the racing genre 
(what was that game called again... Grart-something?) 
and '99 will undoubtedly follow suit with R4 and 
Turismo 2, none of these titles allows you to race 
upside-down (I think that's a selling point)! So, if you're 
like me and refuse to be limited by silly physics 
(Einstein who?), then RC is definitely your game... 
besides, you ain't borrowing my copy of Rally 2\ F 

BEST . - - 
race oo:z5;oo 

VlEWPOINT # 

Score • 

Developer - ATD 1-2 Players FURY: Life 

Publisher - Psygnosis I Available Now after Rally 2? 

Have you ever wished that your favorite racers allowed you 
to literally drive anywhere, even upside down? That's 
right, why limit yourself to just tearing it up on a conven- 

tional track? ...BORING! Enter Rollcage, Psygnosis's newest 
racer that says "So long!" to physical limitations and immerses 
players in a true 360-degree racing experience! 

While at first I found the concept of racing with no limitations 
interesting (feel free to crash and burn as much as you like, 
'cause you're indestructible!), I ended up spending more time 

LflP 1 OF 3 BEST 
LPP oonatea RRCE 00:m:b3 

9 
Cnö 
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FURY: 7 Mary 3,1’VE got a 311 in 

PROGRESS, PLEASE SEND THE G-POLICE! 

DEVELOPER - PSYGNOSIS 1 PlAYER 

Publisher - Psygnosis Available 2nd qtr. 
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EGGO: Where to Developer - Reflections 
Publisher - GT Interactive Available July now, Miss Daisy? 

Rolling out of bed with a 
hangover, you spot a flash of 
red from the corner of your 

eye. Fumbling around half-awake, 
your finger finally finds the play 
button. It's a single message and 
the voice is muffled: "It's us! So 
listen... we wanna use you on a 
bank job. No hassles. Should be 
real sleepy. You want in?" In an 
instant, you grab your keys and 
stumble out the door. Here's your 
chance... After all those years of 
cop training... And now, your first 
job... Better not blow it! 

Welcome to GT Interactive's 
Driver, a crim(inal) sim which puts 
you in the gloves of Tanner, an 
undercover cop trying to infiltrate 
the Underworld as a Wheelman for 

Destruction Derby, are the pro- j 
grammers behind this one, so you ,, 
can expect realistic physics, lots of 4 
collisions, and flying hubcaps! ^ 

Did you enjoy the car scenes in } 
Ronin? What about the long ï 
chase in The Rock? Well if you're ' 
a fan of adrenaline-pumping 
chases like those, Driver gives \ 
you a chance to record your 
exploits with Director's Mode. | 
Choreograph your own scene... * 
picture it*,. film a corner as your 
muscle car Barrels, around it; 
place a still-cam on the ground as 
you and trailing cops jump a cam¬ 
era while cresting a hill; or cap- 
ture some innocents peacefully j 
sipping tea right before two cars 4 

barrel through the sidewalk café. J 

Move over GTA... there’s a 
now bad boy in town! 

The possibilities are endless... 
And once your masterpiece is fin- 
ished, save it to memory card, * 
and submit it to Hollywood... 
then just sit back and wait for the * * 
movie offers to pour in. • i 

Driver is definitely showing a lot 5 
of potential in its early stages. 
There's a ton of game modes to 
mess aróundv with in addition to > 
the Standard game: pursuit (where s 
it's up to you to chase down and §* 
ram a guy off the road), getaway -4^ 
(ditch the tails behind ya), check- fe 
point (get from pt A to pt B to pt Z, . 1 
etc.), survival mode (last as lonq as , 1 
you can against a pig caravan s la pji 
O.J.), and more. Hopefully, by '<kI 
July, Reflections will be able to 
bring it all together cuz there's a lot - 
goin' on here. E 

hire. The timeframe is the'70s and 
muscle cars abound. Game 
themes are similar to 'Take 2's 
Grand Theft Auto, with missions 
consisting of dirty deeds such as: 
driving a getaway car for bank rob¬ 
bers, escorting a hood to a desti- 
nation, or dealing with a stolen 
vehicle. 

So far, the game is half done, but 
only one of the promised four 
cities (Los Angeles, Miami, San 
Francisco, and New York) is really 
playable. The layout of the cities is 
supposed to be accurate and 
detailed, since the programmers 
went to the cities and took notes 
on the streets, landmarks, and 
topography (nothing like doin' 80 
on the hilly streets of San Fran!). 
Reflections, the creators of 





IMamco is juét the coolest! 
Packed in with every RR4 
game is a new, pumped 

^ up version of the smash |E 
tgjjyg PS hit, Ridge Racer! 9 

Pumped up in now it's « 
|Rj|Ë| running at a blistering 60 

FPSÜ Of course, it's still ^ 
only one track, and there's 

g® only 1 other car on the track 

8233B*» 

QDOmj* 
>qË8»m 

RANK 

4J' 
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The music's a strange, strange mixture of 
different styles. For the most part, I didn't 
really care for it that much, which might puz- 
zle some people. Always a staunch support¬ 
er of the techno revolution, Tm always look- 
ing for another soundtrack to add to my 
growing-all-the-time game music library, but 
this wasn't it. Don't get me wrong, I don't 
think the music is bad at all, it's just not for 
me. In fact, a few of the guys here at the 
office already own the soundtrack, and these 
are people who normally don't 'do' the game 
music thing. It's very alternative, which 
means that most of you out there should dig 
it. OK, OK... I'll admit it, I enjoyed a track or 
two (that whole Ridge Racer song gets annoy- 
ing really, really fast). Just play the game 
with the volume turned really high... it's just 
like a disco, without the polyester! 

Whenever a Japanese game pops up over 
here in the States, certain changes from the original are 
inevitable. But Namco's done something that's cooler than 
cool... they actually improved the control over the Japanese ver¬ 
sion! Yep, that's right. The U.S. version of R4 now uses the glo- 
rious Dual Shock pad, complete with the heavenly analog sticks 
o' joy! This might not seem like such a big deal to some of you 
out there, but trust me, it makes a difference! I always figured the 
reason that Namco passed on DS compatibility for the Japanese 
market was to help their own 'alternative' controller, the Jogcon. 
For those of you ignorant of the Jogcon (how I envy you...), it's 
Namco's newest racing-controller (after the Negcon). A small 
wheel is where the Nintendo 64 analog stick would be, in the mid- 
dle. There's a notch for your thumb, and control is handled by 
turning the wheel left/right. The catch is that the wheel will actu¬ 
ally offer resistance when needed (much like Microsoft's Force 
Feedback stick for the PC). No offense, Namco, but that thing 

blows... it just 
isn't as much 
fun to use as the 
Standard d-pad or 
the analog knobs... 
cool idea, though. 

So there you have 
it... Ridge Racer Type 4. 
A great racer with great ideas done - 
very, very well. Besides, it's the only serious alternative to Gran 
Turismo, and even then, it exceeds that monster in some ways. 
With over 300 cars, a ton of tracks, hidden secrets (can you find 
Pac-Man?) as well as the 'rumored' link-up mode, what more 
could you ask for? Playstation racers aren't going to get much 
better than this, so I do recommend that you enjoy 'em while the 
last. Oh yeah, the CG chick's hot... Namco powef4~— 
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EGGO: Stop 

THE MADNESSÜ! 

Developer - CRAVEYARD 

Publisher - Crave Entertainment 

RpJO 

Ahhü I can't believe Tm saying 
this... Shadow... Madness... 
<ack>... is... N... N, cbreaking 

into tears> NOT bad. I had this perfect 
review already written in my head, 
ready to unload on the game for being a 
Final Fantasy VII clone and nothing 
more. <sigh> But it looks like NI have 
to save the editorial hurt for another 
game and put a positive spin on this 
review because I actuaily found myself 
enjoying Shadow Madness. It's sick, it's 
twisted, it's incomprehensible... how a 
Square-head like me would accept a 
game like Shadow Madness into the 
domain of RPGs with open arms ("Come 

on in! There's plenty of room!"). 
So where do I start? How 'bout 

story — a classic strong point of tradition 
al RPGs... Well, Shadow Madness eer 
tainly delivers in this category. Tec 
Woolsey (author of the English version; 
of Final Fantasy II, III, and Crono Trigger 
is the executive producer of Shadov 
Madness, and he weaves a gripping tale 
here, in the classic-RPG vein. There'; 
plenty of cheesy humor, character per 
sonality (albeit mostly one-dimensional) 
and conflict. The premise of the game i; 
that a mysterious plague is spreadinc 
across the land, driving people insane 
with its very touch (kinda like ECM on < 
Monday morning). To make matten 
worse, three towns have been complete!^ 
vaporized, leaving our three main charac 
ters without a roof or family to return 
What's a homeless, friendless, broke 
adventurer to do but band together witt 
other survivors to spread the word abou 
the impending doom that awaits the res 
of the world? Story is a definite stronc 
point for SM... though the script is a bi 
on the wacky side, filled with witty bante 
among the characters (provided you car 
stomach that kind of humor). 

What's next? Let's tackle music. It'j 
inevitable that I compare this game tc 
Final Fantasy VII or VIII because those are 
the only other RPGs that are like this — 
visually and gameplay-wise. Believe it 01 

not, Shadow Madness holds its owr 
against the 32-bit FFs in the music depart 
ment. The symphonies aren't Nobuc 
Uematsu-inspired, but they're still ver^ 
good. Definitely in the same class. 

You want depth? You want mini-games- 
You want side-quests? Shadow Madnesi 
has got all of that! The game is pretty lin 
ear, but talk to a person in this town anc 
she'll ask you to hand-deliver a message 
to a secret lover across town. There's c 
shop owner in Karillon who offers to sel 
you his item store for 5000 gold. Buy i 
from him and the sign of the shop 
changes to your name. I can't wait till 

1 Player 

Available Now 

VlEWPOINT 

Score :83 
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6tation 
Dark Minion 
That faint aroma...fresh blood! 
Fresh MEAT! 

Nurse 
Yes. 
They're heroes, one and all. 

Windleaf 
It.Jt's enormous! 
And beautiful...! 

return to the town later to see how my shop's 
doing. Lockpicking is just one of the many 
mini-games here as well. In it, you memorize 
a sequence of moves to piek a lock. Kinda like 
Simon Says with a locked door on the line. 

Now let's get to the part that elicits the 
groans — the visuals. Graphically, Shadow 
Madness does everything Final Fantasy VII 
did... but worse. The characters are super- 
deformed, gouraud-shaded, polygonal enti- 
tïes which walk around on 2D, pre-rendered 

backgrounds in search of items and doorways 
(a la FF7 or Resident Evil). The characters and 
backgrounds are an eyesore compared to 
Final Fantasy VII and VIII, which show you 
what a multi-million dollar budget and the 
Playstation are capable of. Although, if I had 
never played either of those, I would enjoy 
SM's graphics a lot more. 

There are FMV cut-scenes in this game, 
which are designed to be a treat and make 
certain scenes more awe-inspiring. However, 
the CG in Shadow Madness is far from won- 
derful... it's more like Saturn-quality. 
Considering this is a Playstation game, that is 

not good. Namco, Square, Konami have all 
proven that they can produce excellent CG 
for Sony's movie-monster, but Crave has a 
long way to go before they're considered 
a contender in this area. 

Perhaps the area where Shadow 
k Madness hurts the most is the battles. 

■ While the Final Fantasys had a dynamic 
camera, which would pan around the 

fight and cover the action from multiple, 
dramatic camera angles, Shadow 
Madness' cameraman is pretty lazy. He'll 
move maybe once or twice a fight, and 
occasionally, the angle will be incredibly 
poor... to the point that you can't select a 

specific enemy to attack because they're all 
clumped next to each other. 
Thankfully, there is something to the fighting 

in Shadow Madness. Random encounters 
can be avoided by ducking in dungeons (hold 
L2 and R2 at the same time). Using this, you 
can 'dodge' more than half the random 
encounters if you haven't got time for the 
pain. Unfortunately, you'll need to do your 
fair share of fighting, because this game will 
murder you if your characters aren't leveled 
up (as a true RPG should!). In the battles 
themselves, you've got options. Choose a 
defensive stance, a normal attack, or an 
aggressive swing... Maneuver around an 
enemy to hit their blind side, jockeying for 
position... Or enchant your weapons with 
properties like ice, flame, or spirit. It's far from 
your average hack and slash. 
So when you boil it all down, here's the bot- 

tom line: Shadow Madness is an ugly game. 
It's definitely not a pretty sight compared to 
Square's older sisters... but SM makes up for 
it with personality (or should I say story)! If 
you can get over the sub-par visuals and if 
you're not playing the import of Final 
Fantasy VIII right now, then you'll want to 
take Shadow Madness out for a spin. Who 
knows? You might be like me and become a 
convert. ...Now where's my localized copy 
of FF8? <drool>... E 

Use "Skeleton Key L3" to open level 3 lock? 
► Yes 

No 
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Saga Frontier 2 (Square EA) — 2D lives! CaII it hip, 
call it retro, call it the way things were meant to be. Square 

returns to its hand-drawn roots with an RPG whose art is 
reminiscent of Where the Wild Things Are. What a sequel! 

Shaolin (THQ) — What's this? Another 3D fighter 
for the PS? Actually, Shaolin is looking very impressive 

so far, but only time will teil if it smacks with grace 
or is relegated to the trash heap. 

D.I.R.T. (Funcom Dublin Ltd.) — Motocross never looked so 
good! 72 tracks to race, jump, and perform tricks on, with 

selectable weather conditions and two-player racing. I bet you 
never thought you'd want to play D.I.R.T., but now you will! 

Dino Crisis (Capcom) — This is it... This is the big 
From the creators of Resident Evil comes more 
survival horror... but with dinosaurs! Is there 

anyone out there who ISN'T excited? 

Shadow Man (Acclaim) — Yet another 3rd Person action adventure for the PS. Actually, like the N64 ver¬ 
sion, this one's from the creators of the Turok series, so our hopes are that much higher. Voodoo madness! 

TOTAL T1MI 
00:00:97 
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From Bcregost to Nashkell, Candlckccp to Baldur’s Gatc - you’ve donc 
it all, or so you think. In Baldur’s Gatc: Talcs of the Sword Coast1 M, 

you’ll set oflf on a new series of adventures as you try to discover the 
source behind scvcral of the most famous lcgcnds of the Coast. Explorc 

regions untouchcd by civilization for decades, rcly upon your wit and 
your sword arm in ghostly dungeons, and if you’re lucky, survive 

long cnough to enjoy the fame, fortune, and glory! 
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lt doesn’t look as good asl 
Acclaim’s All Star Base-h0Ê"*0 
balt 2000, but we 
talking about a date tor the 
prom here; we are talking 
baseball. Like poster boy, 
Swingin’ Sammy Sosa, Tripte Play 
2000 is the total baseball package. 
The clear winner of the Playstation 
baseball battle, this year. 

A major success. TP2000 - 
is everything you 
want in a baseball sim.^BHH 
Solid graphics, excellent 
Al, good gameplay and[_ 
commentary that actually 
adds to the experience. The down- 
ward spiral that was the Triple Play 
franchise is no more. I may just make 
it through a whole season, this year... Triple Play 2000 

Playstation 
EASports 

Like El Nino said, tooi 
many carry-over mistakes. 
The baserunning is soNHgefl 
annoying, it makes me 
want to throw my con-M| 
trollen The graphics and 
sound are better, though, so casual 
fans will still draw a great deal of 
enjoyment, nonetheless. Hard core 
fans will want to stick with TP2000. 

More of an arcade expe¬ 
rience than TP, MLBM&iïm 
2000 has the kind ofKpftfl 
graphics and playabilityMgjH 
that make a good game,PMlM| 
but lacks the Al to com- 
pete as a top-notch sim. Too many 
mental errors held over trom last 
year’s title, make it hard tor me to 
appreciate the overall product_ MLB2000 

Playstation 

Griffey can start sweatingl 
now. With graphics, sound 
and gameplay like this, ipWpSW 
find it hard to believe that MSmk 
another baseball sim^B 
could even come close in 
overall quality or enjoyment. This is a 
must-have if you are a Nintendo 64 
owner — even if you aren’t a fan of 
baseball... it’s just that good! 

This is the quintessential ■gP§|g 
Nintendo sports game.BPra 
eclipsing all other titles|Kp|fl 
and genres. The bestaBf J 
graphics on a home con-^HH| 
sole, coupled with 
addictive gameplay and exemplary 
Al make this a must have. Did I 
mention the uncharacteristically 
good sound and commentary? ASB 2000 

Nintendo 64 
Acclalm 

Developer: EA 
Publisher: EA 

Available: Opening Day 
# of Players: 1 -2 

You can have your NASCAR and 
Formula One. Sure, the cars are 
souped-up and can hit speeds of over 

200mph, but can they drive through mud? I 
thought not. Let's see how well Andretti and 
Gordon would do if they had to drive over 
rock and dirt for 24 hours. 

V-Rally '99 Iets you join in on the off-road 
action, racing on 50 tracks that can be found 
all over the world (sorry, no Antarctica track). 
Races take place in such locations as 
Indonesia (I wonder if you will be able to 
drive through a riot in Jakarta?), Sweden 
(bork, bork, bork) and England (trade you a 
pint for a teeth cleaning). 

Available for driving are 11 official World 
Rally Championship cars. Each car can be 
customized to better suit the road, the weath- 
er conditions and your driving style. Those 
of you that have the proper skills will be able 
to unlock the four special cars that are hidden 
throughout the game. No word as to 
whether or not one of those cars is the 
General Lee or the A-Team van. 

Like all racing games, V-Rally '99 will 
include the Standard racing modes of 
Training, Arcade and Championship. An 

instant replay feature is implement- 
ed as well as three levels of difficul- 
ty. Last year's Playstation version 
had impressive graphics and car 
physics, so hopefully this final ver¬ 
sion will be, at the very least, just as 
solid. All the tracks and features in 
the world won't help if the car 
physics suck. EN 

GBMEFBN SPORTS UüMtl 

O.K., it's time to admit to myself that the 
Celtics will not make that great leap to 
the .500 club, this year. Even with the 

addition of Pierce and Battie, we still can't put it 
together, and my call for post-season Green dies 
away. It's time to concentrate on baseball... 

...Aaaaargh! Roger Clemens on the Yankees. 
Oh Mephistopheles, Lord of Nether Region, 
wasn't the Curse of the Bambino enough for 
you? Couldn't the pain stop there? Now you 
go and take Roger, our Roger, and put him in 
pinstripes. It was bad enough he played in 
Canada, but on the Yankees!? I guess the 
Bruins making the play-offs will have to suffice. 

This month we look at the three big guns, in 
the baseball sim department. You'll see that 
everyone's a winner, this year, and the future 
looks bright, because the Dark Horse, 
Interplay's Baseball 2000, is another dandy due 
out later. Those of you that are Griffey fans will 
have to wait until next moth, also. At the time 
I write this, I have yet to see the game, 
but Nintendo will be in our office 
later this week, so Tm keeping my ^ U 
fingers crossed. It would be 
cool to see all of the base- * 
ball titles shine in #99. I 0 \ 
hate bashing games él 0 

(wink). El Nino M 
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Developer: EA Available: Opening Day 
2|| Publisher: EA Sports Now Tm happy. The past couple 
of years have been back-to- 
back disappointments for this 

series. Promising previews would 
give way to final products that never 
fully realized their potential. Triple 
Play 2000 has broken the string and 
delivers what is the best baseball 
sim on the Playstation to date. 

The biggest improvement is the 
graphics. No longer will you have to 
deal with choppy scrolling and low 
frame-rates. TP2000 is finally where 
it should be, with fast gameplay, a 
beefy frame-rate and scrolling that 
is, to the eyes, what fine satin is to 
the skin. The addition of facial 
expressions helps telegraph the 
feelings of the moment, whether it is 
the disgust of a strike-out or the joy 
of a homer. 

The number of in-game stats and 
functions is extensive, catering to all 
gamers with a thirst for information 
and a desire to manage. What you 
won't see, that plays an even greater 
role in the game, are the 1300+ indi- 
vidual statistics, which make each 
player who he is. They're all sup- 
plied by STATS Ine., the leader in 
such trivialities, so expect these rat¬ 
ings to be in-depth and accurate. 

Triple Play's features have always 
been plentiful, but the addition of 
the Career Mode may be the most 
significant yet. Now, like in other EA 
titles, you can guide your baIlelub 
through multiple seasons, watching 

ff of rlayers: l -z Review 

them rise through the ranks to 
become the next great franchise. 

One area that always left me list- 
less was the homerun balI. Where 
was the fanfare... the exhilaration? 
Now homers are supercharged, 
adding a dynamic camera, some 
sound effects and some cool mo-cap 
to make the shot as exciting to you 
as it would be to any person in the 
crowd. 

Two things you can always count 
on are excellent commentary and 
brilliant Al. Triple Play stands tall as 
one of the most "intelligent" base¬ 
ball sims, offering ultra-realistic sim- 
ulation and the kind of two-man 
booth that the competition can only 
dream of. These two facets com- 
bined with enhanced graphics, and 
what you have is the most immer- 
sive baseball experience that can be 
found on the Playstation. EN 
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Available: March 

# of Players: 1-2 
Developer: Konami 

Publisher: Konami Re view 

The biggest problem I have is with the 
Al. Consistently the weakest aspect of 
the MLBfranchise, the Al still remains a 
bit sketchy. While the basics to fielding 
are strong, areas like base-running and 
base-covering are atrocious. Base-run- 
ners still (how many years am I going 
to have to write this in a MLB review?) 
charge to the next bag on pop-ups... 
even if they are in foul ground. This is 
such a fundamental area of Al that it 
dumbfounds me that it continues in a 
4-th generation title. This happened on 
Rookie Mode too, so the excuse that it 
is my job to control something so basic 
doesn't fly. Tsk, tsk. 
Also a problem is collision-detection on 

some of the walls. Fly balls will seem- 
ingly disappear through walls instead of 
careen off of them. Get that ball halfway 
up the Green Monster and you're gold¬ 
en... instant homerun. Also, there is a 
problem with the game balance where it 
concerns base-running. You can be 
thrown out at first on a ball hit to the 
outfield, and yet someone like Daryl 
Strawberry can get a stand-up triple 
from a Standard gapper, in Yankee 
Stadium (in his dreams). 

Many of you don't care about little 
things like that, so you should be very 
happy with MLB 2000. This is still a fun 
game that even entertains me, a hard¬ 
core sim fan. But, if you want to be able 
to play a headache-free, sim-heavy sea- 
son, this is the last game you want to be 
playing. Forthose, TP2000and Baseball 
2000 are your bread and butter. EN 

989 Studios' MLB will always 
remain one of the most anticipat- 
ed baseball titles despite its inabil- 

ity to get the whole package right. 
Once again, MLB comes close to 
where it needs to be, but hamstrings 
itself with some sloppy mistakes, rele- 
gating it to 'next-best-thing' status. 

Before we discuss what's wrong with 
MLB 2000, let's talk about what's right. 
For starters, MLB 2000 has some impres- 
sive graphics and smooth scrolling. The 
frame-rate is comparable to other titles 
on the market, even if the texture-map- 
ping remains a bit behind. The game- 
play speed is brisk, making for a speedy 
and exciting ballgame that will take you 
as little as 20 minutes to complete. 

The laughable commentary that 
marred last year's version has been 
fixed. No longer does Vin Scully's 
familiar voice haunt your every 
inning; instead, it adds the necessary 
flavor to make the perfect auditory 
compliment to the gameplay. The 
addition of color commentary is a 
modest success too, making listening 
to the game more enjoyable... but still 
not at the Ie vel of Triple Play's. 

The interface is identical to MLB '99, 
and that's a good thing. The simple 
batting and pitching mechanics make 
MLB 2000 just as easy to enjoy if 
you're a veteran player or first-time 
gamer. Shifting your defense, making 
line-up changes, and going to the 
bullpen remain fast and easy as well. 

Now, let's talk about what's wrong. 

Gmmspms QSMnm 

"...the simple batting and 
pitching mechanics 
make MLB 2000 ^ 
justas-easy to enjoy if 
you're ar veteran player or first 
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Developer: Iguana 

Publisher: Acclaim 
Available: Now 

# of Players: 1 -2 In an office full of jaded gamers, most 
of whom have little interest in sports, 
for a baseball title to collectively stun 

an audience is quite a feat. But, sur- 
prisingly, that was exactly the case 
with last year's monumental opus from 
Acclaim. All-Star Baseball '99 was a 
marvel, bringing together great game- 
play, solid Al, and the best graphics of 
any N64 title. How do you top that? 

What about better Al, improved com- 
mentary, and more stats - all of which 
are present in ASB 2000. The graphics 
aren't much better, but let's face it, to 
top last year's look would have been 
next to impossible; it was already run¬ 
ning at 60fps in hi-res. More motion 
capture has been added, but otherthan 
that, the game's still gorgeous. 

The commentary doesn't sound as 
tinny as last year's, and it avoids many 
of the pitfalls of inaccuracy that nor- 
mally plague games with action-specif- 
ic calls. The repetitive nature of the 
booth has been lessened (although not 
on the level of a game like Tripte Play), 
which will be a relief to anyone 
attempting to play through a season. 

One area that made me fall in love 
with '99 was the ease of gameplay. 
More isn't always better, and the devel- 
opers know this. ASB 2000 uses a very 
simple interface, hearkening back to 
the days of three-button controllers 
and 16-bit machines. You don't need 
to utilize all of the different play fea¬ 
tures in order to enjoy, or even excel, 
at ASB. All you need to do is swing at 

the ball and aim your pitches... total 
bliss. The play screen is still a bit busy 
for my tastes, but the lush nature of the 
graphics make the dutter much easier 
to deal with. 

The Al is as solid as any N64 gamer 
could want. I wouldn't put it on the 
same level as some of its Playstation 
brethren, but the fielders do execute 
the correct plays and you can move 
formations around to guard the lines 
and watch for the bunt. Statistically, 
ASB holds its own, not bogging users 
down with a flood of information, but 
making sure that those playing a sea¬ 
son can keep track of their players. 
Hard-core sim-heads may grumble at 
this, but ASB 2000 isn't for them; it's 
for everybody. 

Acclaim has done the baseball world 
proud with ASB 2000. Griffey better 
have a major ace up its sleeve if it 
wants to compete with this. EN 

IRIS GBMEFBN SPORTS 

"...ASB 99 [had] 
Wkfr great gameplay, 

solid Al, and the 
best graphicssof—> 

any N64 title. y 
How do you V 

top that?" K. 
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Who would have ever thought that the dovolopors 
behind Motor Toon Grond Prix would rütê the world 
with Gran Turismo. Withffhat tri11mph behind them 
they've seen fit to releasèré whole slew of sereens on 
their next two titles: Gran Turismo 2, and their new 
shooter, Omega Boost. Wu'll have more info next 
month, including a hands on look at Omega Boost. 
For now, feast your eyes on these shots anct gotToady 
for a shooter of Radiant Silvergun proporTions! 



Final Fantasv VIII Bug Report 
And you thought only PC games were buggy... Square officiaHy 

released a statement concerning a bug in the 3rd CD-ROM disc of their 
popular RPG series Final Fantasy VIII. The game reportedly will freeze 
at a certain point during the gameplay and be unable to continue if a 
certain sequence of events is triggered. The following are considered 
spoilers, and only people who have bought the import and are on the 
3rd disc should read it. 
The problem seems to occur when these three events are done in succession: 
1. On the 3rd disc, the player has cleared the "Trabia valley" 
2. After that, the player challenges the time-limit event in "Sentora ruins" 
3. In the "Sentora ruins," if the player went over the time limit during nor- 
mal battle, and picked "Return to ruins entrance and retry" 
But if the following events are done, there should be no problem: 
1. If the player challenges the time-limit event in "Sentora ruins" before 
clearing "Trabia valley" or after visiting "Esta" 
2. In the "Sentora ruins," if the player went over the time limit, NOT dur¬ 
ing normal battle (i.e. during walking around of the dungeon). 
3. In the "Sentora ruins," if the player went over the time limit during 
the boss battle. 
The following can avoid the bug problem: 
1. In the "Sentora ruins," the player must clear the event 
without going over the time limit during normal battle. 
2. If the player does go overthe time limit during nor- 

3. Go to "Sentora ruins" either during the 2nd disc, OR 
before clearing "Trabia valley" OR after visiting "Esta." 

mal battle, the player MUST piek "Quit. Game over. 
This bug appears in the Japanese version of Final 

Fantasy VIII. Future pressings of the Japanese version 
CD-ROM, and the international version should have it 
fixed hopefully. Square currently has a hotline number 
in Japan for anyone who has encountered the problem. 

As both video games and anime gain in popularity, we're seeing the development of more 
anime based on hit video games. So put down your controllers and relax on that couch, 
as GameFan fills you in on three upcoming anime titles you won't want to miss: 

Are the Lad - Based on the popular Playstation RPG, the show will air on the A 
cable channel WOWOW in Japan starting April 5th. The director, Ichiro Kawasaki, ~ Ë 
previously worked on the Popolocrois anime. The series organizer and scenario Ë 
writer is Akemi Mende, who fans will recognize as the script-writer in the popular f 
Gundam W series. 
Street Fighter Zero - After Street Fighter The Movie and Street Fighter V, it looks like 

a third anime series is currently under production. No details have been announced yet, 
but it is scheduled to be released as an ÓAV under the Selputa label. Shigeyasu Yamauchi, 
well-known for his work in the action-packed Saint Seiya and Dragonball Z, will be direct- 
ing Street Fighter Zero. There's a lot of excitement building around this one already. 
Yoshihiko Umakoshi, of Berserkfame, will be doing the character design. How ironie, the per¬ 
fect man for the job would have been Capcom's very own Aki Yasuda (a.k.a. AKIMAN) who 
was the original character designer of the game. But he is currently working on the anime 
production of Turn-A Gundam. 

Samurai Spirits - Well, we've seen the anime Fatal Fury and Art of Fighting based on the 
popular SNK fighters. But finally, the day we've all been waiting for has arrived. Samurai 
Spirits is coming to an anime near you! The details are a bit sketchy right now, but we've 
been informed that Aoi Nanase is doing the character design. He's famous for his manga art¬ 
work in the Japanese magazine Gamest. The Samurai Spirits anime is scheduled to be 
released as an OAV. 
Let's all pray that these anime see the light of day on U.S. shores... Considering the tremen- 
dous popularity of video games right now, I am sure they will. 
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f you were a Saturn fanaticlike myself, then you've probably been awaiting 
the arrival of D&D Collection for quite some time (nearly two years in the 
making!). In fact, after D&D failedto meet its Fall '98 release, I pretty much 

^ figured the chances that it would ever see the light of day in Japan were 
slim to none. But, as miracles tend to occur from time to time in the 

gaming industry (anyone remember Magie Knight Rayearth... 

^®j^"lt's alive, it's alive!"), D&D Collection managed, amidst all 
the speculation and doubt, to finally come out in Japan. 

' Fans of sprite-based games rejoice. Capcom loves 
ïj'TMiï ,, .... \\ you, they really do! When nearly every developer 

EjpHB ƒ iumPed sh'P as Hl-feted Saturn began its slow, 
W( painful descent into gaming limbo (quick, throw ECM 

Bp/' a copy of Radiant Silvergun, he's having Saturn with- 
W// drawals again!), Capcom gave Saturn owners some- 

mf/ thing to smile about with D&D Collection and the 
Br ƒ upcoming Street Fighter Alpha 3... It's all about going 

BT/ out in one big, sprite-based bang!! 
Bk \ D&D Collection is comprised of two classic arcade hits: 
BA D&D Tower of Doom and the sequel, D&D Shadows Over 

Mystaria. Both games appeared on Capcom's ever suc- 
LX B| cessful CPS2 board and were released in arcades back in 

B\ '94 and '96. D&Dsquids <coughf cough ECM> and fans 
B \ of Capcom beat-'em-ups such as Final Fightfiocked to 
B i arcades during this pre-Baldur's Gatë era in record 
B { numbers. Why it took so many years for this collec- 
■ f tion to eventually surface is a mystery to me, but beg- 

I ,1 I I i gars can't be choosers. I'm just happy to be playing! 
I The first game in the collection is Tower of Doom, a 
B side-scrolling, medieval Final Fight-type game star-' 
BI ring four unique TSR-style characters: a Fighter, 

Cleric, Dwarf, and Elf. Basically, up to two players at 
j / a time can battle their way through numerous stages 

mÈê littered with dozens of bad guys and a number of mid 

Developer - Capcom 

Publisher - Capcom 

1-2 Players 

Available Now Japan 

FURY: Now 

Loading... Again!?! 



bosses. Eventually, if you had enough quarters or, 
skill (thank God 1 had plenty of lunch money!),: 
you'd wind up going toe-to-toe with the big boss 
himself, who resembled the Grim Reaper. Along 
the way, players could piek up several useful items 
such as battie hammers, arrows, knives, oil# and of! 
course, plenty of jewels and gold pieces. „J 
Also, after certain levels, players would enter JSS 
a local shop where they could stock up on 
any of the aforementioned items. 

The second disc (and my personal favorite) W‘|j 
is Shadows Over Mystara, the sequel to ToD.WÈ 
Aithough visually similar to its predecessor, w| 
SOM incorporated much better animation JË* 
and more levels of parallax in the back- JftWÉ 

grounds. Also, two new characters 
were available: a magie user and I af. Like in ToD. players could iM 

ose various paths, and for- 
tunately, this time around the 
Shadows cabinet sported ftb 
four player simultaneous WËJjJém 

really this multi-player aspect in Shadows that 
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Reviews 

If you're a fighting game fanatic, thenglhe nar 
"Capcom" is fevered and synonymouslpth gre, 
ness. With e#ry fighting game releasSaf they p 

neered the very design of the genre, and I was there 
in the thick of itÜ shelling out quarter after quar- 

1 ter on their flavor of the month. So when the J 
"Big C" decided to replicate that arcade magie at 

home, I knew that the years to come would feature * 
fighters that would change the way I look at console 

games... and boy was I right! 
Enter Powerstone... the first Naomi port for the 

nothing missing... at home. In fact, the console ver¬ 
sion of this game was released before its arcade 
counterpart — how's that for timeliness? 

Similar to Ehrgeiz on the PS, PowerStone is a 
true three-dimensional fighter set in the 19th centu- HEflhÉÊft 
ry. Eight fighters have gathered to showcase their 
skills and obtain three colored gems known as PowerStones. 
Unlike Ehrgeiz, however, PS features much largér stages that fight¬ 
ers can interact with. Each of the 10 levels is littered with tons of 
items such as tables, chairs, benches, and suppört beams that play- 
ers can either piek up and throw or kick at thqjjr opponents. Also, 
throughout the round, treasure chests will ranèomly appear, filled 
with a variety of selectabie weapons including; |lame-throwers, 
bombs, pistols, bazookas, broadswords, mallets and mplotov cock¬ 
tails. AH characters can bounce off walls, spin arouhd poles, and 
even swing from the top of the stage! 

As with most Capcom fighters, character design is crucial fordevel- 
oping personality, and Powerstone is certainï$ hö exception. Eacfrof 
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the eight fighters is rendered 
gorgeously and has been 
designed in a much more car- 
toonish fashion than the usual 
array of Capcom characters. 
The various fighters are: 
Galuda, a T-Hawk clone; Fokker, 
a British aristocrat; Rogue, an 
Aladdin refugee; Wang Tang, a 
martial arts student; Jack, a 
knife-wielding maniac; 

out its share of flaws. For instance, when bat- |jjj fr 9 
tling against the computer, you'll notice your I ^ ÏÏJ 
opponent's uncanny ability to place themselves I jL 

in the exact spot a stone is about to appear. Also, ^ ^ 
certain supers tend to create a bit of slowdown, r ^ — 
but fortunately, the flow of the game is hardly ever ' .....-■■;?. 
disturbed... Definitely not bad for Capcom's first 

' outing on Naomi hardware. 
lf PowerStone is an exampléof whafs to come later this year (Blue Stinger 
anyone?), then all I can really add is that it's a dëmn fine time to be pjaying 
games. As ECM stated, "Games are finaily back," and PS is only the begin- 

I ning! ...Man, I hate giving that guy:crédit. F 
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Reviews 

Dogs o! the AMS... Time they made a move! Dreamcast 

OK, so by now every . 7 - 
gamer has formulated i ISJlJ J ’ ‘ 
his/her own unique . * < 

opinion of the Dreamcast. ^ 
Now while I might not see 
eye to eye with the hordes 
of skeptics and naysayers, I will say this... 
House of the Dead 2 on the DC is the greatest video 
game ever made! Relax, I was just attempting to throw 
in a bit of shock journalism to stir things up a tad... Ya 
gotta have fun, people! 

While I still find a certain blue menace to hold top 
ranks on Sega's super console, I can easily say that 
House of the Dead 2 is the next best Dreamcast game, 
hands down! In fact, this is just one of those games 
that simply needs to be seen to be believed. No screen¬ 
shots or explanations can do justice to this amazing 
game! If Sega was looking for a title, other than Sonic 
Adventure, to showcase the raw power of the DC, then 
this is definitely the game... Break out the night-lights, 
and get ready to cry like a girl 'cause HOTD2 is ready to 
terrorize living rooms for a change. 

If you've played HOTD2 in arcades then you're proba- 
bly aware that this is another fine example of the beau¬ 
ty of the Naomi hardware. And, if you contributed 

heavily to the AM1 charity, like I did, then you're 
also aware that this is easily the hardest gun game Iever conceived! Nearly two months ago, I got a 
chance to play HOTD2 at a nearby arcade for a dol¬ 
lar a play... $25 later, the game was beaten and I 
was broke. Now, I realize that most gamers shy 
away from these 'money pits,' but never in my life 
have I ever feit so justified, for an otherwise ridicu- 

' lous expenditure of funds... This game kicks ass!! 
X In the vein of Resident Evil and Silent HUI, 

House of the Dead 2 redefines horror in such a 
gruesome manner that even George Romero 
would find himself checking beneath his bed a 
few extra times. There are so many things in this 
game that had me saying, "OK, that's just 
wrong!" that I just stopped counting. Aim for a 
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Well, the game's awesome... no big 
surprise. The big question for me 
always centered around the peculiar- 
looking gun Sega had in store for 
HOTD2's release. When I first saw it in 
a Japanese DC mag, I was definitely 
surprised by its extremely small 
design. After spending some rather 
intimate time with it in the dark [ed's 
note: Uh oh, Fury's been handling the 
little gun again, eh?], I can gladly say it 
does the game justice... Pinpoint accu- 
racy and nice weight distribution make 
for a quality DC peripheral (unfortu- 
nately, I still can't shake the painful 
memories of the Rally 2 wheel!). 

Dreamcast 

PPFSS STAPT BUTTON 
CPFOITIS) 7 

zombie's head, and you'll either ^ f f y . 

blow it off or send it flying into 
the distance. The same applies 
to just about anything that gets into 
your line of fire, including hostages... "FURY, you 
just executed a 12-year-old girl!"... "No, I just freed 
her from her prison of flesh!" 

As expected, this game is arcade perfect. EVERY- 
TFIING (including the difficulty) is completely intact. 
And when seen on a Dreamcast VGA box (sooo glo- 
rious!), the game's graphics are a wonder to 
behold. Everything has such detail! The enemies, 
the cobblestone streets, even the smoke billowing 
from nearby smokestacks... truly amazing! But, do 
you really think that the powers that be over at 
Sega would be satisfied with just a perfect arcade 
port of HOTD21 Heil no, they've seen fit to include 
a boss mode (so you can hone your finger twitch of 
death), a training mode with 10 Point Blank-style 
mini games (such as "shoot the zombie off the 
windshield of that car"), and an original mode 
which is basically the same as the arcade with 
added options and extra weapons. 

The only gripe I have with HOTD2 is the game's 
sheer difficulty. As hard as the arcade version was to 
beat, at least you had unlimited continues ("unlimit- 
ed" as long as you had deep pockets, that is!). This 
time around (at home), you're expected to cope with 
just nine measly continues... AGGHHFI SOOO 
HARD!! But I guess this certainly makes up for the 
fact that HOTD2 is really a short game. There are 
multiple paths you can access depending on your 
hostage saving skills; but, in all, the game has only 
six levels. Although each level is action-packed and 
hard enough to sustain replay value on its own, I still 
would have liked to see more stages included. 

If you remember the joke that was the original 
House of the Dead on the Saturn (Oh no! Dango's 

fainted again!), then I guarantee 
you'll absolutely love what Sega 
has pulled off this time around. A 
few more titles of this caliber and 
Sega can silence all the critics. F 
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Reviews 

Dreamcast 

There's no mistaking 
it, gamers love their 
fighting games. If 

you're a hardware devel- 
oper like Sega or Sony, 
you'd best make sure that 
your initial software line- 
up consists of at least a 
handful of quality fighters. 
And that's why you'll 
notice Sega's desire to 
ensure that the Dreamcast 

suit in just that follows 
manner, with the release 
of a number of big name 
brawlers such as VF3TB, 
PowerStone, Marvel vs 
Capcom and Psychic Force 2012. 
That's four big-name fighters, within 
less than four months of the DC's 
release... definitely one of Sega's 
smarter moves! 

In Japan, the Psychic Force series 
has garnered a massive following 
over the years, and as overseas 
sales of both the Playstation version 
and its arcade counterparts have 
proven, Japanese gamers are strick- 
en with Psychic Force fever! In fact, 
the popular Japanese magazine 
Gamest reported that PF 2012 was 
voted the #1 arcade game in Japan. 

Porting 2012 to the DC was a JM. no-brainer for Sega, who 
é this time appears to be stick- 
II ing strong to the belief that 

ports of popular arcade 
games can do a great deal to 

I move DC units. 
Now let's get this straight: 

Psychic Force is pretty 

sees a North American release at all. 
Generally, the idea behind the game 
is similar to most other fighters; 
abuse your opponent with a series of 
basic attacks (punches and kicks) 
and plenty of sparkling projectiles. 
The catch is that both players spend 
the entire round flying around in 
mid-air. This of course makes for a 
rather interesting learning curve for 
gamers used to conventional, 
ground-based fighting. As well, 
each arena is outlined with a colored 
square that players must battle with¬ 
in. Luckily, because of this "limited" 
playing field, the task of beating 
down the competition becomes far 
less ominous. After a bit of playing, 
aerial combat becomes almost sec- 
ond nature, and since the majority of 
attacks in the game involve fireball- 
type projectiles, the concept of high 
altitude arenas also becomes far 
more acceptable. 

The stages and characters look like 
they're based on popular Japanese 
anime-style designs. Notice how 
incredible the fighters look in these 
screenshots... truly amazing! 
Although sporting spectacular visu- 
als, 2012 is still a fighter only true PF 
fans can appreciate. If you've got an 
import DC and enjoyed the PS 
Psychic Force, or are just looking to 
experience all the joys of 128-bit 
games (Seventh Cross for example), 
then by all means, check out 2012. As 
for me, l'm personally sticking to 
Marvel vs Capcom... acrophobia is 
my middle name! F 

VlEWPOINT # 

Score • 
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Along time ago, in a galaxy far, far away... in 
a world not dominated by the polygon 
menace, when the word texture referred to 

painting, and bell-bottoms had not yet returned. 
A simpler world, a better world (especially that 
bell-bottom thing). It was the year 1991. 
The SNES had just been released to the gaming 

public, and players were starved for games. 
Super Mario World was fine for some, but others 
still hungered for a fix that had not yet been ful- 
filled... action! The original Super Star Wars 
game for the Super Nintendo couldn't have 
come at a better time. While millions were flock- 
ing to the revived Genesis to give Sonic a spin, 
new system owners had a Star Wars game to 
brag about (at the same time, the start of a very 
profitable Nintendo/Star Wars alliance that con- 
tinues to this day). And boy, could they brag. 

The original SNES Star Wars game followed 
the movie to a tee, right down to having the 
'dance' music while fighting in the Tatooine can- 
tina. From Obi Wan's "Use the Force, Luke!" to 
Darth Vader's chilling breathing to the intro 

music... the soundtrack was pure power. 
Everything about Super Star Wars rocked. 
Eventually, those gifted with skill were rewarded 
with the amazing Death Star flying sequence. 
Oh sure, it might not look like much now, but 
backthen... amazing! Who needed a CD attach- 
ment? And as sadistic as it may sound, who did- 
n't enjoy gunning down a few Jawas now and 
then (screaming "Utinni!" as they flew off the 
screen) — priceless! 

The second game in the trilogy. Super Empire 
Strikes Back, unfortunately, didn't quite live up 
to the quality of the amazing original. The con- 
trol was waaaaaaaaay too floaty, and pretty 
unresponsive. In the platforming world, tight 
control is key. But, as the world turns, nobody 
really cared about how well the game itself 
played and proved once again the Gaming 
Golden Rule: slap the name Star Wars on a 
product and it will sell. It's a guaranteed thing; 
it always works. But to be fair, SESB had its 
moments. The whole idea of being able to ride 
a tauntaun was very cool; there was the whole 
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how much better everything was than 
Empire. Indeed, out of the three, Super Jedi 
not only controlled better, but looked better 
as well (multiple layers 'o parallax... joy!)! 
The cinemas were amazing (well, amazing 
in the sense that they were pretty faithful to 
the movie), the sound was incredible (even 
MIDI-fied Star Wars tunes rock). Even the 
moves were better (Luke defends with his 
lightsaber... cool!) So just as I was ready to 
kick back and play the ultimate Sl/V game, 
one thing became horribly clear... the game 

ating with small, furry bipeds]. But to be 
honest, after the debacle that was Empire 
(the game, NOT the movie... Star Wars fans, 
back off!) I was skeptical. Would the game 
turn out to be another mess, or would 
everything be right with the world and Jedi 
turn out to be fantastic? Well... sort of. 

Thankfully, Super Jedi didn't have the hor- 
rendous control of Empire. As a matter of 
fact, it actually controlled BETTER than the 
original! The first time I set Chewie out to 
'play' with a lightsaber, I couldn't believe 

lightsaber thing; and some of the bosses 
were especially brilliant... in a Super Contra 
sort of way. But when compared to the first, 
very disappointing. 

And then came the finale, Super Return of 
the Jedi. This was the one I was waiting for, 
because Jedi was (and is) my personal 
favorite of the three. I couldn't wait to zip 
through the forests of Endor on my speed- 
er-bike, blow up the Emperor, and hang with 
some Ewoks [ed's note: for the record, 
GameFan does not condone editors associ- 

was too hard! They may have fixed the control, they may have prettied 
up the graphics, but why, oh why, did they have to go and add those bil- 
lions of enemies? Where's the joy? Where's the love? 

By the time you anxious GF readers read this, the world should be fully 
enveloped by a new wave of Star Wars mania. The Phantom Menace 
should be painfully close to release, as theaters everywhere ready them- 
selves (the smart ones, anyway) for the explosion. The original films 
weren't just movies for some, they represented a new age in storytelling, 
a fairy tale set to film and told in ways that weren't possible in a story- 
book. In short, they became a part of Americana... pieces of our, and I 
suppose the world's, culture. In the crazy event that the new film(s) fail 
to live up to the enormous expectations placed on them, we'll always 
have Episodes IV, V, and VI. And if the newer games that pop up (Pod 
Racer, for starters) fail to live up to their similar hype, we'll always have 
the Super Trilogy. Well, at least the original. Oh Yoda, Yoda! Anyone 
seen Yoda? Super Teeter 

www.gamefan.com 73 
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Previews 

One of the most talked about PC titles of 
the year has been Giants. Developed 
for Interplay by Planet Moon Studios 

(the boys from Shiny that did MDK), Giants 
looks to be a hybrid title, combining ele- 
ments of the RTS and Ist person shooter in 
one thoroughly enjoyable adventure. 

Taking place on a far-off world, nestled in 
some enormous nebula, Giants is a classic 
struggle for power and real estate. Two races 
have locked horns in an attempt to control 
the planet surface. The Sea Reapers, the 
planet's indigenous people, are battling the 
Meccaryns, a space-faring race who want the 
whole planet for themselves, just so they 
have enough elbow room to repair their 
felled space cruiser (can you say British 
Imperialism?). The Sea Reapers fight back by 
constructing a gargantuan monster, called 
the Kabuto. This colossus has his own plans 
though, and breaks free of Sea Reaper con¬ 
trol in an attempt to dominate the world by 
himself. My God, what have they done...! 
Each race has its own strengths and weak- 

nèsses which set it apart. Like any other 
game of this ilk, it is knowing how to play 
to your strengths and exploit your enemy's 
weakness that make the 

droves of people is an obvious one-up. 
The most impressive aspect of Giants 

is its clever design. The 40 environ- ü 
ments, that represent the backdrops to 
your skirmishes, are lush with detail 
and unique in visual flair. The three pri- 
mary players are wonderfully designed 
and have a great deal of character, 
adding to the game's personality. Not 
that this should come as any surprise, 
given Planet Moon's pedigree (MDK). 

While the game's sense of humor and 
quirky design make for a mirth-filled adven¬ 
ture, the strategie element of Giants keeps it 
firmly grounded in RTS. You are able to 
manipulate the local natives (the only other 
sentient group on the planet) to build items 
and vehicles for you as well as set traps. If 
you are Kabuto, treating yourself to a snack 
is also an option (I heard the natives taste 
just like chicken). 

The hopes are to have an advanced Al sys 
tem that allows for much smarter enemie 
and comrades. Your computer-controlle< 
teammates will react to changing battle con 
ditions, whether the situation calls for , 
hasty retreat, an ambush, or an all-ou 
assault. They will try to flank enemies an< 
concentrate firepower on specific targets a: 
they deern fit. This will enable you to worp 
less about what they are doing and mori 

difference 
between domination and subservience. 

1 The Sea Reapers, for example, have con¬ 
trol of the elements and maintain free 
reign over the water; the Meccaryns, with 

fr their knowledge of space travel, have the 
■pclded bonus of technological superiority 
Hpnd aerial dominance; Kabuto is... well... 
Mreally, really BIG. Being able to step on 

EL NlftO: They Developer - Planet Moon 1-3 Players 
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lowing the normal evolutionary process 
indicative of RTS titles, some are in 
need of more attention. The interactive 
environment is the most prominent; 
The terrain is fuily Interactive, reacting 

resu,tfr°m artil,ltery firej ice w,|| melt, and 

W forests wili burn when 
exposed to flame. 
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^éifst of advancements goes on and on. Bömmand 
1W^etfr&fyJiberiajQ Sun wijl offer gamers some of the 
rost strategydritffl^^tobat avajjable. Tjhis game 
►oks well worth the fa® EN J -"T. ^ 

Westwood Studios 1(1-8) Player 

:able Summer 
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WELL WORTH THE WAJT, ' ■ ilECTROl 
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The game may be called 
Rollercoaster Tycoon, but it's 
more than that; it's a souped-up ver¬ 

sion of Theme Park that has you creating the 
ultimate amusement park. A few years back, Bullfrog 
developed one of my favorite games for the 3D0 - Theme Park. 
It allowed me to build and micromanage my very own amuse¬ 
ment park; doing everything from strategically placing ice cream 
vendors to customizing my own thrill rides, such as rollercoast¬ 
ers and flume rides. Like with all games, in time I tired of it and 
laid it to rest in a cardboard box in my closet. My theme park 
juices are churning again, and it is all thanks to Microprose's 
Rollercoaster Tycoon. 
Some of you may be shocked to find a game like this nestled in 

GameFan's PC section alongside such action-oriented fare as 
Phantom Menace and Giants, but there is a good reason: 
Rollercoaster Tycoon is one of those rare titles that reminds you 
why you love video games so much. Heil, it is games like this 
that got me playing video games, in the first place. 
Rollercoaster Tycoon has some of the best gameplay of any title 

I have ever seen. The interface is easy to use, the ability to cus- 

tomize is 
unparal- 
leled, and 

the game¬ 
play is so intu- 

itive that a clever park 
designer will reap major 
rewards. 

The number of rides, park 
amenities, and extras that 
can be acquired are stagger¬ 
ing. There is themed décor 
(e.g.. Roman or Egyptian), 
multiple roller-coaster styles, 
and every variety of tree, 
flower, lamp-post, and foun- 
tain you could ever want to 
dress a park with. Amazingly, 
none of this bogs down 
gameplay or develops into 
exercises in tedium. The RT 

map is your canvas and you 
will be engrossed as its 
painter, whether it is creat¬ 
ing your dream go-kart 
track, or putting in beds of 
flowers for your patrons. 

The graphics and sound 
are fantastic. Zoom in close 
and watch your guests 
move from ride to ride. When it rains, they'll pull out umbrellas 
(provided you have erected info kiosks, which sell them); when 
they buy cotton candy, you can see them carrying it; when they 
get scared on a coaster, you'll hear them scream. Rollercoaster 
Tycoon is as immersive in environment as it is in gameplay. 

All fans of sims should put this Microprose gem at the top of 
their list of "must-haves." Even those of you who scoff at 
games lacking fancy explosions or Lara Croft's front porch will 
be sucked in. It took me only one day to get Eggo, Waka, 
Reubus, and Tao beggin' for their own copies of the game - and 
these guys are Quake 2 nuts! EN 

EL NINO: Keep your hands and Developer - Microprose 1 Player 

FEET INSIDE THE CAR AT ALL TIMES... Publisher - Hasbro Available Now 



I most popular movie creatures/ in celluloid history. AvP will allow you to answer the fre- ^ 
quentfy queried, "Who would win in a fight: an Alien, or a Predator?" What may be a trivial \! 

question certainly makes for an interesting game concept. 
You are given the option to play through three separate scenarios as one of the three pri- 

mary races: Human, Predator, or Alien. Your objectives and motivations dïffer for each mis- 

sion, as do your abilities, weapons, and battle tactics. As a Colonial marine, whose strength 
lies in the vast arsenal of weapons available to him, you participate in Standard first-person 
fare, blasting Giger-beasties on LV-426 in an attempt to escape from the "shake and bake" 

colony which is overrun by the creatures. 
When playing the Predatoii you find yourself deep in the jungles of South America, armed 

with the same weapons used to slash and gut all of Arnie's buddies. Blast marines apart with 
your shoulder cannon, or slice ^hem in4yvo with yourfspears or throwing discs; and if they**^ 

try to hide in the dark — no worries, 'cause you've got infrared. 
The alien adventure is the most bizarre. You will creep and crawl through your temples in 

an attempt to expel the human scourge. While you have no weapons, you are4nót defense- 
less. Death to all those who are unfortunate enough to get within range of your acid spit or 
your taiI's vicinity. Your lack of armament is made up for by your ability to scale any surface 

- excellent for surprise attacks and confusing enemies. 
What would seem to be AvP's biggest strength turns out to be one of lts greatest detrac- 

tors. While it is totally cool to see both Aliens and Predator in the same game, the attempt 
to create separate scenarios for all three leaves you with shallow missions and some awk- 
ward gameplay. The marine missions are the highlight Incredible atmosphere and some 
truly frightening encounters make for a devilish, alone-in-the-dark playing experience, remi- 
niscent of Alien Trilogy. The Predator and Alien scenarios are lacking though, and will hold 
interest for only a short while. Putting you in their shoes makes for uncomfortable game¬ 
play (especially the alien missions) and the storylines aren't as compelling. 

In muiti-player, the option to play these races is novel, but nevekieaches the kind of game¬ 
play purity expected from a muiti-player experience. The muiti-player mode is supposed to 
support many more combatants, but the character balance just isn't there. It is clear that 
developers tried to do too much with AvP. If they had focused more on humans (or even just 
the Predator) versus the others, then it would have been infinitely more enjoyable. Hopefully 

there will be a sequel, because this franchise and engine are too yicjpp just stop at one. J», 

HHtTNÖ: I HATE TO RAIN ON YOUR PARADE, 

BUT WE JUST GOT OUR ASSES KICKED! 

1-16* PCA] 
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Developer - Rebellion 

Publisher - Fox Interactive 
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Voice Work: 
Utena - Utena 

Goddess - Gowcaizer 
Schoolgirl - Takegami 
Incidentals - Stayers 

Misty, Jeffy - Pokemon 

Fav Anime: 
Fire Tripper 

Akira 
Ranma 1/2 
Nausicaa 

Tenchi Muyo, Laputa 

How to Contact: 
Rachel Lillis 

c/o Central Park Media 
250 West 57th Street 

New York, NY 
10107 

More than just "the anime section" - Anime, Manga, Asian Live-Action, J-pop, Culture, and all related products. 

originally hadn't planned on running 
the interview with Rachel Lillis this 
issue, but due to various reasons I 
am. Thus, please excuse the poor 

excuse for a layout for said interview, 
[hehe] I had to chop a small piece or two due 

to room constraints, but rf you've got access to the 
internet the entire interview will be up on AnimeFan 

Online sometime soon. Beyond that 

this issue? Uhm, I love my Dreamcast (wiz- 
bang PSX2 specs or not), Sitent Hill is one of 
the coolest games l've EVER played (and that 
CG is amazing), and after seeing the second 
Star Wars trailer May 19th simply cannot 
come soon enough. Anyone who says this 
movie is over-hyped needs to be shot. I dare 
anyone, ANYONE to name me a movie in any 
recent years that was the true event that 

AnimeFan 
AnimeFan Online 
www.gamefan.com 
/animefan 

Hey, wow, would you 

look at that! Why, that's 
AnimeFan Online! Where 
did that come from? Er... 

anyhow. Yup, the new version of AnimeFan 
Online is now up and running, it looks pretty 
spiffy, and it's got lots of nifty things on it that 
go beyond the print version into areas that I 
simply can't cover in here. If you're ever online, 
give it a look. - shidoshi 

f 
Anime Web Turnpike 

sÊ 
Maïs;-. 

SSL s=p=- 

AniPike 
www.anipike.com 

Have you been to the 

Anime Web Turnpike? If 
not, you're missing out 
on one of the biggest and 
best resources for anime 

and manga on the internet. Think of it as the 
anime version of Yahoo!: If you're looking for a 
website, chances are that it's here - be it about 
anything from character guides to resource 
sites to image galleries. - shidoshi 

Seiyuu Database 
super.win.or.jp/ 
~toshi/seiyuu/ 

Probably the best source 
for seiyuu (voice actor) 
information on the inter¬ 
net, the Seiyuu Database 

is the place you should go when looking for infor¬ 
mation on your favorite seiyuu, or to help famil- 
iarize yourself with them, so that you'll know 
who Iwata Mitsuo or Goddess Family Club is 
next time they come up in conversation. Sure, 
you know Inoue Kikuko is the voice of Belldandy, 
but did you also know she was Luna in 
LunarSSS or the voice of Kelly in the Japanese 
version of Night Trapi? Now you will. - shidoshi 

what interesting things do I have to say Episode 1 will be. - shidoshi 

A mï] e 1 Li 

AnimeFan: How did you originally get into 
voice acting? 
Rachel Lillis: I saw an ad in a trade maga¬ 
zine looking for voice actors for Japanese 
animation - I used to always enjoy the 
show Star Blazers back in the 70s. I 
thought the art was incredibly beautiful, 
and was really into a lot of the other 
American cartoons of the time. I knew that 
I always wanted to do voices, be a voice 
actor, but never knew that l'd do some- 
thing when the two art forms met. When I 
was 13, I wanted to be a voice actor, and 
my parents were sort of like, "What's a 
voice actor?" It's a tough market to break 
into, and I have been into it for a little 
under two years, but it's very cool to be 
able to participate in it, and voice acting for 
Japanese anime is something I love doing. 
It's a fun process, we get in the studio, joke 
around, order lunch, get a little Creative. 
We look at a line, and skew it a bit differ- 
ently depending on how we've been going 
for the past few weeks. The words are 
there, but you have to take them in a direc- 
tion that's real to you. 

AF: How do you prepare to do the voice 
acting for an anime title? 
RL: You just show up at the studio every 
day, do it for a couple of hours, and you 
make notes to remember where you are at. 
For preparation, you look at the character, 
the story, maybe get the script ahead of 
time - but I actually prefer the cold-read for- 
mat. Sometimes it's better to not know 
the story ahead of time, so that you aren't 
trying for a specific idea. Sometimes the 

best read is the one that you haven't pre- 
pared for at all, but it doesn't hurt to have a 
bit of preparation. It's best to just experi¬ 
ment with things, get the person's age, 
who you think they are, a few other details, 
then figure out who they really are depend¬ 
ing on what they say - like when you're 
reading a character in a novel. 

AF: How were you brought into this project? 
I auditioned for CPM; l've worked with them 
before. I had read for the smaller roles, and 
they kind of put them out of order, so that 
you don't know who's who. They don't real¬ 
ly teil you anything, they just want to see if 
your voice matches the idea of the charac¬ 
ter. I was really thrilled, as this is the first 
time l've been involved in a long series from 
the very beginning. It's far different than 
when you have a small part in an anime 
title. When you're doing an incidental, you 
go in the studio and you have no idea 
what's going on - it's just kind of like "You're 
this evil sorceress, you're going to lob this 
fireball, just scream a lot and stuff." 

AF: How did you feel about being involved 
in Utena, seeing as how it looks to be such 
a big title for CPM? 
At first, I was kind of intimidated by the 
title, because I don't know what's popular 
these days. I was intimidated because I 
didn't know the artists previous work, so it 
took me a few episodes to really the part. 

AF: Who is your favorite character in 
Utena? 
RL: Miki Kaoru, I think. He is one of the 

frrjfag FpmHVï 9, 

http://www.gamefan.com/animefan/ 

Night on the Galactic Railroad 
Magical tale of a young boy who 
discovers the wonders of life 
that both young and old can 
watch and enjoy. 

“When Jet Baby loves, she loves all of the children...” 

Grave of the Fireflies 
A touching yet somewhat scary tale 
about the horrors of war. Parents 
may want to watch with their chil¬ 
dren and discuss afterward. 
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younger boys, he's in the student 
council, plays the piano, he's very 
advanced, the older girls like him 
because he's so adorable. He takes a 
shine to Anthy, and Utena encourages 
this, because she's kind of taken in 
upon herself to get Anthy's social life 
up. He's not really into what the stu¬ 
dent councii is doing, he's pretty sym- 
pathetic to Utena and Anthy, he's 
generally a sweet guy. 

AF: What kind of person is Utena? 
RL: I think she's a tomboy, she's kind 
of naive, she cares a lot about the peo- 
ple close to her, so much so, and I can 
understand this totaiiy because i'm 
like this with my friends and they are 
with me, if someone is bothering 
them, you protect them. She's really 
down to earth, and I think that's all 
she wants to be is a good person, and 
she really doesn't understand all the 
things around her on her campus, yet 
she's going along with it. 

AF: Now let's turn it around. What 
about you? What kind of person is 
Rachel Ullis? 
RL: I'm a pretty boring person! I like 
the behind-the-scenes stuff, putting 
together jingles, working on the voice 
acting stuff, seeing what all going into 
the production. I've been the person 
running out getting bagels and 
donuts for the staff. [laugh] When 
you're in front of the camera, you 
know what it's like on the other side, 
so you're much more into everything 
that's going on. I've done some 
nature narration for Tom Snyder 
Productions, stuff like CD-ROMs on 
how cotton grows, how cows are 
milked, underwater sea life, things 
like that. "This is scuba gear, if you 
look closely, you can see all of the 
gadgets and switches, blah blah..." 
[laughs] Narration is something dif¬ 
ferent entirely, you get used to that 
kind of thing, counting the beats, you 
just keep going and learn the art of 
turning the page without making a 
sound. Then maybe you go into 
voice-over for a commercial, and most 
commercial reads are this big ball of 
energy which you have to dredge up, 
then you do maybe like five takes and 
it's over. You have to learn how to use 
your voice to sell something or teil a 
story without being boring. In Utena, 
you get to grunt, have a sword fight, 
put in subtle little things that really 
add the spice. 

AF: What do you think of the increase 
of shoujo in the US? 
RL: I think it's kind of disturbing... er, 
not the increase of shoujo in the US, 
but that a lot of the movies you see in 

theaters haven't really been targeting 
a young female audience. I read this 
article in the NY times that that's who 
we're targeting, the young boys, and 
the girls will follow. I don't know if 
the Utena audience will be all girls, 
but I do think it's a good thing, it's a 
void that certainly needs to be filled. 

AF: Okay, so let me ask you the big 
question - what's your opinion on 
Sailor Moon? 
RL: I've never seen it! [laughs] The 
guy who did Utena worked on Saitor 
Moon, and almost everybody who 
has talked about anime, fan or not, 
has seen it. I have NO clue what it's 
about, all I know is that a cat with a 
moon on it's head, and a girl with the 
wachamadealy - the girl with pigtails 
on her head. I know that because I 
went to the con and saw all of these 
guys dressed as Sailor Moon. 

AF: What's your opinion on the Sub 
vs. Dub debate? 
RL: As an anime fan, I wasn't really 
familiar with dubbed tapes, because 
subtitles was most of what was avail- 
able. I lived in a small town, and there 
wasn't much around. There seems to 
be a strong anti-dubbed feeling 
among a lot of fans. But I've seen 
Stayers, thought that they did a fan- 
tastic job, and I've seen a lot of other 
things that they've released. It's not 
just a case of them putting the stuff 
out, they want to get voice actors 
who really fit the characters, work 
well on the timing, and try to bring 
some of the humor over from the 
original Japanese to English (since 
some jokes don't translate well). 
Most of the time it's fine, but there are 
some points that you really have to 
change things around. I know with 
Utena they wanted to keep the 
Japanese names, but in Pokemon 
they changed them all around. If they 
keep the Japanese names, you really 
have to get the names down and 
know how to say them correctly. 

AF: Do you ever fee! weird when you 
teil people what you do for a living? 
RL: Well, my parents are like that, 
they're like, "Okay, right, when are 
you going to medical school?" But 
the people I work with are mostly 
actors, so they understand. I haven't 
told a lot of people, but those I did 
teil thought it was really cool, even 
if they didn't know what anime is. 
We don't talk a lot about what we 
do for work, but yet they want to 
know what parts I've done, what 
the anime titles I work for are about. 

AF: If you could be the voice actress 

for any character or in any series, 
what would you want to do most? 
RL: I've always liked Akane from 
Ranma 1/2. Or Nausicaa - when I first 
saw her, I thought that that would be 
very cool. 

AF: What kind of anime do you like? 
RL: Miyazaki is probably my favorite. 
The first anime I ever saw was 
Warriors of the Wind. I saw the 
English version after the US, a friend 
send my Nausicaa of the Valley of 
Wind with a typed out plot, she said 
that I was going to need it. I thought 
she was going to send me the 
English version, but she was like, 
"No no no!" I really didn't need the 
English version, the Japanese was so 
well done. She sent me Laputa, and 
the whole first season of Ranma, 
including Japanese commercials. I 
got more into it, then kinda really 
watched all of the Miyazaki that I 
could, the Macross movies, those 
were really good. I even have a 
Nausicaa poster at home. 

Nausicaa came with so many interest- 
ing ideas. Miyazaki always throws in 
a zillion time periods in his movies, 
like Kiki's Deliv&ry Service, with it's 
wood burning stoves, yet it also has 
automobiles and flying machines. 
He's always straddling the past and 
the future, yet you never know what 
time period you are in. That's true in 
Nausicaa as well. Nausicaa herself is a 
very inspiring character, she doesn't 
know much beyond the sheltered life 
that she's lived, but her spirit is strong, 
and everyone who comes into her life 
is influenced by her. Nausicaa really 
did have an effect on me. 

AF: How can fans contact you? 
RL: Through Central Park Media - 
send anything you would like their 
way, and they'll get it to me. 

AF: Anything you would like to say to 
our readers? 
RL: I don't know! [laughs] I'm really 
psyched about the fact that anime 
seems to be coming along in the US, 
and I hope that more incredible titles 
will be coming out, because the more 
dubbed titles that get released, the 
more people will be exposed to it, 
since I've heard that dubbed titles are 
usually what people are first intro- 
duced to. I hope everyone likes 
Utena, we worked really hard on it! I 
think it's amazing that people are 
pulling for anime, and I hope that it 
continues to grow. 

AnimeFan rates each 
title reviews on a scale 
of A (excellent), B 

(good), C (average), D 
(poor), and F (horrible). 
Remember, a grade of 

C isn't bad, and only 
when a title starts get¬ 
ting into the D range 
should you start to 
consider avoiding it at 
all costs. For DVD 
titles, two scores are 
present, one for the 
anime itself, and the 
other for it's DVD pre- 
sentation. The DVD 
grade covers every¬ 
thing from image qual- 
ity to package to 
extras, so while a DVD 
may look beautiful, it 
could loose points for 
having no extras or 
other such issues. 

Guide to Ratings 
Codes 

Well use this 

example: 
Sub I Dub 

VHS I LD I DVD 

Black: The title is avail- 
able in that format / 
language. So, for our 
example, the title is 
out in both Sub and 

Dub on VHS. 

Underlined: The ver¬ 
sion being reviewed. 
So, we're reviewing 
the VHS Sub version. 

Greyed: Not available. 
So, our title isn't out 

on LD. 

Red: Coming soon / 
planned. Our example 

title is planned for 
release on DVD. 

Send comments, let¬ 
ters, artwork to: 

AnimeFan 
6301 DeSoto Avenue 
Unit #E 
Woodland Hills, CA 
91367 

Thanks to Rachel and CPM for this 
interview. - shidoshi 

Or: 
shidoshi@gamefan.com 

SOME OTHER IDEAS FOR ANIME THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY CAN ENJOY 

Pokemon 

The kids seem to go nuts for 
this one. Others will either 
have fun with it or try not to 
gag while watching. 

Kiki's Delivery Service 

Anime at it's finest from 
Miyazaki that trumps any¬ 
thing coming from Disney at 
any recent point in time. 

My Neighbor Totoro 

Another wonderful tale from 
Miyazaki that's perfect for 
any age of fan and is a rather 
good dub to boot. 

Alt Artwork, Characters and Logos ™ and © of their Respective Companies/Owners 
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Sakura Wars 
Adventure • OAV • ADV Films • 11+ 
60 min • £yb I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Sometimes people love something without knowing much 
about it - thus was the case with me and Sakura Wars. Even 

l've never played either of the Saturn titles, l've 
always thought the cast looked cool, the character designs 
were lovely (hey, my idol Kousuke Fujishima was responsible 
for them, so how could they NOT be), and it's got one of my 
absolute favorite theme songs. Thus, it's no surprise that I 
was eager to finally get a chance to experience the adven- 
tures of Sakura and her teammates. It seems like the more 
you like something, the worse the little "problems" with it 
are. First and foremost, and I know you're getting sick of 

me say this, but this OAV series is just too damned 
short. Quite a bit of running time was spent with character 
development, which is a positive thing, but the team isn't 
fully formed until the end of the second episode. As there are 
only two more episodes, ft ends up being: build the story up, 
get us to start to really fall for the characters, then WHAM, 
just end ft... what a tease! [sigh] My other big letdown was 
the animation quality. Now, it's not bad, and it's only ques- 
tionable in a few instances, but to me ft doesn't do the title 
justice. A good comparison would be to Oh My Goddess!, 

W W 

which has the same "high artistic style" that I feel SWhas. 

The OMGI anime was beautiful and captured the artistic 

essence of the title, and had Sega pumped a few more yen 
into the production budget of SW, this one could have 
been the same. But, enough of that, because the strong 
points of this one outweigh the scant few negatives. 
Great character designs, rich cast personalfties, enriching 
music, and a dub that I had little to disagree with - though, 
with the strong Japanese voice cast that SWhad, l've got 
to give my recommendation to the sub version. I know I 
have a tendency to do these "rant" reviews on titles that I 
like, but that's because when the title is so good, the little 
things just get under my skin. If you like Sakura Wars, def- 
inftely check out the anime, and if you know nothing of it, 
just get it and be surprised. How's that? - shidoshi 

RG Utena \ The Power of Dios 
Shoujo • TV (3 eps) • Soft Sculpt • 11+ 

75 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD |KaJ| 

So, here we are ... the final (at least, possibly for now) vol¬ 
ume of Revolutionary Girl Utena. The last time an anime 
title has caught my attention and drawn me in as Utena has 
done I cannot even recall. Just when you think you're see- 
ing the same old things, the same characters and storylines 
and sense of boredom that plagues anime from time to 
time, something like Utena rides in on a white horse to 
save your faith in the industry. 

Bit by bit, piece of Utena's past are starting to unravel ... 
her parent's death, her brush with a prince, the reason she 
is exactly the girl she is today. Is she still desperately wait- 
ing for her prince to arrivé, or is he far closer than she could 
even expect? In the midst of all of her questions, she is 
called once again to the duel, this time by the warm and 
handsome Touga. But a deeper demon resides inside him, 
and he doesn't intend to loose. Before she knows it, Utena 
has lost the duel, lost Anthy's friendship, and lost all of her 
will to go on. Her life begins to unravel around her, hope 
and strength replaced by despair and fear, and Utena's fiery 
spirit seems ready to burn out. But after fighting so hard 
and long, can she simply just sit back and watch all she's 
worked for slip away, or can she pull herself together 
enough to try and re-take her life? 

Utena has so much style and elegance to it that other 
anime titles can do nothing but look on in jealousy. It's art 
and animation style, strong story writing and direction, 
atmospheric music, all that are both beautiful and bizarre 
both at once creating a style that's very unique. Supporting 
these elements are the cast, which often rise beyond your 
usual mixture of boring and two-dimensional characters. 
The bad guys here's aren't simply "bad," they are simply 
humans that walk a fine line between sympathetic and 
loathsome. Since the final episode on volume 4 is the wrap- 
up for the Student Council storyline, it acts as an acceptable 
ending for the US release. However, since there are 26 more 
episodes, a lot of questions remain unanswered. Software 
Sculptors has the rights to the entire TV series, and it's pos- 
sible that the rest will come out over here, but for now, 
nothing is certain. If there is justice in the world, however, 
we'll get the rest, because this series is simply too good to 
not be fully released in English. - shidoshi 

"I was not elected to watch my people suffer and die whlle you dlscuss this 
Invaslon In a committeer 

Dirty Pair 
Live Action • Movie • ADV Films • 13+ 

90 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Kei and Yuri are two of the top Trouble Consultants for 
the 3WA, the space organization that goes out to solve 
problems that may arise. While their official nickname 
is "the Lovely Angels," most know them by a name 
that they loath - the "Dirty Pair." Why that nickname, 
you ask? Well, Kei and Yuri tend to solve problems by 
any means necessary, even if it means blowing up an 
entire space colony or racking up a high body count. 
Because of their reputation, not only do their enemies 
fear them, but their friends as well! 

Geez... does this one bring back some memories. I 
first saw the "original" Dirty Pair series some eleven 
years or so ago, and credit them for really getting me 
interested in anime in the first place (before that, I only 
knew of the few manga titles that were brought over to 
the US). Now here I am, years and years later, getting 
to see the TV adventures of Kei and Yuri offïcially 
released in English - something I NEVER thought I 
would see (especially after all this time). Sure, having 
DP Flash come out was sort of cool, but that series 
couldn't hold a candle to the original. Kei and Yuri, in 
my eyes, weren't meant to be turned into the flighty, 
slacker teens that they were in Flash - they were always 
two skilled special agents who just had a problem 
respecting the price of all of the destruction and havoc 
that they caused. ADV is releasing ten episodes over 
five volumes, and while l've heard nothing about them 
releasing other episodes, NI take all that they are willing 
to give. Fans who are still relatively new to the anime 
world might watch Dirty Pair and not understand what 
the big deal is. But for people like me, who used to 
watch blurry, fuzzy, untranslated copies of these 
episodes, this is a classic getting the shot in the US that 
it really deserves. Time hasn't been totally good to the 
series - the art and animation look rather old and crude 
by today's standards - but if you put that aside (which 
you should), or can appreciate older-looking anime, this 
is still a greatly enjoyable show. Maybe part of my love 
for it is nostalgia, but as far as l'm concerned, Tm final¬ 
ly getting quality copies of an anime series that l've 
loved for most of my otaku life, and because of that, life 
is just a little bit better. - shidoshi 

http://www.gamafan.com/animefan/ 
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Fushiqi Yuai: Separation 
Shoujo • TV (3 eps) • Pioneer • 13+ 

75 min • Sub I Qufe • VHS I LD I DVD 

Couid this be it? Could Miaka really be going home? The 
group has made it to the legendary mountain, and the ritual to 
send Miaka back to her time and place begins. The attempt is 
a success, and Miaka arrived back in the reference room in the 
library where her adventures begin. However, Miaka notices 
that Yui isn't around anywhere, and when she finds her still 
missing hours later, Miaka begins to worry about what has 
happened. When Miaka came back to her world, could Yui 
have been sucked into the "Universe of the Four Gods" in her 
place? With her worries about Yui, and her realization that she 
misses the new friends she made in the other world, Miaka 
decides to once again travel into the book. But when she gets 
back, she finds out that no one knows where Yui is at, and that 
her friend might actually be the Priestess of Seiryu ... which 
would make her Miaka's enemy! When I watched the first vol¬ 
ume of Fushigi YQgi, while I found it to be an interesting series, 
I though it was rough in some spots both in story progression 

The New Adventures of 

Kimba the White Lion 
Family • TV (3 eps) • Pioneer • 3+ 

65 min • Sub 1 Dub • VH£ 1 LD 1 DVD B 
I first saw Kimba The White Uon back when I was still young, 
back before the word "anime" existed in America and things 
like Shogun Warriors and the such were just cool cartoons on 
television. I didn't watch it all that much, but do remember 
seeing it now and then and enjoying what I saw. Little did I 
know I was watching a classic Japanese anime series. Jungle 
Emperor Leo, which was the child of a man, Osamu Tezuka, 
who is regarded as the "grandfather" of modern Japanese 
anime and manga. Many years later, a newer version of Kimba 
came out, which is said to be the "true" version of the show 
that Tezuka wanted to create. Now, thanks to Pioneer, this 
wonderful series can be enjoyed by us English speaking fans. 
While the main gist of the story is the same, there are some 
elements that are different in this new telling. Panja, a large 
white lion, is the kïng of a jungle in Africa, and under his rule 
all of the animals get together and live happy and peaceful 
lives. This peace is shattered when he is killed by a poacher, 
and his wife Eliza is taken captive. However, Eliza has a son, 
and names his Kimba. Kimba is able to escape, and makes the 
long journey back to his father's jungle. But when he gets 
there he finds it being controlled by an evil lion, and Kimba 
must defend himself against those who don't want to see him 
become the king of the jungle, and help to bring the other ani¬ 
mals living there together again. This is a wonderful show 
which is both fun and touching at the same time, and it's the 
perfect title for younger viewers out there. In fact, when look- 
ing for a gift for one, you should buy this instead of that movie 
Blatant Kimba Ripoff... er, I mean The Uon King. - shidoshi 

Birdv the Miahtv: nnai Foroe 
AF Best of the Issue! 

Adventure • OAV • US Manga • 13+ 
60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD KaJH 

Birdy, the beautiful yet deadly Space Federation Officer. Watch 
Birdy hunt down the scum of the universe! Watch Birdy defeat 
them! Watch Birdy accidentally kill the innocent earthboy 
Tsutomu! Whoops. Birdy faces serious trouble due to her lit¬ 
tle slip up, and doesn't exactly like the idea that the SFO come 
up with: Birdy must now share her body with Tsutomu, trans- 
forming back and forth between him and herself depending on 
the situation. Of course, Tsutomu, while glad to be alive again, 
isn't exactly comfortable with the deal either. Such "boy and 
girl in same body" anime tales have certainly been told before, 
but with Birdy the Mighty, the show is fresh and Creative 
enough to make you forget about that shorty after you begin 
watching. And, thankfully, Birdy doesn't reduce itself to using 
the myriad of "opposite sexes in the same body" jokes that 
many other titles have tossed our way (okay, well, MAYBE one 

and animation quality. However, l'm happy to see that as 
the series progresses, those problems have been worked 
out and FYkeeps getting better and betten Even from the 
beginning, one of the things that first impressed me is the 
fact that Miaka isn't your typical anime heroine. She's 
cute, she's young, yet she's often brave enough to stand 
up for herself. It's nice to see a female character like her 
who isn't always the damsel in distress, and is a good 
example of the difference between shoujo titles and your 
more "male" titles. The story is a bit compressed from the 
manga version, but it's still fleshed out nicely and never 
feels too rushed (and the anime isn't as "flowery" as the 
manga was, for any of you who didn't like the manga's art 
style). The dub is also very good, and I give total props to 
Pioneer for using anime terminology in their dubs (in FY 
Miaka says "Yui-chan," and l've heard Battie Athletes use 
"manga"). The more I see of Fushigi YQgi, the more l'm 
really starting to get hooked on it. It's got fun, drama, and 
beautiful shoujo style all wrapped up into one. - shidoshi 

Chimera: Director's Cut 
Hentai • OAV • Kitty • 18+ 

45 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Rei is a mysterious girl... nicknamed "Chimera," she is a 
no-nonsense assassin that is said to be both an angel 
and a devil combined in one body. Even those closest to 
her don't truly know her, or the events in her past that 
have led her to become what she is now. She works as 
a bodyguard for a high-ranking member of a criminal 
organization, and he is not only impressed with her 
skills but enthralled by her beauty. But her real reasons 
for being so close to him aren't what he thinks, and she 
plans his death in order to try holding at bay some of the 
shadows from her past. While his death seems to 
resolve these issues. Rei finds her life quickly falling into 
a downward spiral as she get involved in far more seri¬ 
ous situations than she can handle. What does fate have 
in store for Rei, and will she be able to escape the bloody 
life she's gotten herself into, or is she doomed to be just 
another casualty of a violent death? As Chimera came 
to a close, I sat there trying to figure out what I had just 
watched. This anime is utterly chaotic, as if the creators 
tried to cram a couple OAV's worth of storylines into one 
little 45 minute package. Just as one plot direction 
starts going, it swings in a completely different direction 
and starts on a new one. This not only makes the story 
a bit hard to follow, but it also never gives any charac- 
ters or plotlines a chance to grow and develop. I also 
should mention that some of the situation in Chimera 
are absolutely not for everyone, and even hardcore hen¬ 
tai fans might find this title not their usual cup of tea. 
And remember, that little 18+ up there means just that - 
this one isn't for younger viewers. - shidoshi 

or two, but thafs it). Quality, quality, quality - that seems 
to be the theme that the production team was going for 
with Birdy. Animation quality and direction is extremely 
strong, and it just screams to be put onto DVD and done 
justice (which, sadly, isn't likely at this point). I found the 
dub to be pretty darn good (I especially liked the portray- 
al of Birdy), with but a few sore spots - the dub occasion- 
ally slips into the "James T. Kirk School of Acting," and 
Tsutomu's voice REALLY starts to grate on your nerves 
after a while. But it's hard not to fall in love with Birdy - 
she's cute without being sugary, tough without loosing 
her sense of tenderness and endearment. Equally 
charming are Tsutomu's family, as the scenes with them 
dealing with him are both really funny and slightly dis- 
turbing (let's just say his family is a bit sadistic). So have 
you gotten the idea yet that Birdy is a fabulous anime? 
Well, it is, so buy it, love it, and enjoy it. It's only big fault 
is that too many questions go unanswered in the end, 
and the only way to get more of the story is through the 
untranslated manga. - shidoshi 
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AffFBWftfgigftmectio. 
Heroic Legend of Arsian 

Drama • OAV • US Manga • 14+ 
290 min • Sub I Qub • VHS I LD I DVD B B 

The Anime 
It's a tale we are all familiar with - the 
king of a country is conquered by 
another of evil intent, and the prince 
of the land goes into exile to plan the 
retaking of his home and revenge for 

what was done to his family. Yet 
even though we know the story, it's 
how it's told that counts, and Heroic 
Legend of Arsian certainly tells this 
story well (with a few turns in the 
plot that I really wasn't expecting). 
Unfortunately, this tale is sort of 
botched up by a huge diversity in 
quality from episode to episode. The 
first two are more movie-like, with 
nice art, great animation, and pre- 
sented in widescreen. The next two 
episodes switch to full frame, and 
drop in both art and animation quali¬ 

ty. Finally, we get the Age of Heroes 
episodes, which gets a boost for the 
better artwise and slightly raised ani¬ 
mation. While it doesn't ruin the title, 
it's certainly disappointing to see a 
quality show suffer like this. Also, if 
you aren't much for the bishounen- 

type male characters (males who 
look more feminine and "pretty"), 
you might want to check out Record 
of Lodoss War instead of this one. 

The DVD 
Image quality wise, the DVD pretty 
much looks just as good as the origi- 
nal source material was. In other 
words, the Age of Heroes episodes 
look by far the best, the first two 

episodes are slightly lower in quality, 
and the third and fourth episodes are 

lowest. Still, the entire thing 
looks good all the way through, 
and there wasn't one scene where 
I was disappointed with what I 
was seeing. The only complaint 
that I had here was that the subti- 

tles were somewhat hard to read 
at times (the text looked to go 
from solid white to slightly trans- 
parent every now and then), but 

this might be due to the way DVD 
subtitles work in the first place 
and I just haven't noticed as much 
before. Arsian proves that CPM 
isn't slacking off in their DVD pro- 
duction, and if you've always 
wanted to see Arsian or simply 

want to replace your VHS copies, 
this box set is definitely a wise 
purchase. - shidoshi 

Tekken: The Movie Action • OAV • ADV Films • 15+ 
60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD B- A- 

The Anime 
l've never been much of a fan of 
anime based on fighting games 
because, frankly, most of them have 
horribly sucked. While I absolutely 
loathe the Tekken video game, l've 

got to give credit where it's due - 
while Tekken:TM isn't the best fight¬ 
ing game anime out there, it's cer¬ 
tainly nothing to sneeze at. A bit shy 
on story and character development, 
yes, but still a strong attempt at 
proving that fighting game-based 
anime CAN actually connect well to 
the game and still be a good show at 
the same time. I liked the fact that 
the move centered around only a few 
members of the cast instead of trying 
to shove them all in and figure out 

what to do with them, but others 

Judge 

found this to be a reason to not like 
the anime. [shrug] Just a matter of 
opinion, I guess. 

The DVD 
One of the major features on this 
DVD, and I know this might sound 

strange, is the fact that it's both dub 
and sub. Why is that such a big deal, 
when most DVD titles are like that? 
Well, since Tekken was released dub 
only on VHS, this is your only chance 
to see a sub version unless you 
already got a fansub copy from 
somewhere. If you've seen the VHS 
version, with it's impressive image 
quality, it translates into an even bet¬ 
ter DVD version, with a sharp, clear, 
colorful transfer with no objectional 
points of compression problems that 

I could see. And, as far as the 
menus, while they are rather min- 
imalistic, they're very nicely done 

(with a Kazuya transformation 
one that's really cool). Throw in a 
bunch of trailers for other ADV 

titles, three language options 
(English, Japanese, and French), 

some still artwork and character 
profiles, and there you go. For 
their first DVD release, ADV has 
done a very good job, and I look 
forward to all of their future 
releases if they keep up this kind 
of quality. Oh, except, I don't like 
the cases that ADV is using. 
They're basically the typical keep- 
case, but the little tab on which 
the disc rests is heil to get the 
disc onto and off of. - shidoshi 

Drama • OAV • US Manga *15+ 
50 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD IDVQ C+ B 

The Anime 
I have to say that this is one of the 
strangest ideas for an anime that l've 
yet seen. The Judge of Darkness is a 
being who, by what means he gained 
this power is never explained, has the 
ability to put human souls on trials for 
any wrong acts that they have com- 
mitted in their lives. So does that 
mean that he goes around playing 
God and deciding who lives and dies? 
Well, not totally. He actually takes 
certain souls to a sort of afterlife court 
room, where they are tried to see if 
they are guilty or innocent of the 
charges that the souls of the dead 
have brought up against them. 
There's even a shady defense lawyer 
who will defend anyone, no matter 
how evil, against the charges of the 
dead for the right price. Think of what 

might happen if the X-Files (or maybe 
Millennium) decided to do an episode 
of Law and Order in their typical style, 
and you'd have a good idea of what 
Judge is like. I always steered clear of 
this one, because it looked like an 
anime that would have me wishing 
for that hour of my life back. Yet, to 
be honest, it was of far higher quality 
than I was expecting. Still not the 
type of show that I have much feeling 
for, but it's certainly not terrible in any 
way, and I could see others getting 
into it. 

Th© DVD 
Pretty solid package all around here 
on this one. The image quality is very 
good, colorful and sharp all around, 
and the usual batch of extras are 
thrown on. One feature that the 

Judge DVD release includes that I 
always like to see is the use of the 
angle change option to provide 
both the original Japanese and 
new English ending credits. This is 
something that isn't used enough 
on anime DVD releases, but should 
be. The only disappointment that 
I had was that the Chapter Stops 
menu only had text, with no clip or 
even still image of the part of the 
anime that it linked to. It's a small 
gripe at best, but still a small gripe. 
So, while the anime didn't do 
much for me, the DVD is exactly 
what l'm looking for in most DVD 
releases (old title given new life 
with improved image quality), so if 
Judge is a favorite of yours, you 
might really want to consider get¬ 
ting this one. - shidoshi 

All Artwork, Characters and Logos ™ and © of their Respectlve Companles/Owners 
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TIIREE OF THE BIGGEST 

VIDEO GAMES OF ALL TIME! 

To cvet'V agc great warriors are borrf. Ttiéir skills win them jamc; compav makes them legends. Enter the World of 

the Iron Eist Tournament where fighters of unequalled ability gather from around the World to test their might in the 

gladiatorial arena. Fear lias no place, and hesitationjneans death in the dark disciplines of these doven masters. 

Each has a name, and each has a story. Professional assassins, champions of justice and these whose prowess earns 

them fear and respect in the bloody undetworld of Street fighting meet with One common goal: to claim the TEKKEN. 
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Magie Knight Rayearth, X/1999, and 
Miyuki-chan in Wonderland. In the 
movie, Sakura wins an all-expense paid 
trip to Hong Kong in a local contest, 
and she heads of on her trip with her 
brother Touya, friends Tomoyo and 
Yukito, and of course her constant com- 
panion Kero-chan. What awaits our 
dear Sakura in Hong Kong? Well, that's 
the point of the movie, of course! It'd 
be nïce if a US company picked up the 
rights to at least this movie, or even 
better, the entire series. 

You're Under Arrest!: The Movie 
Release: Late Spring (Jpn) None (US) 

l'm bitter about this one. Why? Well, 
no offense to YUA, because it's a great 
little series, but why am I seeing this 
and not AhI My Goddess : The 
Movie?!? [curses] Anyhow, Natsumi 
and Miyuki return to the station after 
having gone through some extra train¬ 
ing to find Tokyo going haywire. First 
the traffic signals are going nuts, then 
their chief is arrested and a bridge 
blows up! It then becomes a race 
against time to solve the mystery of 
what is going on as terrorists threaten 
to blow up all of the bridges in Tokyo 
and bring the city to it's knees! Sounds 
like a much more series version of this 
series than we've seen before. 

Kj A/ews Service Previews \J j 0 \ Aƒ g 

Vampire Hunter D 

The new version of Vampire 
Hunter D is a pretty big pro¬ 
ject, with companies such 
as Sony, Panasonic, Victor, 
and BMG getting in on the 
deal. The producers want- 

ed to find a director that they knew 
could handle this very ambitious 
project, and they ended up with 
Yoshiaki Kawajiri, the renowned 
director of Wicked City and Ninja 
Scroll. Another interesting point 
of it's creation is that, like a few 
other high-profile titles as of late, 
even from the beginning both the 
Japanese release and the eventual 
US release were both major con- 
sideration. Now that the market 
for Japanese animation is growing 
stronger and stronger, more anime 
titles are being created with both 
markets in mind, which is always 
good for us English-speaking fans. 

While Urban Vision is currently 
dealing with the title, they are not 
let sure to be the company releas- 
ing it here in the US. Don't fret, 
however, as an American release is 
guaranteed one way or another. 
As well, the producers want to be 
sure to point out that this is NOT a 

sequel, nor a rehash, of the original 
Vampire Hunter D title. This is more of 
a "title based on the same ideas but 
totally separate story" type of deal, 
and the creators are working hard to 

make sure that it's a title that will be 
able to stand on it's own. So, look at 
these nice little pies from the teaser 
that's been released on it, and start 
looking forward to the final release. 

Fist of the North Star TV 

In the future, the world is a devastated 
wasteland. Crime, pollution, death, 
evil, all things that are now the com- 
monplace for this new world. The land 
is crying out for a hero, and that hero 
comes in the form of Kenshiro. 
Kenshiro is the only true master of the 
Hokuto Shinken, the martial arts tech- 
nique which uses knowledge of the 
key points of the body to either heal or 
hurt. Can Kenshiro rise up and save 
the world from it’s destruction? 
The first volume of Fist of the North 
Star TV will be released on March 
30th, and there will be twelve volumes 
released with three episodes on each. 
If you're a fan of Fist you might also 
want to check out the Manga Ent. 
Homepage, as they're gearing up a lot 
of exciting contests and promotions 
based around the series. 

All Artwork, Charactors and Logos ™ and O of their Respactlve Companles/Owners 
You try thinking up somethlng cute to go down hare avary month. 
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Catch Pokemon... 
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Warner Brothers recent- 
acquired the rights to 

the Pokemon movie in 
North America. The movie, 
which was created by the 
same team responsible for 
the television series, was 
recently released in Japan 

where it's been making 
money like mad (but who 
wouldn't expect that). 

The US release is currently 
set for sometime this Summer. l'm not sure if NI ever 
get used to this "anime in US theaters" thing, but 

hey, l'm not complaining. 

• More Movie Detail? 

Pokemon isn't the only anime series to get a movie 
version recently. Here are some details on other 
anime movie projects currently the hot topics in 
Japan: 

when it comes to telling them which girl he 
likes better. Tenchi, confronted with two girls 
demanding him to profess his love to them, 
chooses Option C, which entails making a 
mad run for it. Taking his leave to the hills 
around the Masaki home, he ends up getting 
lost (he probably just refused to stop and ask 
for directions), and during this time he looses 
his memory for some reason. Six months 
later, Ryoko and Aeka FINALLY decide to go 
out and look for him. The stumble upon 
Tenchi, looking older, having totally forgotten 
about his past, and living with a woman 
named Haruna. Of course, as always, a new 
girl in Tenchi's life is bound to cause havoc, 
and questions arise such as what has hap- 
pened to Tenchi and who this new woman is. 
Coming from the same director of the original 
TenchiMuyo in Lovel movie (Hiroshi Negishi), 
this one certainly sounds interesting, and will 
hopefully be more of a "movie" like TMiLI 
than Midsummer's Eve (aka Daughter of 
Darkness here in the US). 

Card Captor Sakura: The Movie 
Release: Late Spring (Jpn) None (US) 

Last issue we talked about an adorable little 
series in Japan called Card Captor Sakura 
(which I hope to cover a bit deeper in a future 
issue). This title has become quite popular, 
no doubt in part to it being the latest project 
from CLAMP, the phenomenal all-woman 
anime group responsible for such hits as 

Tenchi Muyo in Love! 2: Distant Love 
Release: May 1999 (Jpn) Tentative (US) 

Like I need to say that l'm looking forward to this one. 
On a warm spring day, it seems that Ryoko and 
Aeka have finally had it with Tenchi and his wishy- 

washiness 
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elcome to the pages of cheats, 
codes, and hints galoreü! Upon 
these leafs you will find ali the 

assistance you’ll need tor the hottest 
games today. Not satisfied? Need help 

on another game? No problem! If you 
need codes or hints on any game, 
mail to GameFan, or email 

hocuspocus@gamefan.com. 
Now, travel with thy controller in 

hand, to a place where 
cheaters prosper... 
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amplified sound and graphics. Enhance the thrill of 
gaming with adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15-watt sub woofer. Plus, the intense 
screen graphics will make you teel like your head’s 
right inside the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 
13” stereo TV with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone 
jack, backlit remote control and tilt/swivel stand. So 
whatcha waitin’ tor? Send in those codes and maybe 
you can win one of these GXTVs tor yourself! 



Power Stone 

Power Collection Book (Dreainc?- 

You'll notice an option at the Main menu 
screen called Power Stone Collection. 
There are exactly 15 pages when you first 
open up the book. In order to open up 
these pages, you must do the following: 

Page 1: Extending Staff 
(or as ECM ca lis it, 'The Staff of Evil") 
In order to get this weapon, finish the 
game once with any character on any dif- 
ficulty. The Extending Staff is a very 
good weapon since it can hit opponents 
across the screen. The Extending Staff 
will appear randomly like all the other 
weapons. 

Page 2: Gatling Machine Gun 
To get this weapon, finish the game twice 
with any character on any difficulty. The 
Gatling Machine Gun, while impressive 
looking, isn't that great of a special 
weapon since it takes forever to turn it 
around. The Gatling Machine Gun will 
also appear randomly like all the other 
weapons. 

screen is split in two, and now two play- 
ers can challenge each other using the 
new camera format. To get this mode, 
beat the game on any difficulty using 
Valgas. Enter this mode by selecting it in 
the Power Stone Collection book. 

Page 7: Fokker's Air Adventure 
This option is a VMS Mini-Game you 

can download into your VMS. To get this 
Mini-Game, finish the game five times 
with any character on any difficulty. 
Fokker's Air Adventure is a simpler ver¬ 
sion of River Raid with a time limit where 
you try to collect as many coins as you 
can while avoiding the bombs, birds, and 
other assorted obstacles. 

Page 8: Ayame's Shuriken 
This option is another VMS Mini-Game 

you can download into your VMS. To get 
this Mini-Game, finish the game six times 
with any character on any difficulty. 
Ayame's Shuriken is a shooting game 
where you guide the crosshairs as you 
shoot down moving targets. The more 
targets you hit, the more coins you get. 

Page 3: Ray Gun 
To get this weapon, finish the game three 
times with any character on any difficulty. 
The Ray Gun has limited range, but it can 
hit multiple times for some major dam- 
age. The Ray Gun will also appear ran¬ 
domly like all the other weapons. 

Page 4: Shield 
To get the shield device, finish the 

game four times with any character on 
any difficulty. The Shield is a great item 
that will prevent damage from ANY 
attack (even Power Fusion attacks) except 
throws. The Shield will also appear ran¬ 
domly like all the other weapons. 

Page 5: Virtual Battle 
Instead of the regular overview cam¬ 

era, the camera is placed right behind 
your character! To get this mode, beat 
the game on any difficulty with Kraken. 
Enter this mode by selecting it in the 
Power Stone Collection book. Note: This 
view mode is only for one player. 

Page 6: Dual Battle 
Using the same mode above, the 

Page 9: Gunrock's Gun Gun Slot 
This option is the last VMS Mini-Game 

you can download into your VMS. To get 
this Mini-Game, finish the game seven 
times with any character on any difficulty. 
Gunrock's Gun Gun Slot is a slot machine 
where you can bet coins that you've 
earned and match up icons on the slot 
machine. 

M HCTSiTtoAuKcMliüG.TlQN iBawEEUsgLoiguteaLUfcCiTioN 

Page 10: Kraken Unlocked 
This page will teil you that Kraken is 

now a playable character. To unlock 
Kraken, finish the game with all eight 
characters. At the character select 
screen, scroll left of Fokker or right of 
Ryoma to play the pirate boss Kraken. 

Page 11: Valgas Unlocked 
This page will teil you that Valgas is 

now a playable character. To unlock 
Valgas, finish the game with Kraken. At 
the character select screen, scroll left of 
Fokker or right of Ryoma to find Valgas. 

Page 12: Final Valgas Unlocked 
This page will teil you that the Final 

form of Valgas is now a playable charac¬ 
ter. However, you can only play Final 

Valgas in Versus mode, and only one 
player can select Final Valgas. Also, you 
can only play on the final stage. 

Page 13: Concept Artbook 
The Concept Artbook shows a lot of 

the character designs and stage draw- 
ings that before all the 3D work took 
place. To get the Concept Artbook, you 
first must download all the Power Stone 
VMS Mini-Games from your DC onto 
your VMS (see page 7, 8, and 9 above). 
Then, play any of three VMS Mini- 
Games and get 1000 or more coins. 
When you do, your VMS should teil you 
that the Concept Artbook has been 
unlocked. Load the VMS information 
when starting up Power Stone, and page 
13 should be open. 

Page 14: Movies 
The Movies page will open as soon as 

you beat the game with any character on 
any difficulty setting. Every time you beat 
the game with a different character, that 
character's ending movie will be open. 
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Page 15: Music Mode 
The Music Mode not only allows you 

to play every music track found in this 
game, but it has all the voice sounds for 
all the characters in the game. To 
unlock Music Mode, you first must 
download all the Power Stone VMS 
Mini-Games from your DC onto your 
VMS (see page 7, 8, and 9 above). 
Then, play any of three VMS Mini- 
Games and get 2000 or more coins. 
When you do, your VMS should teil you 
that the Music Mode in Power Stone 
has been opened. Load the VMS infor¬ 
mation when starting up Power Stone, 
and the last page in the Power Stone 
Collection Book should be open. 

Sega Rally 2 

60 Frames Per Second Mode 

FINALLY, you can play Sega Rally 2 with¬ 
out that annoying intermittent frame 
drop. Lock the frame rate to a steady 60 
fps. At the main menu press Up, A, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, B, B, Down. A 
sound will confirm the code and you'll 
be flying at a constant 60 fps (with a lit- 
tle bit of detail loss)! 

www.gamefan.com 89 
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Last Blade 2 Move List (Arcade) 

Legend: 
f = forward 
b = back 
u = up 
d = down 
qcf = quarter circle forward 
qcb = quarter circle back 
hef = half circle forward 
heb = half circle back 
ch. (control direction) = hold joystick 

briefly in given direction 
Note: Both Power and Speed modes can 
perform the Super Secret Slice, but only 
Power Mode can perform the Hidden 
Secret Slice. 

Akari Ichijo 
Demon Blast — qcf + A or B 
Demon Bell Drop — heb + A 
Changing Troll — heb + B 
Transforming Troll — heb + C 
Star Orbit — ch. d, f + C 
Troll Demon Launcher — f, d, df + A, B, or C 
Talisman Curse — b, d, db + A, B or C 
Super Secret Slice — qcb x2 + A+B 
Hidden Secret Slice — heb, f + B 

Keichiro Washizuka 
Fatal Flurry — ch. b, f + A or B 
Follish Flurry — ch. d, u + A or B 
Wolf Fang — ch. b, f + C 
Glorious Death — qcb + A or B 
Super Secret Slice — qcb x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcb x2 + B 
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Zantetsu 
Shadowless Fury — qcf + A 
Spirit Drill — qcb + B 
Necromancer's Shadow — f, b, f + C 
Satan Drop — heb + C 
Cape of Shadows — b, d, db + A 
Shadow's Blades — Jump, qcf + A or B 
Shadow Crescent — f, d, df + C 

Juzo Kanzaki 
Bopper — qcf + A or B 
Rock Crusher — ch. f, b, f + C 
Rock Runner — qcf + C 
Violent Sneeze — qcb + C 
Piledriver Burial — heb + A 
Hammer Burial — heb + B 
Hammer Quake — f, d, df + A or B 
Super Secret Slice — qcf x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcf x2 4- B 

Hyo Amano 
Piercing Sparrow — f, db, f + A or B 
Badger Bash — Press A repeatedly 
Windmill — qcb + A 
Destiny — heb + B 
Loudmouth — heb + C 
Domino Toppler — df, df + C 
Super Secret Slice — heb x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — heb x2 + B 
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Rekka Lee 
Dragon Flame — heb + A or B 
Fan of Flames — ch. d, u + B 
Dragon Hammer — qcb + C 
Sky Dragon Hammer — Jump, qcb + C 
No Shadow Kick — Jump, qcf + C 
Mist Mauler — A + B, then A, B, C, or D 
Super Secret Slice — qcb, hef + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcb, hef + B 

Shinnosuke Kagami 
Swallow Wings of Flight — qcf + A 
Flaming Talon of Retribution — qcf + B 
Fiery Blast — f, d, df + A or B 
Blazing Blast Bellow — heb + A or B 
Inner Fire Calling — heb + C 
Heavenly Phoenix Dive — Jump, d + C 
Super Secret Slice — f, hef + A + B or 

Jump, hef + A+ B 
Hidden Secret Slice — Jump, hef + B 

Kojiro Sanada 
Flashing Flight — qcb + A 
Black Hole Blade — qcb + B 
Empty Death — f, d, df + A or B 
Slashing Demise — qcf + A or B 
Shunjin — qcb + C, then C 
Super Secret Slice — qcb, hef + A+ B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcb, hef + B 

Hibiki Takane 
Distance Slash — qcf + A or B 
Beckoning Slash — f, d, df + B 
Piercing Moon Stab — f, d, df + C 

Mukuro 
Bald Eagle Swoop — qcb + A or B 
Rotation Evisceration — f, d, df + A or B 
Weasel's Bite — hef + A or B 
Land Licking Slide — f, b, f + C 
Diving Scissor — Jump, qcb + A or B 
Furious Mash — heb + C 
Super Secret Slice — qcf x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcf x2 + B 

Diving Kick — Jump, d + C 
Super Secret Slice — f, hef + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — heb x2 + B 

Shingen Naoe 
White Tiger Talon — qcb + A or B 
White Tiger Ram — qcb + C 
Kingfisher Crunch — hef + A, B, or C 
Diamond Smasher — heb, f + C 
Spirit Blast — f, d, df + A or B 
Super Secret Slice — qcf x2 + A + B or 

heb x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — heb x2 + B 



Melding Being Blade —- hef + C 
Melding Counter — A+ B, then f + C, or b + C 
Super Secret Slice — qcb, hef + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — f, hef + B 

Mirror of lee — hef + C 
Super Secret Slice — q 
Hidden Secret Slice — < 

IIAbility.Select 

Hagure Hitogata 
Hagure Hitogata is the spirit that Akari 
conjures up. To play Hagure, highlight 
Akari, press the C button 8 times, the B 
button 9 times, and the C button 5 times. 
Hagure will take the form of the character 
you're playing against. Again, you'll 
have to enter this code very quickly (in 
under 4 seconds). 

JölöL 

Genbu Okina 
Turtle Thrust — qcf + A, B, or C 
Turtle Tremor — heb + A or B 
Fisherman's Feint — f, d, df + A, B, 
Turtle Somersault — heb + C 
Pacifist Pounce — A, B, or C 
Super Secret Slice — f, hef + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — f, hef + B 

Setsuna 
Anonymity 1 — qcf + A or B 
Anonymity 2 — f, d, df + A or B 
Anonymity 3 — qcb + B 
Anonymity 4 — f, d, df + C 
Anonymity 5 — heb + C 
Super Secret Slice — qcf x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — heb x2 + B 

For a full, detailed, Last Blade 2 guide, 
check out our website at www.game- 
fan.com. 

Last Blade 2 Move List (Arcade) 
Extra Characters, EX Option 
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Kaede 
Morning Star Squall — qcf + A or B 
Morning Star Wind Fang — f, d, df + A or B 
Morning Star Flash — qcb + AorB 
Morning Star tail Wind — Jump, qcf + A or B 
East Wind Whirl — qcb + C 
Morning Star Storm — hef + C 
Super Secret Slice — qcb, heb + A + B or 

qcf x2 + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — qcf x2 + B 

Abiiity.Sëlcct 

iClfclCt 

Normal Kaede 
To piek Normal Kaede, at the Character 
Select screen highlight Kaede, and 
press the C button 9 times, press the B 
button once, and press the C button 4 
times. You should hear Kaede's voice if 
you've input the code correctly. Normal 
Kaede has all the same moves as Kaede, 
without the lightning. Note that you 
have to input this code within 4 sec¬ 
onds, so do it quickly. 

EX Mode 
Finally, there's EX Mode, a cross 
between Speed Mode and Power 
Mode. Essentially, EX Mode allows for 
all the combo madness of Speed while 
enabling Super Cancels and the Secret 
Supers of Power Mode. You'll also get 
new colors for your character. To 
enable EX Mode, choose any charac¬ 
ter, and when you're selecting which 
mode to play with, highlight Speed 
and press the C button 6 times, high¬ 
light Power and press the B button 3 
times, and highlight Speed again and 
press the C button 4 times. All this has 
to be done within 4 seconds. 

<. 

Moriya Minakata 
Glancing Blade Haze — qcb + A, B, or C 
dancing Blade New Moon — f, d, df + A or B 
Glancing Blade Moonlight — qcf + A x3 or 

qcf + B x4 
Slash Blade Moonwalk — b, db, d + A B, or C 
Super Secret Slice — f, hef + A + B 
Hidden Secret Slice — f, hef + B 

AbijitySelect 

2ANTETJU 
Ability Select 

iaycr bèmx 
Naoe Kotetsu 
While not a playable character, Naoe will 
make a brief appearance. To get Naoe, at 
the Character Select screen highlight 
Shigen, press the C button 5 times, B but¬ 
ton 10 times, and the C button 2 times. 
You'll hear Nao's voice if you input the 
code correctly. You'll see Naoe by herself 
as if you'll be playing with her! Again, 
you'll have to enter this code very quick¬ 
ly (under 4 seconds). 

POWER? 

Yuki 
lee Blade — qc 
Frosty Flasher 
Blizzard Blast - 

HOW 'BOUT 
EX MODE! 
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Ton-Poh 
Jab and 

Fierce 
Punch 

HEM HERO\ 

Devilot 
Strong and 
Fierce 
Punch 

Anita 
All Punch 

Buttons 
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Pure 
& Fur 
Short Kick 

net 

Unknown 
Soldier 

Jab Punch 
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Red Venom 
Move the cursor to Chun Li, then move 

Marvel Vs. Capcom 
Code Overload! ! ! 

There is no doubt that Marvel Vs. 
Capcom on the Dreamcast is an excep- 
tional title. So why not spice up the 
gameplay with the following codes? 

Magneto 
Short Kick 
& Fierce 
Punch 

Storm 
Jab Punch, 
Short Kick 

& Fierce 
Punch 

Michelle 
Heart 

Jab Punch 
& Short Kick 

Thor 
Short Kick 
& Strong 
Punch 

Cyclops 
Jab Punch, 
Short Kick 

& Strong 
Punch 

Select Flelper Character 
To select the desired Helper Character, 

hold the Start button with the following 
buttons after selecting your second char¬ 
acter to select the Helper: 

Lou 
Strong 
Punch 

Arthur 
Jab and 

Strong 
Punch 

Saki 
Fierce 
Punch 

the cursor in the following directions: 
right, down, down, down, down, left, up, 
up, up, up, right, right, down, down, left, 
left, down, down, right, right, up, up, up, 

up, left, left, up. 
Red Venom will appear over Chun U's 

selection box. Red Venom has better 
speed so his combos are easier to do and 
his special moves have been changes 
slightly. However, he takes more damage 
per hit than normal Venom. 
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Roll (Rockman's sister) 

Move the cursor to Zangief, then 
move the cursor in the following direc¬ 
tions: left, left, down, down, right, right, 
down, down, left, left, up, right, up, up, 
right, right. 

Roll will appear next to Rockman's 
selection box. Roll plays pretty similar 
to Rockman, but has extremely limited 
range with her normal moves. 
However, cuz she's so smalt, it's also 
very hard to hit her. 

Switch Starting Fighter 
To switch your character before a 

match starts simply press and hold all 
three punches at the Versus screen until 
the match starts. 

Hidden Characters 
The following codes are to be entered 

at the Character Select Screen. Just 
make sure to save your game to your 
memory card, since entering all of the 
hidden character codes are a major pain. 

Orange Hulk 
Move the cursor to Chun Li, then move 
the cursor in the following directions: 
right, right, down, down, left, left, 
right, right, down, down, left, left, up, 
up, up, up, down, down, right, right, 
up, up, down, down, down, down, up, 
up, up, up, left, up. 

If you input the code correctly, Orange 
Hulk will appear over Ryu's selection box. 
Orange Hulk has all the same special 
moves as regular hulk, but moves a lot 
faster. For the speed, Orange Hulk sacri- 
fices Hulk's defensive ability. 

Gold War Machine 
Move the cursor to Zangief, then move 
the cursor in the following directions: 
left, left, down, down, right, right, down, 
down, left, left, up, up, up, up, right, right, 
left, left, down, down, down, down, right, 
right, up, up, left, left, down, down, right, 
right, up, up, up, up, up. 

Gold War Machine will appear over 
Zangief's selection box. Gold War 
Machine doesn't have War Machine's 
Solar Cannon, but fires missiles instead. 
Gold War Machine is extremely slow, 
but cannot be knocked down or 
launched into the air. 
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ftgeg 

Juggernaut 
Jab Punch & 
Forward Kick 

.*&>;>Hmo. 

US Agent 
Forward Kick 

& Fierce 
Punch 

ncB£iHinse 

Sentinel 
Strong 
Punch, 

Forward Kick 
& Fierce 

Punch 

Shadow 
Charlie 
Jab Punch, 
Forward Kick 
& Fierce 
Punch 

SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI 

Invincibility and Map Mode 
With the Debug Menu on the screen (see 
first code), press and hold A, B, X, Y, 
Select and Start on controller 2, and 
press Start on controller 1. Now, release 
all the buttons, and you will start the 
game with your character's X and Y 
coordinates displayed on the screen. 
You will also be nearly invincible, with 
the ability to walk through walls and 
even drop through floors (by pressing 
down on the D-pad and B). 

Colossus 
Jab Punch, 
Strong Punch 
& Forward 
Kick 

leeman 
Strong 

Punch & 
Forward Kick 

Jubilee 
Short Kick, 

Strong Punch 
& Fierce 

Punch 

Rogue 
Jab Punch, 
Short Kick, 
Strong Punch 
& Fierce 
Punch 

Psylocke 
Strong 
Punch 

Graveyard Code Special!!! 

With The Phantom Menace coming soon, 
here are some "blast from the past" 
codes for the trilogy of Star Wars video 
games on the SNES. 

SUPER STAR WARS 
Debug Menu 
At the title screen, press A, A, A, A, X, 
B, B, B, Y, X, X, X, X, A, Y, Y, Y, Y, and B. 
you've done this right you'll hear a Ja' 
shriek. Now press L + R on Controller 
Two to access Debug Menu during game- 
play. 

Five Continues 
Highlight "OPTIONS MENU" at the title 
screen and press X, B, B, A, Y This code 
can only be done by itself. 

H 

say, "Impressive." Now go 
game and press the L and R but¬ 

tons simultaneously for the Debug Menu. 

Light Saber 
To start the game with a light saber, high¬ 
light "Options Menu" at the title screen 
and press Y, Y, X, X, A, B, X, and A. 

Sound Test 
At any time during the game hold A + B + 
X + Y, while pressing Start. 

SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Debug Menu 
At title screen take controller 1 and press: 
A, B, Y, X, A, B, Y, X, A, B, A, B, Y, X, X, Y, 
A, B, Y, X. If you did it right you will hear 

Debug Mode 
At the title screen press A, A, B, B, X, X, Y, 
Y, A, B, X, Y, A, B, X, Y. If you input the 
code correctly, you'll hear an Ewok's 
voice. You can now play as any character 
you want on the side-scrolling levels. In 
addition, you can skip to the next level by 
pressing Start while holding B or enter a 
Debug Mode menu by holding L + R on 
Controller Two. 

Infinite Thermal Detonators 
Turn on the game. When Salacious 
Crumb (that laughing weasel-sized crea- 
ture) drops down and starts laughing, 
quickly press B, X, B, X, B, X, B, B, B, Y If 
entered correctly you will hear an Ewok 
shout. To use them, press X in any walking 
level to destroy all enemies on the screen. 

Cr. 
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Ready to get back in the saddle again? 
Then welcome back to 989's awesome 
espionage/action game. And stay alive 
for part 3, next month. 

Washington Park 
Objectives 
1) Locate and Disarm 4 Viral Bombs 
2) Rescue CBDC Hostages 
3) Secure Terrorist 

Communications Array 
4) Take OutTrigger Man Marcos 
5) Reach Freedom Memorial 

Aftertaking out Mara and leaving her 
for the vultures, you'll be heading to 
Washington Park. This level is an excel¬ 
lent level to start practicing those sharp- 
shooting skills with the LI button. Head 
slowly northwest from the start point and 
take out the patrolling peon on the 

ground and the sniper on top of the wall. 
The sniper will give you the Nightvision 
Sniper Rifle, which is an extremely useful 
weapon on this level. Continue north and 
you'll deal with a couple of guards here. 
There are four rectangular stone struc- 
tures in the immediate area. The South¬ 
west one houses a box for a Shotgun, the 
southeast one holds a box for the Flak 
Jacket, the northeast is empty, and the 

northwest holds one of the four Viral 
Bombs you'll need to tag. You should see 
a gray flashing icon in your radar screen 
whenever you're near a Viral Bomb. 
Once you tag it, a CBDC agent will disarm 
the bomb, and you'll need to provide cov- 
ering fire for him. Tag the bomb and face 
north, so you'll get a clear shot of ene- 
mies as they try to approach. Once he's 
done, move north from here. 

You'll get radioed from Lian about the 
CBDC hostage situation. Don't worry... 
you don't need to go there right away, so 
continue to find Viral Bombs. Right 

behind the Statue area, you find the sec- 
ond Viral Bomb. Tag it and this time, face 
south. Again, provide covering fire for 
your CBDC agent as a squad of enemies 
will appear. The shotgun or .45 is the 
best weapon here. Once done with the 
second, move west into the narrow pas- 
sageway. This passageway will eventual- 
ly open up to a squarish area, where 
you'll find 3 more enemies. I usually like 

to take my time and piek them all off with 
head shots, but you can charge in with 
guns blazing as well. There's a Flak 
Jacket box found here, but you shouldn't 
need to use it right now. In fact, even if 
you're slightly damaged, try to save the 
Flak Jacket until you're really hurting. 
From here, keep heading in a northwest 
direction, and you'll find yourself in a 
large field. There are quite a number of 
enemies here, and all are armed with the 
Nightvision Sniper Rifle. All of them are 
mostly patrolling so you can easily sneak 
up on them and take them out with either 
a well-aimed shot with your 9mm or your 
Nightvision Sniper Rifle (remember, 
silence is golden). Of course, you can 

also go balls out and charge in with little 
damage to yourself. Head north where 
you should find two backhouses. The 
first backhouse and close in the center is 
where the third Viral Bomb is located. 
The second backhouse has a M-16 box if 
ya need it. In either case, tag the bomb 
and provide cover fire for the CBDC 
agent. This is a pretty hard one to pro¬ 
vide cover for, as you'll need to continu- 
ally sweep left to right and check your 
"six" for incoming enemies (use the .45 if 
you can). Once you're done here, make 
your way back to the Statue area and 
from there, head east. 

You should come across the last Viral 
Bomb pretty easily, and way before the 
Tennis Courts. Because of the open area 
here, it's going to be hard to provide cover 
fire for your CBDC agent. If you need to, 
"block" enemy fire that is directed at your 

CBDC agent. There's a box of Grenades 
(not that you need them really) in the 
southeast corner of this area, and in the 
northwest corner right before the Tennis 
Courts you'll find a Flak Jacket box. 
Continue towards the Tennis Courts. Once 

again, you'll find yourself in a stone pas¬ 
sageway, but this time enemies are on top 
of the walls. You can take them out, but it 
can be a pain, so I usually just ignore 
them. You should see a large bush wall in 

front of you. In front of that, there's the 
fenced in Tennis Court. Take out the 
patrolling guard in the front of the Tennis 
Court and slowly make your way along the 
east side of the Tennis Court heading 

north. When you see an open door, take 
out your Nightvision Sniper Rifle, and 
you'll see a hostage situation taking place. 
Simply shoot the terrorist in the head, and 
you'll rescue the hostages. Continue 

northwest to the Communication Array 
area where there are four guards that are 
guarding the Comm. Array. Take them 
down, and climb up onto the stone struc- 
ture to the top where the Comm. Array is 
found. From here, make your way north 
to the Hedge Maze. 

Once at the Hedge Maze, take out any 
enemies here, and eventually Marcos will 
come out. He's wearing a Flak Jacket so 
it'll take a few shots to take him down 

(Shotgun recommended here). He has 
pretty good aim, so move around a lot 
too. When he's near death, he'll run 
away, so chase after him. Once done, 
head north to Freedom Memorial. You 
won't encounter any guards till the very 
end, but when you do, two of them will 

come out guns blazing, while the other 
two guard the door. All of them are wear¬ 
ing Flak Jackets so try for the head shot 
from afar. Once done, head on into 
Freedom Memorial. 
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Freedom Memorial: BOSS ENCOUNTER 

Kick Anton Girdeux's fire-wielding ass 
(so Tm paraphrasing) 

When you finally arrivé at Freedom 
Memorial, you'll be treated to a short 
FMV sequence before you take on flame- 
throwing Anton Girdeux. First off, you're 
in an enclosed circular area, so there's no 
running here. Three item boxes are 
located against the walls holding an M- 
16, a Shotgun and a Flak Jacket. 
Obviously if you're running low on any of 
these, it's a good idea to piek them up, 
but if you do, watch your "Danger" 
meter, since Girdeux has amazing range 
with his flame-thrower. 

Girdeux is wearing full body armor, a 
fact which is demonstrated if you try to 
wail at him with bullets. And since you 
can't use Grenades against him (using 
Grenades will set off the Viral Bombs in 
this area... how convenient) you're going 
to have to do some precise aiming. 
Girdeux's weak point is the Napalm Fuel 
Canister he's carrying on his back. I don't 
recommend running straight at him while 
trying to aim for his weak point. Hide 

behind the large statue in the middle of 
the room, so that he doesn't have a clear 
shot at you. Girdeux will start walking 
around the statue but he'll remain on the 
statue's block. Anticipate where and 
when he's going to pop out, use your LI 
button to aim, and as he pops out, aim for 
the pack on his back. When you see 
Girdeux in clear view, he will turn left and 
right for a moment before shooting you; 
use this moment to aim and fire. Don't 

get greedy by trying to hit him with more 
than one shot. If you hit or miss, don't 
stay too long in Girdeux's sights. If he 
walks off the statue's block, use the above 
strategy but instead of the middle statue, 
use the pillars to block off Girdeux's view. 
Three direct shots to Girdeux's backpack 
with the Shotgun will take him out. 

Expo Center Reception 

Objectives 
1) Shadow Phagan To Secret Meeting 
2) Find Security Card-Keys 
3) Capture Phagan Alive 

Ah yes, Metal Gear Solid revisited. In 
the first part of this mission, you cannot be 
detected at all, so it's all about sneaking 
around and head shots. As soon as the 
mission starts, you'll see Phagan walk up 
the ramp towards the exhibit. You don't 

need to have him in view to follow him, so 
don't worry about losing Phagan. Instead 
of heading up the ramp, climb up the left 
side of the ramp and try to stay against the 
wall. Once you get to the top, you'll get a 

-1«. 1 

~ | - 

clear head shot of the first guard, but wait 
till the second guard is walking down the 
ramp. Piek up their HK-5's that you can't 
use yet and continue slowly north until 
you come to a T-path. Turn left, and you 
should see a guard walking north. Follow 

him and shoot him in the head before 
walking into the Stonehedge-like area. 
Use your Sniper Rifle and hit the guard (a 
head shot, of course) across the room 
guarding the next area. Watch his patrol 
path before taking a shot. Grab the ammo 

and head into the Ancient World Exhibits. 
Slowly walk in and you'll see a man 
patrolling back and forth. Shoot him in the 
head, and slowly walk right behind the 
Egyptian-like statues. A guard will start 
walking toward you so hide behind the 

wall. Use your radar so you know where 
he's going. His patrol path ends near the 
entrance of the Ancient World Exhibits 
room so shoot him in the head once he 
stops there. Take all the HK-5 ammo and 
head slowly northwest. As you come 
around the corner, another guard will walk 

towards you. Hide behind the wall. He 
won't walk any farther, but he'll keep 
patrolling the entrance to the next area. 
This is a bit tricky here. While hiding 
behind the wall, you can still see him. 
When the guard turns and walks back, 
press and hold LI, then press and hold R2 
to pop your head around the corner. You'll 

only have a few seconds for the head shot. 
Once he's down, grab his ammo and con¬ 
tinue to the next area. 

An FMV sequence will play and when 
you get back into the game, you'll need to 
take out the traitor. He's wearing a Flak 
Jacket and he's armed with a G-18 Pistol- 
Machinegun, so the easiest way to take 
him out is with a head shot from afar. Use 
the technique to take out the last guard 
before the FMV sequence (see above) to 
kill the traitor. Once you do, grab all his 

stuff and head northwest. You don't have 
to sneak around anymore, but don't go 
ECM-gun-blazing crazy, either. Use the 
card-key you got from the traitor on the 
panel to open the fenced door. Before 
you do, there's a guard in the immediate 
north corner by the fenced door so take 

him out. Again, try using the "Around the 
Corner" technique to get an easy head 
shot, since you'll be using this technique 
frequently in later levels. Once he's down, 
open the door, grab his ammo, and kick 
open the door behind him. 
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You'll be greeted with gunfire as soon 
as you kick open the door. Two guards are 
high up in the north area of this room. 
Snipe them in the head (the highest one is 
wearing a Flak Jacket) and climb up to 
where they were by first climbing on the 
crate in center of the room against the left 
wall. Facing north, jump up to climb to the 

catwalk. Climb up on the green box, and 
climb up into the north niche. Shoot open 
the lock to the door and enter the service 
tube. Turn left into the service tube and 
grab the HK-5 in the box at the end of this 
tube. Turn around and you'll see another 
locked door. Before shooting the lock to 
the door, take out the sniper from WAY 

across the room. Shoot the lock off the 
door and slowly walk into the open area. 
DONT GO DOWN THE RAMP, or you'll be 
asking for a difficult gunfight. Instead, 
walk slowly to either left or right, and take 
out the guards from afar with head shots. 
Slowly make your way down to the 
ground level, and take your time with 

killing the guards (4 not including the 
sniper). Cut off their angles by ducking. 
When you get to the ground level, grab all 
the ammo and find the guard with the 
card-key (it should be the one wearing a 
Flak Jacket). Once you do, more guards 
will appear from the top. Take them out 
with head shots if you need to (none are 

wearing Flak Jackets) and climb back up 
top where you shot open the locked door. 
There's a panel here that opens the door to 
the next level. SO, once you access the 
gate panel control, slide down the ramp. 
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When you get to the bottom, run right, and 
take another right at the corner. The gate 
should closing by now, but you should 
have enough time to roll under it. 

In this new area, there are only two 
guards here, but both are pretty hard to hit 
with a head shot. One guard is located 
high up to your left and the other is hiding 
behind the pillar to your right. The guard 
on the ground level is wearing a Flak 
Jacket so try your best to hit him afar with 
a head shot. Use the "Around the Corner" 
method to deal with the guard above you, 
and grab the cardkey from the dead guard 

on the ground. There's Flak Jacket box 
here if you need it. Use the card-key to 
open up the panel. You'll enter an area 
with a rocket exhibit with three levels. 
There's a guard on your level and another 
one on the bottom level. Take them out 

and slowly head toward the elevator panel 
but don't turn it on. Two more guards will 
appear, one on the top level, the second 
from the entrance you came through. 
Take out the guard on your level first, then 
take out the guy up top. Grab all the 
ammo in this rocket room, but don't go 
out of this rocket room yet. 

Make sure you're on the second level of 
this rocket room. Call the lift and get in, 
and (using the LI button) aim for the 
sparkling elevator panel right above you. 
This will bring you up to the third level. 
Run down the corridor of this area, and 
take out the single guard that you 

encounter. When you get to the end of the 
room, you'll find yourself in the area where 
the sniper tried to shoot you with the long 
sliding ramp. He holds the card-key to the 
next area. Grab all his stuff and grab the 
Combat Shotgun (groovy...). More guards 

will appear in the room with the sliding 
ramp. Ignore them, head back to the rock¬ 
et room and try out the Combat Shotgun 
on the single guard you'll encounter. Head 
down to the first level of the rocket room, 
and kick open the door to the next level. 

Entering this new room, stand by the 
door for a few seconds. A guard will come 
running up into your Combat Shotgun 
sights. Take him out and turn right where 
you'll see another guard trying to cleverly 

hide in the shadows of a wall. Shoot him 
and grab the Flak Jacket (if you need it) 
and the G-18 ammo from the locker. Kick 
open the door to the Mars Landing room, 
where you'll be immediately greeted by 
gunfire from 3 goons. None of them are 
protected by Flak Jackets so just keep 

moving and gun 'em down. Climb up to 
where the guards were standing and head 
south to the control panel that opens the 
gate to the Moon Exhibit room. 

As you enter, you'll see a guard facing 
away from you, looking outside the win- 
dow. Shoot him and keep heading east 
till you get to a box holding the K3G4. 
Take the K3G4 and face the window that 
shows the Moon Exhibit room. There will 
be a guard at the floor level, and a guard 
(wearing a Flak Jacket) on the scaffold 
above. Take them both out, and head 

down to the Lunar Module in the middle 
room. As soon as you reach it, turn 
around and run back from where you 
came; two guards wearing Flak Jackets 
will rush out from the scaffold above. Try 
for head shots, br you can opt to use the 
K3G4, but try to conserve your ammo. 
Once you take those two guards out, 

climb up on the Lunar Module and jump 
up to the scaffold. Turn left and head 
south... you'll encounter one more guard 
(again, wearing a Flak Jacket) before you 
reach the security room. 



Expo Center Dinorama 
Mission Objectives: 
1) Find Security Card-Keys 

throughout the level 
2) Capture both Aramov 

and Phagan alive. 

Nope, no more sneaking around any- 
more. However, nearly all the guards are 
wearing Flak Jackets so either use the 
K3G4, or go for the head shots. As soon 
as the level starts, yoiTII be pinned down 

by three guards firing away. Use the 
K3G4 since all four guards are wearing 
Flak Jackets. Grab the Flak Jacket in the 
locker as well as more K3G4 ammo. 
Flead south and kick open the door. You'll 
be above the lobby, and the only way to 

go is down. Flead either left or right on 
the catwalk, and when you see a scaffold 
above you, jump up and grab it. Hand- 
over-hand it till you get to the center of 
the glass window. Now, drop and you'll 
be in the lobby. 

As soon as you land in the lobby, take 
out the gunner across from you (a head 
shot is preferred). Drop down and head 
south, but don't kick open the doors yet. 
Four gunners from high up top will try to 
gun you down. You have to kill the gun¬ 
ner on the lowest level to you (he's direct- 
ly north from the doors to the Dinosaur 
Exhibit) since he has the card-key to the 
next level. So take him out, and kill all the 
rest of the snipers above (who, for once, 
aren't wearing Flak Jackets). Now, go to 
where the lowest level gunner was, and 
grab the card-key and other items. Now, 
head to the Dinosaur Exhibit. Once you 
get into the Dinosaur Exhibit, walk into 

the center of the room. Two guards will 
come out, but don't try to gun them 
down. A third gunner will come up from 
behind you armed with a Combat 
Shotgun. So, when you reach the center 
of the Dinosaur room, turn around and 
look for that third gunman on your radar. 
When he appears, run back out into the 
lobby. All three gunmen are wearing Flak 
Jackets so go for head shots or use the 
K3G4. Now, head south and activate the 
control panel. Flead west to the open 
gate. As soon as you enter the new 

room, two guards will appear behind 
you, trying to gun you down behind the 
gate. Ignore them for now, as another 
guard will appear in this room. Equip the 
K3G4 and gun him down quickly. Stay on 
the north corner of this room. Now, 
there's a guard across the Windows on 
the west side. Give him a nice shot to the 
head, TFIEN finish off those annoying 
guards behind you. Climb across to the 
west side of this area, and head south. 

You'll enter a room with a large 
Brontosaurus exhibit. You'll hear a con- 
versation between Aramov and Phagan. 
You have about 10 seconds to either taser 
Aramov or shoot her gun. Once you do, 

quickly climb onto the tail of the 
Brontosaurus, and run up till you can 
jump up to the scaffold above. Try to do 
this as quickly as you can, as 2 more 
guards will enter the run and gun you 
down as you hang from the scaffold, 
shimmy right to the platform where 
Aramov and Phagan were "talking." 

Stay tuned for Part 3! 

Super Weapons 
Alrighty! Finally a code that gives you 
unlimited ammo and all weapons that are 
accessible for the level you're playing on. 
To enable the Super Weapons code, 

pause the game and highlight the 
"Weapons" option on the Pause Screen 
menu. Now simultaneously press and 
hold right + L2 + R2 + Circle + Square + X, 
and hit the "X" button just a bit later than 
the rest of the buttons. 

Movie Mode 
You have to be on the first level in 
order for this to work. Flead to the 
Capitol Theater building (it's in the 
northernmost area on the map). Go to 
the front doors of the theater, and 
press Start. Highlight "Maps" and 
press and hold right + L2 + R1 + X. 
When inputting these commands, hit 

the X button a little later than the rest. 
You should hear Gabe go, "Got it!" if 
you input the code correctly. Now, 
you'll be inside the Movie Theater! 
Head past the concession counter and 
into the drapes. You'll be able to see 
FMV sequences as far as you've com- 
pleted the game. Note, if you try this 
code away from the theater door, you'll 
get a rather evil sounding laugh. 

E OBJECTIVES 
DIFFICULTY 15/30 

Hard Difficulty 
As if this game wasn't hard enough! To 
make the game harder, highlight New 
Game on the title screen. Now press left 
+ LI + R2 + Select + Square + Circle + X. 
When inputting these commands, hit the 
X button a little later than the rest. You 
should hear Gabe say "Dammit!" if you 
input the code correctly. Now, you'll start 
a new game without Lian to give you 
details and the enemies have MUCH bet- 
ter aim. Good luck! 

Silenced 9mm power-up: 
Pause game play, highlight the 
"Silenced 9mm" selection under the 
"Weapons" option, then press Left + LI 
+ R2 + Select + Square + X. Gabe will 
say, "Understood!" to confirm correct 
code entry. 

Weaker opponents: 
Pause game play, highlight the "Map" 
option, then press Right + L2 + R1 + X. A 
laugh will confirm correct code entry. 

Level Select 
Now you can also select any level via this 
code. During gameplay, pause the game 
and go into the Options menu. Highlight 
"Select Mission," then press and hold left 
+ LI + R1 + Select + Square + X. 
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Konami 
Konami. had its newest gun game entitled Evil Night on multiple cabinets. With 

graphics that tried to look like House of the Dead, but ndt quite making ït, this gun game 
was rather unspectacular. The main attraction was the shotgun, complete with pump- 

action reload du ring gameplay. And while the shotgun was a pretty swell idea, along 
with the 3-player mode, E/Vstill needs help visually. Along with Evil Night, Konami dïs- 
played NBA Play-By-Play, which is best described as a better looking, arcade-like NBA 
Shoot Out Five-on-five, full-court ballin' with excelleptcommentary (hence the name), 
this game had öne flaw... it was too arcadey. When Rick Smits of the Pacers starts per- 
forming double-pump slanh dunks, you know realism has left the building. 

Complete with revolving circular stage and two dancing models <smirk>, Konami had 
four music games ayailable, in addition to their Standard arcade lineup. A combination 
of Simon Says and those 7th grade PE square-danceSThat you were required to learn, 
Dance Dance Revolution has no joystick Controls. Ipstead, you have a floor panel with 
two sets of directional buttons. That's right... you dance to the commands onscreen. 
The only reason I tried this game was due to the constant arm-dragging of a certain 
blond model. The game is essentially Beatmania sans buttons, and you know how 
much I detest Beatmania. Next, we have Guitar Freak. In the tradition of Beatmania, 
Guitar Freak has an act pal 'guitar' on which you play riffs and melodies according to 
the on-screen instructions. Once in a while, you perform a solo, giving you the chance 
to show off your best Hendrix impression. While l'm kind of embarrassed to admit it, 
Guitar Freak was pretty fun... for a free game. To round up Konami's musical lineup, 
they had Beatmania Complete Mix, which was more of the same, and Pop 'N Music, 
which is currently available on Dreamcast (replete with wacky controller). 

—-- 

A Q|'99 (short for Amusement Showcase International 1999) 
Mw Iwas held once again in the city of bright lights, big money, 

and washed-up celebrities. Yes, Las Vegas was the place, and ECM 
and your one-and-only dango were there, amidst the many arcade 
wonders and various redemption manure. So, here's a roundup of 
what we saw at the show and what you faithful arcade goers should 

look forward to seeing in the coming mo.nths. 
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Known more for their pseudo-"batting and soccer" Virtual games in the arcades (which i: 
only a step above redemption games ön the arcade evolutionary ladder), Interactive Light hac 

the biggest surprise of the show with Savage Quest. This game puts you in the role of c 

Tyrannosaurus Rex in prehistorie times, killing off other dinosaürs, and eating anything anc 

everything that moves. Developed by Angel Studios, this game featured some awesomÉ 
photo-realistic visuals and excellent animation for the dinosaürs. There's-phenomenal detai 

on not just the dinosaürs, but the backgrounds as well. The awesome soundeffects leave you; 
stomach growling every time you digest a hapless human. While the gameplay might be a bi 
simplistic (even a bit childish), it's refreshingly different from a standfrd arcade game. The 

version we played wasn't quite finished, but this game iooks ready to devour quarters already 

SNK 
Forever the arcade Standard, SNK had a great mix of games, which were far from the dis- 

appointing displays of other arcade companies. First off, Fatal Fury: Wild Ambition was on dis¬ 
play, and it seems that SNK, while far from being masters of 3D, are getting better. Fatal Fury: 
Wild Ambition plays a bit slow, but the fighting in the game remihds rrie of Fatal Fury Special... 
which means it's good. 

As far as Neo Geo goes, Metal Slug X was present and, man, did this gather a following 
(including ECM and I). While not too far removed from Metal Slug 2, Metal Slug X adds new 
weapons, enemies, and levels. In essence, this game is an upgrade from Metal Slug 2 — think 
Metal Slug 2 Turbo... in fact, I WANT MORE! Irritating Maze was also present, which is essen- 

tially Irritating Stick, which is a maze game where you guide a 
Istick through a maze. Touch any of the sides and you lose a 

'iZX credit the board game Operation), as the Irritating Maze 
Imachine fires out a blast of cool air in your face... In two 

We did get our hands (grubby for ECM) on the Neo Geo 
BBMaMCSEI'■ Pocket Color (available in Japan March,18th) and man, it Iooks 

□ □ 

Sega 
Of course, we couldn't leave out last year's ASI showstopper. There is nc 

doubt that Sega does arcade games better than anyone else. Sega's flooi 
had a large number of Daytona 2 machines as well as deluxe versions ol 
House of the Dead 2. Also, Sega had a videotape demo of Dead Or Alive 2 
which ECM and I watched over and over and over again. 

Two machines of The Ocean Hunter, Sega's newest Model 3 Step 2 
arcade game, sat side by side. This underwater gun game Iooks great... bui 
it didn't play that way. Hunting down non-threatening underwater crea- 
tures isn't something I would pay to play. Then we have the Model 3 L.A 
'shake my wrists into oblivion' Machineguns, which is freakin' awesome 
The sequel to Gunblade N.Y., LA. Machineguns doesn't really add anythlnc 
new... other than eye-popping graphics and the vibration pad which yoi 
stand on. With four levels of bullet-ridden action, enemies that actually tr\ 
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The Wrap Up 
As we left ASI '99, ECM and I agreed that, despite many disappoïntments, it was a great 

chance to see all the new ÖC titles that would be ported from 
> arcade to console. And ït's always great to 

see new companies putting 
out arcade titles that play 

Uil great. Finally, we've 
included a list of our 

• ' ' top five picks 
of the show, all of which 
should be heading to an 

arcade near you. Happy 
■ \ arcadingl {POOF}... Dangohead's Top Five 

1. Crazy Taxi -Sega 
2. Savage Quest- Interactive 
3. Zombie Revenge - Sega 
4. LA Machineguns - Sega 
5. MetalSlugX- SNK 

ECM's Top Five 
1. Spike Out - Sega 
2. MetalSlugX- SNK 
3. Zombie Revenge - Sega 
4. Crazy Taxi - Sega 
5. Dead or Alive 2 Movie - Tecmo 
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Write to me or ril run for president!!! 

The Postmeister 
6301 DeSoto Avenue Suite E 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

a bad ending sequence, to which Nick 
Rox had to say (paraphrase) "Is 20 min- * 
utes of sepia-toned game graphics and 
mode 7 really better than 9 minutes of 
the most mindblowing CG ever?" Well, 
yes Nick, if it concludes the story well and 
has closure for all the characters. After 
this disappointment, Square blessed us 
with Final Fantasy Tactics, which is a 
masterpiece, and really is better than 
FF7. But now they've really gone and 
done it. Ladies and Gentlemen I present 
Xenogears, one of the most amazing sto- 
ries ever, and the deepest most complex 
plot ever in an RPG. Xenogears is more 
an interactive epic than a game. For any- 
one who has ever played it through to its 
end, the plot of FF7 seems in comparison 
like something someone drunk scribbled 
on a piece of toilet paper. The game 
delves so far into each character's psy¬ 
che, it examines their purpose, their feel- 
ings, their existance. The diologue and 
story are so provoking it is truly incredi- 
ble. These are hard to say of much liter-'- 
ature, much less a 'game'. The way in 
which the story is presented is unprece- 
dented in design, particularly on the 2nd °A‘ 
CD which is really "mind-blowing" — it isfi 
quite possibly the most amazing story > 
you'll ever 'experience', except for 
Shinseiki Evangelion if you get to see the 
movie Death, Rebirth, and The End of 
Evangelion (truly amazing). This 'game' 
alone makes Squaresoft untouchable 
(much like Zelda: TooT does for 
Nintendo), it isn't really a game. Square 
have taken advantage of the game 
genre/medium, making it a true art form 
through which they provide some of the 
best stories ever. Nobody else in the 
world can make this. Square (of Japan, 
they're the geniuses), I applaud you, you 
know your stuff, and I thank you from my 
heart for Xenogears, the real greatest 
game ever, even if it ties with FF6 and 
some Nintendo games, and maybe the 
only one you could call a life-changing 
experience, FF7 definitely definitely isn't. 
Although it won't sell as well as FF7, 
masterpieces often go unheralded, but I 
worship it for its greatness, because 
many people don't have the patience to 
play through a game for 60 hours to final- 
ly understand the entire plot, many just 
can't understand it at all (how many peo¬ 
ple will piek up on the religious refer- 
ences of the game which are everywhere, 
such as Id's and Fei's final gear beingu**» 
Seraphim, six winged angels, or Merkava 
actually being the throne of God, and 
many more), and many people would 
prefer to play games like Tekken 3 or 

(hey, I might be 
crazy, but that don't 
mean I can't get 

i down 'n funky!). 
J Thank goodness you 
/ didn't re ad those 
f other mags, you 

J might've rot 'yer brain! 
i# Trust me, you don't want 

none of that self-inflicted 
lobotomy crap! 

Now onto your Q's: 

Hard-Core 
Import Playa 

Dear Posty-San, 
Imports play a big part in 

hard-core gaming! Without a 

p.p.s. Waka, you da man! I was trying to Xenogears Strikes Back 
figure out why Strike's song had a "dead 
spot'' To GameFan 

When Final Fantasy VII came out you 
guys were very quick to praise it, as was 
everyone else, heralding it as a life- 
changing experience and the greatest 
game ever. However, the game was dis- 
appointing, compared to its direct prede- 
cessor, which was without fault, and had 

Yours Truly, 
Andrae D 
New York, NY 

Hey Andrae! 
Cool letter man, thanks for the props 
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Time Crisis than something which 
requires you to think deeply, under- 
stand the strengths and weaknesses of 
mankind (much like Eva), and appreci- 
ate the beauty of it all, it is far superior 
to that game, and is one of my 
favourite stories ever, after Evangelion 
of course. Xenogears is not a game 
but a work of art, and a masterful one 
at that. It is one of the most amazing 
stories ever, and is one of a kind, we 
shall never see its likeness again (once 
again much like Eva). Thank you 
Squaresoft, you are incredible. 

what do you guys at GameFan think? 
Thanks for your time! 

remember that the same crew who 
reviewed FF7 wasn't the same crew that 
did Zelda. Dif'rent strokes fer dif'rent 
folks! Ha! I just made fun of Gary 
Coleman! I better watch it, or he might 
come after me! The only thing worse 
than a disgruntled ex-postal worker is a 
disgruntled ex-child actor! 

Oh, and about FF8 being the best 
game ever? Well, we'll just see about 
that — the game's got hairy Choco bos, 
and those things scare the beejeebies 
outta me! 

Alma Shabop 
Bellaboop, Australia 

Well Alma, 
Well, unfortunately, Lara and Claire 
belong to different companies (Eidos 
and Capcom) so I don't really think we'll 
ever know who would've won the fight. 
But, in keeping with the notion that we 
aren't dealing with reality, and assuming 
that these two lasses were real people, 
Td have to give my vote to Claire. Unlike 
Lara, she doesn't have the face of a dog 
(woof... bark, bark!) and she's wearing 
so sexy short-shorts! Take a lookee at 

Lara... she's so outta 
proportion if she was 
real she couldn't even 
walk! Never trifle with 
gravity, me boy, it ain't 
always a pretty sight! 

Ask a Silly Question. 
Robert Whiteman 
Australia 
Oshii@hotmail.com 

Dear Post-a-Rama 
I heard a rumor... can it be true... a 
sequel to Mario 64? In the works as we 
speak? My spies teil me a sure-thing! 
Also how is the big N gonna do an add- 
on to Zelda without the 64DD? Thats 
just for starters... what's REALLY hap¬ 
pening with NUON? Do you have any 
specs for that yet? OK... Too many 
questions, I know... Last one: I heard the 
PSX2 can do just about anything — can 
it core an apple? Many thanks for your 
wisdom on these matters Posty-san. 

The Ultimate 
Best Game Ever! Never fails. Everytime I 

get a group photo taken, 

some wise-guy just HAS 

l to give roe bunny edrs.j 
SEGA SECTOR: 
euwpHws 
SMfS’ KCS 

Well what Lm writing 
in about is to find 
which is the truly the 
best game ever! FF7 
got straight 100's from 
you guys and two of 
them were 100+. I 
missed one of your 
guys issue which had 
Zelda 64's rating in it. 
Sorry. So I checked 
through your website 
and seen that Zelda 64 
got a 100 too. I read 
the review and Super 
Teeter said it was the 

best game ever!! So which really is the 
greatest game ever? Personally I 
thought FF7 was. So please clear this 
up and teil me and the world which 
really is the BEST GAME EVER. But 
whatever you piek we all know that FF8 
will be the undisputed king of the title. 

Sven Real 
Norgaard, Norway PLANEï Shi. 

Svenny! 
Actually, yes, there is indeedy a sequel 
planned for that swell game, Mario 64/ 
Only don't count on it being called Mario v. ^ 
64-2. Word is that it ain't gonna be on 
the Nintendo 64, but on Nintendo's 
brand spankin' new machine! 
Remember that the Big 'N' doesn't like 
to give their games numbers (like Mario 
2) anymore, so it'll have some crazy m «■ 
name (like the SN ES Super Mario 
WorldJ. Also, Nintendo is gonna release 
an add-on cart for the current Zelda 
game to 'complete' Mr. Miyamoto's 
Vision (sorta like Sega did with Sonic 
and Knuckles way back when). And as 
for the PS2 being able to core an apple, 
you gotta look at like this: It might not 
be able to PHYSICALLY core an actual 
apple, but you can bet yer polygon- 
pushin' buttocks that it'll be able to ren¬ 
der an apple, render an 
apple core and 
(surprise) ren- ^ 
der an apple \ JM 
core coring an 
apple! I don't J 
know how 
that's iIPt 
gonna ■BHHf w •'* 
help 
games tf/V >gjp|SPH 
out, but . 

sure 
sounds cool! \ 

What's this?! Jen Seng drawing Guile? How odd! Guile?! 

Hey Bobbie, 
Maybe you should've addressed this 

letter to, uh, Square themselves? It's not 
that I don't give a toot about reading, 
say, 10,000 freakin' letters a month 
(gonna... hyperventilate... <ack>) on why 
Xenogears is better than Final Fantasy 
VII. Actually, I don't! Stop! Don't you 
realize that the reason a whole lotta peo¬ 
ple in reality-land didn't like Xenogears 
is because it was really long, really com- 
plicated, and just like your letter, it never 
actually made a point! It just kept going 
and going. Hey, I know a lotta you 
Square-heads out there loved it, a few of 
us here at GF loved it. It just got really 
boring, really fast. So no more letters on 
this one folks, or l'll really go postal on 
ya. And trust me, it won't be pretty... 

Justin Heiligers 
Slippy Slap, NY 

Justin 
Well, the whole idea behind saying that 
a game's the "best ever" is really kinda 
outdated. In that Zelda issue you 
missed (shame on you!) the long-await- 
ed Zelda for the N64 garnered a 
respectable 96, 99, and 100 (from 
Dangohead, Video Cowboy and Super 
Teeter respectively). Teeter thinks the 
two were a bit harsh, Dango just liked 
Metal Gear better and Cowboy... aah, 
Cowboy... we'll get back to ya on that. 
Anyhow, it ain't really very fair to say 
that Zelda or FF7 was the 'best ever', 
because everyone has their own opin- 
ion. The guys who reviewed FF7 loved 
it, ECM loves his Final Fantasy Tactics, 
Dango goes ga-ga over Samurai 2. Just 

Inter-License Mud Wrestling? 

Hi Posty, 
Okay this is going to sound stupid, but 

I want to clear something up with my 
friends. If Lara from Tomb Raider and 
Claire from Resident Evil 2 got into a 
fight who do you would win? I think 
Claire would kick Lara's ass so fast, but 

See you next 
month, all you 
crazy one-armed 
Posty fans!! 



Price, Release Date, And More- Oh My! 

The rumor mill is churnirT this month 
with release plans from a number of large 
US developers beginning to solidify. 
Interplay in particular seems to have taken 
quite strongly to the Dreamcast, with ports 
of Baldur's Gate (or perhaps its sequel) mak- 
ing the leap to DC Internet play. This is 
huge news as BG proved to be a huge hit 
with the PC gaming community. Add in 
Asheron's Call and the oft-rumored 
Phantasy Star sequel (when Sega, when?) 
and you've got an RPG powerhouse. Now if 
only they could convince Square and Enix to 
come on over... the water sure is nice. 

In other PC developer news, Kalisto is 
hard at work on a new 3rd person action 
adventure currently running on Power VR2 
(the 3d chipset for DC). The game was fea- 
tured at the recent GDC and drew admiring 
stares and more than a few looks of envy. 

Acclaim reportedly dumped production 
on its latest NBA Jam game destined for DC 
after getting an eyeful of Visual Concept's 
new NBA B-ball game. The game is looking 
so far beyond current sports games (along 
with their recently announced football title) 
that most developers are hard-pressed to 
come up with viable alternatives. 

Also in the DC Rumor Mill, there are 
reports that Sega of America is tossing 
around two configurations for the official 
U.S. launch of the new power-system. 
One is the Standard 'core-system' 
approach: a complete system, but no 
game. The second would be very similar 
to what Sega's done in the past: a system 
with three games on one CD (increasing 
the cost by about 50 bucks). 

Last, but certainly not least, the 
Dreamcast's price point has been set at 
$199.99 and many, many stores are taking 
pre-orders for the rumored September 9th 
launch date for a paltry $10-$20. I don't 
know about you, but l'm there! 

N64 Gets Resident Evil Zero 

As reported in Other Stuff a few months 
back, it's finally official and it's definitely 
awesome. Resident Evil is headed to the 
N64 underthe moniker Resident Evil Zero\ 

Yoshiki Okamoto, one of the designers for 
the original Resident Evil game, will be 
developing the title for Capcom with his 
new company, Flagship Games. Resident 

Evil Zero takes place before the original RE 
and revolves around Raccoon City 
before it's infected by the dreaded T- 

Virus (with full Expansion Pak support). 
Also rumored in the works is yet anoth- 

er RE title (it just keeps getting better and 
better!). But this one's just a plain port 

of Resident Evil 2. 

First Glimpse of PS2 Board? 

Several Japanese 
magazines have 

been showing what 
just might be the 

guts of Sony's new 
mega-monster con¬ 
sole, the Playstation 2 
(termed the "PSY" by 
many sources). We couldn't be left 
behind, so here's a shot of the sucker as 
we know it. If this is the new PS2 (PSY) 
motherboard, then both the Graphics 
Synthesizer and Emotion Engine are 
onboard. 

SNK vs. Capcom Confirmed! 

Dreams do come true! Even though we 
reported earlier that the much-anticipated 
'dream-game' was a hoax, it turns out that 
such a game is actually in the works! We 
must stress that while the pictures floating 
around the Net are completely bogus, an 
actual game is under development as you 
read this. 

Developed primarily by SNK, the new 
'cross-over' game (as it's lovingly referred 
to by fans) will first appear on SNK's new 
NeoGeo Pocket Color, then make a much- 
improved appearance in the arcades, cour- 
tesy of the powerful Naomi arcade board. 
This pretty much guarantees a perfect home 
version for the Dreamcast. 

The game won't be a simple cross-up of 
the much loved Street Fighter cast and King 
of Fighters set, but will instead feature each 
company's most popular characters, much 
like what Capcom did with the ultra-popular 
Marvel vs Capcom. Bionic Commando ver¬ 
sus Geese Howard? Terry Bogard versus 
MegaMan? Quite possibly, but only time 
will teil. SNK and Capcom have been bitter 
rivals in the arcade/2D fighting category for 
years, and they've been known to take 
punches at each other in their games. This 
probably started when SNK hired away sev¬ 
eral of Capcom's Street Fighter development 
staff to work on the King of Fighters series. 

Nintendo to Launch New System Soon! 

Nintendo U.S. supremo (and President) 
Howard Lincoln has told third party devel¬ 
opers at a sales conference in Italy that 
specs for the successor to the N64 will be 
released before the end of the year. Art-X is 
developing the hardware. Retro Studios, as 
previously reported, will develop exclusive- 
ly for the console. Word out of Japan is that 
the new hardware is even more powerful 
than the incredible PS2 (PSY) hardware. 
And perhaps more impressive, Nintendo is 
finally going to drop the cartridge format. 

There were rumors toward the end of last 
week that a Turoktitle is in the works for the 
machine, tentatively dubbed the N2000, 

though that has yet to be confirmed by 
Acclaim. We can only imagine what the 
next Mario title will look like! Mama Mia! 

Metroid Goes to N64? 

Rumors around industry recently stated that 
a new Metroid title is indeed headed for con¬ 
soles everywhere sometime in the not-so- 
distant future. However, after doing some 
digging, it appears that the game will not 
make its debut on N64, but on the N2000. 
Nintendo's R&D2 team is hard at work on the 
killer title that gamers have been clamoring 
for. Now about it being 2D... 

Sequels Storm Dreamcast! 

Dreams do come true! Amazingly enough it 
has come to our attention that a number of 
the titles featured in March's DC Wish List 
are indeed in the works. Some of the more 
notable titles: Shinobi (the continuing 
adventures of Joe Musashi and his trusty 
sword); tcco the Dolphin (more aquatic 
action); Legend of Oasis (courtesy of Yuzo 
Koshiro and the boys at Ancient — in glori- 
ous 2D, no less); Chakan the Forever Man 
(from Tiny Tank developer AndNow — look 
for the exclusive first look next month!); and 
[drum roll please] Sonic Teams' NiGFITs\ 
We needed to get ECM some air after this 
slew of info arrived at GF. 

Sony of America Gets PSY Dev Kits 

According to a source at one of Sony's own 
internal development studios they have 
taken delivery of a brand new PSY dev kit. 
Currently, a small army of programmers are 
working on the new hardware which "is not 
a sports game" according to our source. 
Rumors suggest it could be the next chapter 
in the Twisted Metal saga or the much- 
talked about sequel to the venerable 
Warhawk (which is seemingly destined to 
never show up on PSX). 

Namco To Develop Tekken 4 on CD 

Upon announcing the specs for its upcom- 
ing mega-console, Namco has recently stat¬ 
ed that the game will be featured on a regu- 
lar CD-ROM, not DVD. Why? Seems that if 
the PSY doesn't make its intended release 
date, the game can be quickly scaled down 
to 'fit' on the PSX. 

Chakan Lives Again! 

As a last minute ■ 
bonus, here's a 1 
piece of concep- £ 
tual art from the I 
confirmed lllp 
Chakan sequel I 
now in the works (S 
from AndNow. H 
The art was ere- Ij 
ated by original I 
Chakan pixel i 
artist Steve Ross Ê 
and should give S 
you a good idea I 
how hard-core ■ . .. . _ 
Chakan has become — apparently he's tak¬ 
ing tips from Marilyn Manson now... 
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Import Saturn Import PSX 

|Bio Hazard Code Veronica 

$59.99 
Gex 3 

Call 

Specials are limited to stock on hand and in most 
cases quantities are limited. Prices are subject to 
change without notice. Shipping and handling are 
extra. Returns subject to evaluation and re-stock 
fee. Import Playstation games are not compatible 
with newer systems. Artwork copyright their 
respective companies. Alt rights reserved. 

Legend of Mana 

, $59.99 
Racing Lagoon 

$59.99 

Ace Combat 3 Electrosphere $59.99 
BeatMania Append Gottamix $59.99 
Bust a Move 2 $59.99 
Cyber Ogre $59.99 
Dance Dance Revolution $59.99 
DJ Station PRO $59.99 
Dragon Quest VII $69.99 
Fatal Fury Wild Ambition $59.99 
Gran Turismo 2 $59.99 
Grandia $59.99 
Gun Gage $59.99 
Harlem Beat $59.99 
Lagunaclue Legend $59.99 
Macross VF-X2 $62.99 
Mobile Suit Gundam Gylen $69.99 
Omega Boost $59.99 
Persona 2 $59.99 
Pocket Dungeon $59.99 
Racing Lagoon $59.99 
Rival Schools 2 $59.99 
Saga Frontier II $59.99 
Slayers Royal 2 $59.99 

All Japan Pro Wrestling $29.99 
Capcom Generations Vol.5 $43.99 
Cotton Boomerang $39.99 
Deep Fear $39.99 
Dracula X $39.99 
Dragon Force 2 $39.99 
Dragonball Z Legends $39.99 
King of Fighters Collection $59.99 
Monster Maker Holy Dagger $59.99 
Pocket Fighter $49.99 
Princess Crown $37.99 
Radiant Silvergun $52.99 
Real Bout Collection $44.99 
Shining Force 3 ver 1-3 $39.99 ea 
Steam Hearts $59.99 
Vampire Savior $59.99 

Berserk $59.99 
Buggy Heat $59.99 
Climax Landers $59.99 
Element Gimick Gear $59.99 
Espion-Age-Nts $59.99 
F-1 Game $59.99 
Grandia 2 $59.99 
Lune Caster $59.99 
Redline Racer $59.99 
Sentimental Graffiti 2 $59.99 
Shenmue $59.99 
Shutokou Battle $59.99 
Soul Caliber $59.99 
Space Griffon $59.99 
Speed Busters $59.99 
Street Fighter Zero 3 $59.99 
KOF Dream Match 99 $59.99 
Undercover AD 2025 Kei $59.99 
Virtual On $59.99 
Warrz $59.99 

AGH: Spy Hunter $23.99 
Alexi Lalas Soccer $21.99 
All Star Baseball 2000 $23.99 
Asteroids $23.99 
B & Butthead Do Hollywood $18.99 
Black Bass $22.99 

Street Fighter Zero 3 

$59.99 
Hybrid Heaven 

$43.99 

3Xtreme $34.99 
Air Race 2 Call 
Alexi Lalas Soccer $30.99 
Alien Resurrection $36.99 
All Star Tennis 99 $30.99 
Atlantis Call 
Bass Landing Call 
Bomberman Fantasy Race $29.99 
Broken Sword 2 $30.99 
Carmageddon 2 $36.99 
Centipede $34.99 

hessmaster $22.99 
hessmaster Millenium $35.99 
lock Tower 2 $35.99 

Diabolical Adv Of Tobu $34.99 
Dreams Call 
larthworm Jim 3D $36.99 

Exodus $34.99 
Fighter Maker Call 

Police 2 $34.99 
Grand Theft Auto London $15.99 
High Heat Baseball 2000 $30.99 
Hunter Hunter $24.99 
ron Soldier 3 $34.99 
Kingsley $23.99 
Legacy Of Kain Soul Reaver $42.99 
Lemans Call 
Looney Tunes: Lost In Time $34.99 
Lunar: Silver Star Story $48.99 
Mission Impossible Call 
Monaco Grand Prix $37.99 
Might Of Carnage Call 
Point Blank 2 $34.99 
Point Blank 2 w/ Guncon $43.99 
Quake 2 $34.99 
Ratt Attack $35.99 
Ridge Racer Type 4 $34.99 
£hadow Madess $41.99 

Shanghai $34.99 
Shao Lin $36.99 
Silhouette Mirage $38.99 

Street Fighter Alpha 3 $30.99 
Superman Call 
Tbonenstein $34.99 
Dltimate 8 Ball $30.99 
y/egas Games 2000 $35.99 
y/ermin $34.99 
y/irus Call 
Warzone 2100 $34.99 
WWF Attitude Call 

Airboardin’ USA 
All Star Tennis 99 
Bug's Life 
Command And Conquer 
Duke Nukem Zero Hour 
Earthworm Jim 2 
Fighting Force 64 
Gauntlet Legends 
Jet Force Gemini 
Ken Griffey Jr.’s Slugfest 
Looney Tunes: Space Race 
Monaco Gran Prix 
Quake 2 
Ratt Attack 
Rug Rats Scavenger Hunt 
Shadowgate 64 
Star Wars Episode 1 
Starshot 
Superman 64 
Survivor: Day One 
Tonic Trouble 
V-Ralley 
Win back 
World Driver Championship 

Call 
$49.99 
$43.99 
$45.99 
$45.99 
$48.99 
$48.99 
$49.99 

Call 
$45.99 
$43.99 
$49.99 
$48.99 
$45.99 
$44.99 
$52.99 
$53.99 
$43.99 
$45.99 
$47.99 
$49.99 
$43.99 

Call 
$49.99 

Carrier 

$59.99 

Soul Reaver 

$42.99 
Ridge Racer Type 4 

$34.99 
Dino Crisis 

$59.99 

Bust A Move 4 $23.99 
Caesars Palace 2 $23.99 
Chessmaster $22.99 
Conquer Pocket Tales $23.99 
Deer Hunter $22.99 
Duke Nukem $21.99 
Ken Griffey Jr. Slugfest $23.99 
Kluster $22.99 
Logical $23.99 
Micromachine 1 & 2 $24.99 
Monopoly $22.99 
Pac-Man $23.99 
Paper Boy $23.99 
Pokemon Pinball Call 
Prince Of Persia $22.99 
Quest Fantasy Chailenge $23.99 
R Type DX Call 
The Demon Slayer $32.99 
Rugrats Movie $24.99 
San Francisco Rush $23.99 
Silver Streak Pinball $21.99 
Smurfs Nightmare $22.99 
Space Station: Silion Valley $21.99 
Spy vs. Spy $22.99 
Super Mario Bros Deluxe $23.99 
Tarzan $23.99 
Vars Revenge $22.99 
Vigilante 8 w/ Rumble Pack $25.99 
V-Ralley $22.99 
Wicked Surfing $23.99 
WWF Attitude $23.99 
Yoda Stories $24.99 

Neo Pocket Color 

Big Tournament Golf $39.99 
Cool Boarders $39.99 
Digital Primate $39.99 
Dive Alert Burn ver. $39.99 
Dive Alert Rebecca ver. $39.99 
Fatal Fury First Contact $39.99 
Metal Slug First Mission $39.99 
NBA Hangtime $39.99 
NFL Blitz $39.99 
Pocket Fishing $39.99 
Puyo Puyo $39.99 
Puzzle Bobble Mini $39.99 
Rockman Pocket $39.99 
Samurai Spirits 2 $39.99 
The Major League $39.99 
The Pro Baseball $39.99 
World Heroes Pocket $39.99 

Color Game Boy 
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Quake 3 

$49.99 
Dlablo 2 

$49.99 
King Pin 

$46.99 
Total Annihilation: Kingdoms 

$46.99 
Mech Warrior 3 

$47.99 

PC Windows 
M&ar Baseball 2000 $40.99 
Animaniacs a Gigantjc Adventure $20.99 
Aquazone II Dtx w/ Guppy Pack $27.99 
Basketbal Pro 99 $28.99 
Bass Rally $33.99 
Braveheart $41.99 
Carmen San Diego Time Pilote Gift Set $37.99 
Commandos:Beyond the Call d $27.99 
Daikatana $44.99 
DarkStone $43.99 
Descent 3 $44.99 
Drakan Onder of the Flame $37.99 
Fighter Duel 2.0 $43.99 
Fly $47.99 
Giants $46.99 
Grand Theft Auto & Expansion $26.99 
Guardians: Agents of Justioe $44.99 
Half Life: Team Fortress $28.99 
HeavyGear2 $45.99 
HiredGuns $38.99 
Homewodd $46.99 
Inherent Evil $16.99 
Lander $26.99 
Legacy of Kan 2: Soul Reaver $41.99 
MechVtemorlli $47.99 
Might&Magie VII $44.99 
MK Mythologies $28.99 
Nations $37.99 
Official Formula One Radng $26.99 
Outcast $42.99 
PGAChampionship Golf $27.99 
Ptanescape: Torment $43.99 
Railnoad Tycoon II: The 2nd Century $26.99 
Red Baron Dog Rght $18.99 
Revenani $40.99 
Rites of War $45.99 
Rush ll-Extieme Radng USA $34.99 
Sega Rally Championship 2 $43.99 
Seven Kingdoms II $42.99 
ShadcwMan $38.99 
Silver $42.99 

West Front Battle Pack $26.99 
Wheel of Time $46.99 
Wings of Destiny $38.99 

DVD Anime 

Area 88 The Blu Skies Betrayal $18.99 
Bubblegum Crisis $44.99 
Demon City Shinjuku $21.99 
Dominion Tank Police Vol 1 & 2 $21.99 
Dragonball #2: The Saiyans $18.99 
Dragonball #3: Snake Way $18.99 
Dragonball Z 4: The Pnd. Room $18.99 
Dragonball Z 5: Doom $18.99 
Dragonball Z: Dead Zone $18.99 
Dragonball Z: Tree Might $21.99 
Dragonball Z: Woricfs Strongest $21.99 
Dragons Lair II: Time Warp $25.99 
Fist of the North Star $18.99 
Ghost in the Shell $21.99 
IriaVol. 1-6 $25.99 
M.D. Geist: Dir. Cut $18.99 
Macross II: Vol. 1& 2 $21.99 
Night Warriors: Darkstalkers #1 $21.99 
Night Warriors: Darkstalkers #2 $21.99 
Ninja Scroll $21.99 
Pokemon Vol. 4: Poke-Friends $18.99 
Pokemon Vol. 5: Thndr Shock $18.99 
Pokemon: I Choose You! $18.99 
Ranma 1/2: Big Trbl in Nekonron $21.99 
Ranma 1/2: The Movie 2 $21.99 
Record of Lodoss War $42.99 
RoujinZ $18.99 
South Park Episodes 1-4 $14.99 
South Park Episodes 5-8 $14.99 
South Park Episodes 9-12 $14.99 
Spike & Mike's Sick & Twisted $18.99 
Street Fighter Collectors Edition $24.99 
Tekken (Uncut) $21.99 
Tenchi: The Movie $21.99 
Tenchi: The Movie #2 $21.99 
Wings of Honneamise $21.99 

Sinister Unteashed 
Ster Wars Episode 1 Racer 

$38.99 
$45.99 DVD Movies f 

StarWars Episode 1 Gungan Frontier $28.99 
Ster Wars Episode 1 Phantom Menace $45.99 Action Jackson $11.99 
StrTrek: Birth of the Federatxxi $47.99 AJice In Wonderland (1999) $18.99 
TankUcs $34.99 Alien $15.99 
Theocracy $37.99 Alien 3 $21.99 
Tomb Raider II Gold $26.99 Alien Legacy (4 pack) $77.99 
Total Annihilation Kingdoms $46.99 Alien Resunrection $21.99 

Aliens: Directors Cut $21.99 
Babe: Pig in the City $18.99 
Beloved $21.99 
Blues Brothers 2000 (DTS) $25.99 
Commando $21.99 
DaysOfThunder $21.99 
Depeche Mode: The Vids 86 98 $21.99 
DropZone $21.99 
Elizabeth: Spedal Edition $25.99 
Fearless $11.99 
FunnyFarm $11.99 
Gleaming The Cube $18.99 
Gloria $21.99 
Hero $21.99 
HolyMan $21.99 
Kickboxer $18.99 
Kingpin $18.99 
Legend of the Dronken Master $14.99 
Lord of the Flies $28.99 
MightyAphrodite $21.99 
Muriefs Wedding $21.99 
My Blue Heaven $11.99 
Out For Justice $14.99 
Primary Colors (DTS) $25.99 
Radiohead: Mtng People is Easy $14.99 
Romandng the Stone $21.99 
Romeo + Juliet $21.99 
Silverado $18.99 
SimonBirch $21.99 
Sirens $21.99 
So I Married an Axe Murderer $18.99 
Soul Food $21.99 
Star Trek: Insurrection $21.99 
Taxi Driver. Spedal Edition $18.99 
The Arrival / Anrival 2 Dbl. Ftr. $21.99 
TheBurbs $18.99 
The China Syndrome $21.99 
The Hudsucker Proxy $14.99 
The Jewel of the Nile $21.99 
The Land Before Time $18.99 
ThePhantom $21.99 
The X Files $18.99 
Troe Crime $18.99 
Troeües $21.99 
Velvet Goldmine $15.99 
Very Bad Things $21.99 
Virtuosity $21.99 
Waiting to Exhale $18.99 
What Dneams May Cm. Spd. Ed. $25.99 
You've Got Mail $15.99 

Visit gamecave.com for more DVD 
movies and anime. 

VHS Anime 
Ah My Goddess Box Set $58.99 
Battle Angel (Dubbed) $15.99 
Battle A Toshinden The Movie (Dub) $16.99 
Bubblegum Crisis Box Set (SubtitJed) $148.99 
Cutey Honey Vd.1 (SubtitJed) $27.99 
Cutey Honey Vcl2 (Subtitled) $27.99 
Cutey Honey N/bl.3 (Subtitled) $27.99 
Cutey Honey Vd 4 (SubtitJed) $23.99 
Cyber City Oedo Box Set (Dubbed) $49.99 
Cybemetics Guardian (SubtitJed) $29.99 
Evangeöon VdOl (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangeöon MdL02 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion Vbl.03 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion Vd.04 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangeöon Vd05 (Dubbed) $19.99 
EvangeSon Vd.06 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion Vol.07 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion VdI.08 (Dubbed) $19,99 
EvangeSon Vd.09 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion \Ad.10 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion Vbl.11 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Evangelion Vd.12 (Dubbed) $19.99 
EvangeSon Vd 13 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Fatal Fury The Movie $0.00 
Ghost in the Shell (Dubbed) $15.99 
Gunsmith Cats Chapter 1 (Dubbed) $12.99 
Gunsmith Cats Chapter 2 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Gunsmith Cats Chapter 3 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Heroic Legend Arislan 1 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Heroic Legend Arislan 2 (Dubbed) $19.99 
Heroic Legend Arislan 384 (Cubbed) $19.99 
Heroic Legend Arislan 384 (SubtitJed) $0.00 
Iria TheAnimation Box Set (Dubbed) $42.99 
Kimera (Subtitled) $26.99 
Macross Plus The Movie (SubtitJed) $16.99 
Ninja Scrol (Dubbed) $13.99 
PatJabor Box Set (Dubbed) $67.99 
Plastic Uttle (Dubbed) $15.99 
Project A-KOVd.1 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Project A-KO Vd.2 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Project A-KO Vol.3 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Project A-KO Vbl.4 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Record of Lodoss War Box Set Dub $119.99 
Stayers Vol. 1 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Stayers Vd.2 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Stayers Vd.3 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Stayers Vd.4 (Dubbed) $15.99 
Street Fighter The Anim. Movie Uncut $15.99 
Twilight of the Dark Master (Dubbed) $15.99 
Wings of Honneamise (Dubbed) $12.99 

Pokemon: I Choose You! 

$21.99 
Alien Ressurection 

$21.99 
Tekken The Motion Picture 

$21.99 
Evil Dead 

$25.99 
Record of Lodoss: Cmplt 

$44.99 J 



BUY 

IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC 

«■Mijl! 
Baroque Original 19.99 
Beat Mania 2nd Mix Original 19.99 
Beat Mania Remixes 18.99 
Beat Mania Tomoki Hirata 18.99 
Biohazard 2 Complete Trax 2CD 32.99 
Biohazard 2 Original 14.99 
Biohazard Symphony 98 2CD 32.99 
Brave Fencer Original 2CD 19.99 
D2 Dreamcast Original 29.99 
Daytona 2 Original 2CD 29.99 
DraculaX The Best Vol.1 29.99 
Dracula X The Best Vol.2 29.99 
Elnhander Original 29.99 
Final Fantasy 1987-94 1 9.99 
Final Fantasy 6 Grand Finale 17.99 
Final Fantasy 6 Original 3CD 39.99 
Final Fantasy Pray 19.99 
Gran Turismo Original 14.99 
Grandia Arranged Direct 18.99 
Grandia Complete Direct 2CD 29.99 
King of Fighters 98 Original 2CD 19.99 
Metal Gear Solid Original Direct 18.99 
Namco Classics Techno Maniacs 19.99 
Panzer Dragoon Azel Complete 2CD 32.99 
Parasite Eve PS Remixes Direct 23.99 
Radiant Silvergun Original 27.99 
Saga Frontier Original 3CD 32.99 
Secret of Mana 2 Original 19.99 
Secret of Mana 2 Plus Arranged 19.99 
Sokaigi Original 14.99 
Star Ocean 2nd Story Arrange 18.99 
Tekken 3 Arcade Original 23.99 
Tekken 3 Battle Trax 23.99 
X1999 Original 14.99 

MlMlMiaSIfê 
Ah MyGoddess Vol.1 14.99 
Ah MyGoddess Vol.2 14.99 
Dragonball Z181/2 Special 14.99 
Dragonball Z Never Ending Story 2CD 29.99 
El Hazard The Altemate World 17.99 
Escaflowne Lovers Only 14.99 
Escaflowne Vol.1 16.99 
Escaflowne Vol.2 16.99 
Evangelion Death and Rebirth 16.99 
Evangelion Philharmonic 2CD 23.99 
Evangelion Refrain 16.99 
Evangelion The End of Evangelion 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.1 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.2 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.3 16.99 
Fushigi Yugi Best Collections 19.99 
Fushigi Yugi Sensitive Minds 19.99 
Ghost in the Shell Anime Original 14.99 
Macross 15th Anniversary Version 18.99 
Macross 1998 Single Collection 17.99 
Macross Plus For Fans Only 19.99 
Macross Plus Sharon Apple 14.99 
Macross Plus Vol.1 17.99 
Macross Plus Vol.2 17.99 
Princess Mononoki Original 19.99 
Ranma 1/2 Beat Collection 17.99 
Record of Lodoss War Original 17.99 
Ruro Ni Kenshin Let lt Bum 19.99 
Ruro Ni Kenshin Theatrical Original 19.99 
Sailormoon Orgel Fantasia 17.99 
Sailormoon Vocal Collection Vol.1 17.99 
Sailormoon Vocal Collection Vol.2 17.99 
Twilight of the Dark Master Original 12.99 
Vampire Princess Miyu Best Collection 17.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
Orig. 4 CD 

$43.99 

Dracula X 
PSX Orig. 
$14.99 

Tenchu 
PSX Orig. 
$12.99 

Parasite Eve 
PSX Orig. 2CD 

$29.99 

Pokemon 
Anime Original 

$16.99 

Bust A Move 
PSX Orig. 
$14.99 

Elemental Gearbolt 
PSX Orig. 
$28.99 

Gran Turismo 
Rock Arranged 

$28.99 

Zelda 64 
Original 
$32.99 

Escaflowne Ghost in the Shell 
Vol.3 PSX Orig. 

$16.99 $14.99 

Xenogears 
Orig. 2 CD 

$29.99 

Final Fantasy 
Tactics Orig. 2CD 

$23.99 

Sonic Adventure Original 
(Import Music CD) 
A plethora of musical diversity. 
Experience the sounds of rock n' roll' 
cities to tribal voiced jungles. 

GAME 

Final Fantasy 8 Orig. 4CD 
(Import Music CD) 
The time has come! FF7 was 
Game Cave's #1 selling CD ever! 
It's time for something new! 

■■Porder line 
■■■888-CflME-CME 

VISA 

ICards 

c 
o 

2 G ET 1 

FRElm 
That's right! Purchase any 2 mi/sic CD's from 

our massive import music/selection, 
and receive the 3rd (lowest priced) CD 

ABSOLUTELY FREEÜ! 
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Resident Evi! 
Leon & Licker 

$8.99 
Tekken 3 Ultra High Detail Positional Figüres 

/srrr^rrrrtn Purchase the4ntire 
L] iBy set of the Tekken 3 
£9JËKml.wJrm r Tf High Detail action 

figure series and receive the 4th aaion figure 
ABSOLUTELY 

Resident Evil 
Mr. Williams 
w/ G-Virus 

Transformation 
$8.99 

Resident Evil 
Claire & Zombie Cop 

$8.99 

Legends of Horror - 
Castle Freak $9.99 

Vampire Savior 
Action Figures 
$22.99 each 

Dragonball Z Action 
Figures Vol. #1 - #27 

$9.99 & up 

Dragonball GT Action 
Figures Vol. #28 - #40 

$9.99 & up 
Puppet Master - 
Mephisto $9.99 

FULL 
MOQN 



WiJsïl Qur online store 
http://www.gamecave.com 

Street Fighter 
#2 

$17.99 

Pokemon 
#16 

$18.99 

Ranma 1/2 
#15 

$17.99 

Pokemon 
#15 

$17.99 

Blue Seed 
#1 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
#11 

$17.99 

Ranma 1/2 
#12 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
#35 

$17.99 

Gundam 
#8 

$19.99 

Macross 
#14 

$17.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#12 

$17.99 

Vampire Savior 
#1 

$17.99 

Ruro Ni Kenshin 
#8 

$17.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
#12 

$16.99 

Pokemon 
#18 

$17.99 

Macross 
#8 

$19.99 

Ranma 1/2 
#16 

$17.99 

Battle Angel 
#1 

$17.99 

Macross 
#2 

$16.99 

Final Fantasy 8 
#1 

$19.99 

Final Fantasy 8 
#2 

$19.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#16 

$17.99 

Ninja Scroll 
#1 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
#34 

$17.99 

Vampire Princess 
Miyu #1 
$19.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
#1 

$16.99 

Evangelion 
#26 

$17.99 

5Crolls Wallscrolis Wallscrolls Wallscrolls 

Final Fantasy 7 
#9 

$16.99 

X 1999 
#1 

$17.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#21 

$16.99 

Street Fighter 
#6 

$17.99 

Hfa Lockhart 

King of Fighters 
#14 

$19.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#5 

$17.99 

(loiKl Strite 

Parasite Eve 
#1 

$16.99 



BGm® Ftt» Want a date ? 

think it'» hit.way to go Sammy-boy! 

Captain Smak Gosr. a Clue 
Ye». rt» lmc. hu slok) it trom ESPN, t 
Ihink «•* hit w.iy lo go Sammy boyl 

Captain Smak Gel» a Clue 

Today we ditcuti the 
Playtlation 2 speet: 
What ean yourealy 

NCWSUTTTtB Ye». •> a truc. he slolc rt trom ESPN. bul l 
thmk rt * hi»..*r*y to go Semmy-boyl 

Captain Smak Gels a CSno 
Ye*. rt's tm«...he tlole rt trom ESPN. but I 
Uunk <t l hi*. wjy to go Sammy-boy! 

Captain Smak Gcts a Chié 
Ye», rt-» truo. Jte tlole it trom ESPN. but I 
think rt'» hi»...way to go Sammy boy! 

Captain Smak Geta a Clue 5 
Ye». rt'» tm. he tlole it trom ESPN. bul hc tlrH likrr. 
think ir» hit...»* jy to go Sammy-boyl 

Captain Smak Gets a Clue 
Ye». rT» truc. -he Hoio rt trom ESPN. but he *«t like» 
thmk rt's hr»_v*»y to go Sjmmy-boy! 

Captain Smak Gets a Clue 
Vet. rt't truc he tlole rt trom ESPN. but he tlrH hkc- 
thmk rt't htt...w»y to go Sammy-boyt 

Captain Smak Gets a Clue 
Ye». rt't true he ttolo rt trom ESPN. but he «tril hkc» i 
think it't htt-.wey to go Sammy-boy! 

Captain Smak Go: , ,t Cluo ^ 
Ye». rt't truc h* tlole it trom ESPN. bot hcty^S^ 
think it-* ht*...w*y to go Sammyboy' s* 

Captain Smak Gel» a Cl»? 
Ye». rt't true he ttolo rt trom ESPN. 
think rt't hi*...wjy to go Sammy-boyt 

Captain Smak Gets a Clue 
Yet. ir» true. .he ttole rt trom ESPN. bul he »t>n bkes 
think rt't ht*..** ay to go Sammy-boyt 

Power Stonc 
Lcngth-3.2 MB 

Allen vs. Predator 
Length 1.7 MB 

Sllent HUI 
Lcngth 4.1 MB 

Jp HQCOSPOCUS 

Power Stone 
Spank 

Allen vs. Predator 
Spank 

Silcnt HUI 
Spank 

Playstation® Nintendo® 
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Bef ore The Glovz After The Glovz! • •• 
Your game hands gettin’ tired and sore? 

Blistered and worn thumbs? 
Looking for better controller grip? 

Then it’s time to slip info some comfy 

GameGlovz™. 
Lightly padded thumb 8 forefinger design hglj 

fend off the nemesis numb thumb!; 

includes Shipping & 
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“Tojp-notcb arcade play; tbe best baseball game AI”.pc Game, 

TruPlay™ Al guaranteestrue-to-life base running, fielding, and managing 

polygonal players 

Broadcast-styte camera angles and VCR features allow you to replay the action from any angle* 

...all the intricacies of a re al game, irom line drives to 

tlie suïcide squeeze and the doublé switch..” 
-Family PC 

Blazing fast ameplay and all the action of ahighlightreel 

Pro-style interface that brings you into the game 

• Head-to-Head Multi-player action via LAN, modem, or Internet* 

This game feels lfke basehall...great gameplap, and super Al. 

No other game does these things.” 
- PC Sports Games 

New 1999 MLBPA player rasters and.1998 «pareer stats 

• Career Mode includes a realistic aging curve, player retirement andriew rooide prospects* 

ce block buster deals with Multi-player trades and Manage-only 1119de toeontrol key aspect 

*PC version only 
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